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The National Beard en Graduate Education (tIspo Was established in
1971-0y the Conference Board of Associateditesearch Councils: to pro=
vide a means for thorough examination oigraduateAdutatien today' and,of
its relation td.American'society in the future. In partial fulfillment Ahat
task, four NBGk.reports with tecommenilations 'have 'beenrpublisheckto
date;_anchether Board_report's artin.proce'ss.olcompletioril

In addition mte the NBGE reports, severatauthored studiei have en
sponsored by the Board ant issued in'a separate publication series. Tli e

ye served in secne instance i to undergird.Npc\E recommendations,and'
eb'eee distributed by theBoard as scholarly contributions Worthy of

consideiVien by especially interested: audiences. This report, the, pro-
!ceedings of a Board-sponsored inVitational conference held in November
4944, is presented as a part of thatserieS,..

The conference grew out ofextensiVe NBGE discussion about the need
to improve'graddate programs for prospectivetcommgnityjunior college
-(c.TG) teachers and current CJC staff seeking further professiOnai dmvelop-
tent. The Beard noted .that there existed no .well-define'd course of
gradUate study for preparing new community college faculty. Although

, many commimity colleg&staff were actively seeking in-service training,
f ew universities had developed programs directly responsive to the pro-

. fessional needs of this group. With financial assistance from the Lilly
Endowment, Inc., NETLE convened the November conference for system-

. . .- .
'Composed of the American Council on ducation. the Social Science Research Council.

..
the Amcrican Council of 14.arned Societies. and the National Rese-arch Council..., J

. iii
; ,.

..
.
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atic discussionsof the issues and problems in staff development. The-son-,-
ference proceedings'are here issued as abasis for continuing discussion
and study;.

I

I. t , ..
In organizing the conference, riBGE was,fOrtUnate to have the assis-

tancl of an advisory panel knowledgeable about the subject of con-niunity
college staff developipent. Members of the panel were: -

I ...f

.

Make M. Cartter (Chairman), Professor in 'Itesidence, University. of
a. . ,

r . California at Los Angeles ,
..

. '-'.7*.
Ernest AndOson, Asiociate Professor of Higher Education n and Coq-

dinator or UniveiiityJunior College ,Relations, University of IBA
'nois at,Urbana= ' .

Elof Carlso9,- Professor 9f Biology, State University of New York at
Stony Entor' ;"" \'

Utnk,e

.

Everett W. Ferrill, Proferfof History, Ball State
Maurice Mandelbaum, Professor of Philosophy, The Johns Hopjcins.Uniyersity . ) .

PeterlMasiko, Jr., President, Migni-Dacre. Community College
Richard C. Richardson, Jr., President, Northampton Coinity Area Com-

munity College .. .. ,
William Toombs, Assistant Director, Center for the Study of Higher Edu-

cation, the Pennsylvania State University -
,

The,yanel met in May 1974 to deckle. the conference format, select
author's for the prepared papers, and develop a list, invited participants.
Panel members also reviewed the sections of this report written: by the
editors after the conference (Chapters 1, 1S, and j4)..ang1 erldorse these
sections as representing their own views.t)----- ,

We commend this report to community college and university faculty
members, department chairmen, administrators, Land others 'concerned
with community college staff development. We hope that the record will
serve as a catalyst fort the development of nev and more responsive
graduate programs in this area of educaiiefe. ''

. . .
DAVID D. HENRY, Chai an
National Board on Graduate Education

May !1975 ,,

I.

I (
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(Meeting in May 1974, the conference advisory panel' identified three
..

groups criticalto the .successful development of preservice and in- service
programs for community college-staff development; community colleges,.
graduate schools of arts and sciences, and university schools of educatiore
(orjlepartments of higher education). Within each grogp, the views of

tin faculty and administrators were deemed essential. The panel agreed
th.

at the invitational Conference should be limited to approximately 30
people, with 10 faculty and administration representativesdrawn frbm
each of,lhe three sectors.2

./' (The conference was organized around commissioned papers distributed .

to all participants in advance, These papers (Chap'ters 2-12) constitute the, bulk of this' volume.3 Participants 'addressed the issues raised in these
papers dining four conferen9ssessiops. .

Session I described current tre.nds within the community colleges, at
have created the concern fqr staff development by, McCabe. and.
Smith, Harcleroad,, and Cartter and Salter). In Session H, a variety of_

*responsss to staff development needs were discussed, including responses
in "non-traditional", settings (papers by Fader,..O'Baniqn, Collins and
Case; and 'Tillery). The .perspectives of.gLraduate factitly, dean's, and

4Members are listed inthehe Foreword. . ... .

* A list of participants is included aC an appendix to this volume. , . '
3 A "brief" reviewing the lit4rature on the subject of community college teacher preparation
was.cleveloped by the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, uct.A, and distributed at the
conference. The brief, entitled "Community College ;reacher Prepa9tion,- is available
thregigh the ERIC 'S.7S.I.t.

i
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Greel. and Fiellstrolm,' Sparks, and, Haskew). Session LV opened With
schOOls of ucation were developed in Session III (papers by Phillips,

'
,,,,stonmoriesIbiy.T.00mbs, Perea, and Taylor of the main lines Ofris0s-

.-.

on in theofirst three sessions, and the-balance of that cOnclu ing ses-
, sic) was.devoted to the next stepways to build on this conferende.

I. i I. 4ei

. We are mrebted to the advisory panel, under the chairmaiiship of
Allan M. Carider, for thoughtful assistance at each stage of project ac'tivity
and to die- Nation-al Buard on Graduate Education for sponsoring the '

1 I
'conference and this publication. Iii particular, Board members Ridhaid C.

i .$
Richardsoo,iJr., Maurice' Mandelbaum, and, Everett Ferrill were instru- ''. \-
mental in ,d recting the Board's attention to the issue of community
college itaf deyeloPment. I k .

A special, note_of Wanks-is due Mark Ni5on, Administrative Assistan10

to the Bo d, who participated in all panel and.editorial *dings,
oversaw co ference arrangements, aild worked closely with the editors in -'
preparing t e proceedings manuscript for, publication. His substantive
contributiO to the report's Introd lion is *especially appreciated.
Harriet Hu MI provided alitoria *assistance, and Sandra Matthews

assisted iji reparation of the man script. ( 4

The stif4 of the Centel for the Study of Higher Education at the

. Pennsylv la State University deserves recognition for adniinistrative
and coordt ative support of the prOject. Gay McGuire, researeNassistant

. . at-the Cep er, taped and transcribed did-conference discuisions. .,

...A. \Finally e appreciate the tinandial.support of the Lilly Endoivment,
f

.
Inc., that acre the.conferense and this publication ,possible. ,, 4

r
S.V. MARTORANA ,- Professor of Higher Education

it Center for the Study of Higher 'Education .,

Pennsylvania State Uriiversity)..;
. -

WILLIAM TOOMBS, As'sistant Director
Center for the Study of Higher Education
Pennsylvania State University

'DAVID W, BRENEMAN, Staff Di ector
iciational.Board on .Graduate Education

.
- o
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(The ational. Board ..?n Graduate Education, conference on CooperatiVe
approaches to cOrnmraiity college staff development was a unique' na-
tional attelnpt by representatives'from graduate arts.and sciences depart-,_.-N
merits, community colleges, and schools of education to diseuss in detail-, .

the contributions each Sector can make to the preparation and continuing
professional development pf community college factIlty. The conference
folliiwed'a period of intense debateon this topic b' constitdent members
of the American Association of.Community-Junior Colleges (AACJC) and
by others.concerned with policy in community colleges.' During thissame
period; the declininglabor market for Ph.D. and the changing national
.priority accordkd to research had, prompted many graduate faculty
members' toAeconsider the stniiure and content Of graduate degree
prograMs, in rder to ,meet new needs: The thvg wa right, to apemble
representatives from the universities and the community, colleges to
discuss, the poSsibilities for cooperative approaches to these related
concerns. , ;

The advisory panel, establiihei to plan the conference, 2, identified,
several reasons why communitscolicges might look to gradt;Ote schols

' Roger Yarrington (ed.), New Staff for New 'Students. Educational Oppor.tutUties for All,
Report of the 1973 Assembly of the American Association of Community and Junior 'C
Colleges (Washington, D.C.: AACJC, 1974); 'Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., *Project ;Focus: A
Forecast Study of Community Colleges (New York; McGraw-Hill, 1973), David S.
Bushnell, Organizing for Change. New Priorities for Commuhiz Colleges ttNew York
McGrvi-Hill, 1973); Terry 011anioeTerichers for Tomorrow, STV. Dorlopmentliry the
ComAnity-Junior College (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1972).
2 MeTbers ace listed iri the Foreword

1.5
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fo assistance in staff cieverO5ment, but also noted some obstacles to.
coo t

.
n. Factors supporting cooperation include...

, * ,,,./
,

The enort}tous hkiinan and Material resources within the graduate
schvly; , . ,

tlThe fact that prospect vecommunity college members typii
cally undertakb spme grad ate sttldy; . .,

Community ,college promotion policies that reward faculty who
4 ''undertake further advanded study; , ..1 .

Strong ties b9tween many community college faculty and thg
graduate schools where they completed their degrees.

~`obstacles include:.

-a

, Unsuitability of many graduate programs for the contindecl profes-
sional growth of c.omrqunity colleggfaculty, particularly in those gradate.
programs focused explittively on disciplinary research rather than on
imp loved wi* to teach the subject; ,

Perc,ption within. communittyjunfor colleges of 'graduate school
indiffejence to the mission, philoiRphy, and aspirations of 2-year in-
4titu,rons; '

7 Difficulties in restructuring graduate programs to include courses
needed by community College facultS. and to waive some course arid
fesidency requirements.

-

The. advisory panel observed that the priorities_of community colleges
and graduate schtiols often conflict. Community colleges want faculty(
members who are well prepared in teaching and interpersonal skills, well
rounded in general learning, and well trained in a particular discipline, in
that order, while graduate school priorities are just the reverse with
prime emphasis on disciplinary competence.

The rapid rowth and diversification thethe co munity colle move-
ment helpS* to explain the need, for both pres rvice and in-service
programs for staff development. In 1950, community junior colleges had
acombitkd enrollment or 218,000 and employ4d approximately 15,300
faculty. By 1974 the number of communityjunior colleges had roughly
doubled, enrollment had soared ,to 3.5 million, and over 164,000 faculty
were employed. Although all of Higher educationexpanded rapidly. during
this period, community colleges, were by far the 'fastest growing sector,
Increasing from 11 percent of total higher education enrollments in 1952 to
35 percent by 1974. Although the growth rate of community colleges (as of
all higher eduCation) has slowed considerably in recent years, over 50,000
new faculty _hires are projetted in these institutions over. the 15-year
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N period to 1996 [Canter and Salter].' Consequ ently, both ,preservice .

programs for new faculty and in-service programs for current staff are \
needed.

As community colleges have g rown and evolved, they have bro adened
their mission to incltide an expanding confmunity service component and
have-actively sought new clienteles, including the elderly, various com-
munity kervice employees (in firemen and police training programs, for
example), And prison inmat9S [McCabe and Smith, Harcleroad]. These
new students often require different approaches, to teachingextensive
and individualized attenti ; programs that are flexible in time and are
offered outsideNthe camp s gnvironment; and the use of new curricular
materials, frequently yr grammsd or heavily' dependent on audiovisual
equipment [McCabe an Smith]. Many of these students enroll in courses
with nr intentiQn of,coti npletingformal degreerequirements, while others,
after completingoal Oacheior's degiee, enroll in, search of specialized
training :Jr aipartictilar job or to fulfill course preoquisites for graduate
programs [Harclerciad].

Graduate schools have responded to requests for more emphasis on
teaching skills by creating new degree programs, (Doctor of Arts;Maste
of-Philosophy) that.seek to provide lboth rigorous training in a discipline ,

and the requisite peilaRgical skills. In many Case,, though, these new
programs have simply added a course or two in'teaching methods to the.
Traditional graduate requirements, and the result has met with uneven
success as preparation for community, college teaching. In other univer-

I sides, the D.A. program has triedto accomplish too much, by combining
a Ph.D. program with a degree in education, thereby makifig greater
demands on graduate students than the traditional Ph.D. programs. A
relatively new degree o ion, D.A. programs are still in the
tion stage {fader]. ,

In the absee of suitable in- service programs in established graduate
schools, many community college faculty have turned to other institu-
tions. A number of "instant universities, staffed by faculty from existing
colleges and universities,on a part-time basis .and offering personalized
and flexible program's, have attracted _Many community college faculty;

while other institutions, ffering advanced credentials and sne 'ai em-
phasis on interdisciplinar r human relations programs, also find strong
support [O'Banion, Til 1-,

a
Another community college 'response is theefeCelopment of "in-house-

staff training programs. These range from o0s4ime speakers or seminars
to coordinated induction programs to help new teachers adapt their
graduale training to the community college setting and to introduce new

' Bracketed references in this Vapter are to conference papers contained in. this report.

ar
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staff to the mission and philosqphy of the community college [Collins and
Case]. On a larger scale, the AACJC at its 1973 Assembly called for
establishment of regional training centers staffed and administered out-
side existing universities. The call for centers specifically. and sole)),
designed for community cQllege staff is testimony to the community
collegeS' view that graduate education's, eigorts have not been sufficient
and that the problem is urgent, but the regional center idea faces several
obvious problems. The centers would, be expehsive to establish, would
tax the resources of the community colleges, and would duplicate
'resources that exist ip many universities (although graduate schools'
would need to reorganize 'those resources to serve community college
faculty),

How have graduate scbools responded to needs expresseb by commu-
nity colleges?. In 'several instances they have responded by offeking new
programs of the type community colleges request. Particularly in state
universities, instances oe cooperation between graduate faculties and
community college faculties in addressing these needs can be cited [Green
and HellstrOin]. In other cases, graduate faculty express uncertainty. about how faculty needs in community colleges differ front" thOse of
faculty 4 othei institutions, and point, to progress being made in the
development of curricula and teaching materials of potential value, to
community colleges [Phillisf:Ps]. Still others 41 attentics to the financial
constraints now faced by graduate schools aid are-warMest the graduate
schools commit themselves to new programs designed for community
college faculty that cannot be supported in the longer' run [Sparks].,
Finally, some view the' university schools of education as a pbssible
intermediary between community colleges anti graduate departments in

furtherstrengthening cooperation and speeding the development of
needed programs .[Haskewl.

The question of graduate school involvement in community college,
staff dekelopment is not one of "whether," but of "how" and "how
much." Obstacles are real but are pot, as this conference attested, due to
a lack of concern or good will. The following highlights from the
,conference discussion are offered as a starting point for furtheionsidera-
tion and for action.

HIGHLIGHTS

a

P- mmunity -junior colleges increasingly need faculty members with
sp skills. flexibility to deal with students from widely varied and ,
di rse backgrounds, excellent teaching ability, based on an adequate
knowledge of subject matter, and.an understanding of the evolving role of

.
4 '
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the community. college as an institution and of the local community in
which the Collegeis*.located. ,

,,Many giadnak cs,chools have taken more interest in community
college staff development Than those in community colleges often realize'.
Iips.ome instances, however, this activity has not been werfocused or

articulated with the, needs of the community college..
Although-subject matter competence was deemed adequate and not a

source of Concern for new community college staff member's, the Jo.
update existing staff through in-service programs is a serious concern.

t Many community college administrators Relieve that graduate
schools turn, out \,"balf-persons",people well trained in the academic
disCipline, but lacking" in human relations and teaching skills: Such
"half-persons" are not effective teachers in the community college
setting, apd this accouCt4-for much of the community colleges, resistance
,td hiring .ph.frS-.

Numerous areas, were identified where a. lack of communication
contributes to perpetuation of stereotypes and other misunderstandings.
Community college administrators.talk primarily with professors of higher
education, while coomunity college faculty talk primarily with their
faculty% countewarts yin the university. University faculty need more
firstha'nd knowledge of the communjty colleges, an end possItfriobtain-
ble via faculty exchangq.. Needed presery ice and in-service programs/or

.staff developm t are often ineffectively described to university. person-
.
nel. To meet t needs of community colleges, more cross-discipline
communicatie is essential. '

Problems Of staff development requir cooperative approaches in-
volvingoth the university and the comm nity .college. The `necessary
resOurces.fOr successful programs are prese t in the two institutions, not

' in either one alone.
Improved university p rograms for community college staff develop-

ment ate needed. The questions now demanding attention are how tb
develop; administer, and finaike cooperative programs. Where should
such, programs in the un iversity or community college be lodged? How
should the burden of Lost be distributeramong university, community
college, and the persons receiving the training? These practical questions
will have to be addressed at the local and regional levels through
follow -up tiVities tothis conference.

s..
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Nem/Programs anctiPrictices
,and 'Desirable. . f
FaOulty CoMpetencies

. and Attitudes
p

"bat MtCabe and Cynthia M. Smith,
MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Any change in 'the community college ells/liniment affects the faculty.
ci In this paper, we discuss new learning 'programs and the ttiljs,sompe-

teneies, and attitudes appropriatefor community college faculty.
We conducted tro .surveys. The first, carried out in wo stages,

Concerned net' programs and practices.' A panel of eight community
college deans and presidents was asked to indicate'new learning programs
and iractices in community colleges. From items suppfied by the panel,
as well as additionS from the literature, a composite list was developed.
This list, mailed to the presidents o 39 large community colleges, formed
the basis of the first survey: Re ndents indicated whether the programs
and practices listed existed in their institutions and whether they believed
that these practices would increase. They were also asked to add an jr
items that they felt should be included. Thirty-seven presidents responded ,

to the survey.
The second survey, concerning desirable skills, competencies; and

attitudes for community college faculty, was also conducted in two
phases. A seven-member panel of faculty leader?; and ,administrators who
employ and supervise community college faculty, was interviewed in
depth. All items identified by the panel were compiled, creating a list of

' A review of the literaturcon developing programs, practices, and-relai studies showed,
Qleazer's Project Focus to be.the most important source of data. Gleazer, pres ent of the
American Ass9ciation of Community and Junior Colleges, spent a year examining such
practices in community co1leges thmpout. the country. Other studies were relatively
limited, although reporisetitdividuals practiced were abundant. See Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr.,
Project 4ocus. rorecast Study of Community Colleges (New York. cGraw-Ht11, 1973).
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desirable skills, competencies, and attitudes for community college
teaching faculty. This list was) reviewed by height community college
administrators for proposed additions. All ideag suggested by either group
were included in the final list. The list was distributed to. 74 community
college professionals-7department heads, dearls, ang faculty leaders, with

, the majority being department chairpersons. They were asked to indicate
their attitude toward each of these characteristics by marking each as
either very desirable,, desirable, of marginal value, or undesirable. Tilley
were limited to no more than five selections as "very, desirable.",
Seventy two community college professionals responded to-the survey.

O

,

THE CHANGING\COMMUNITY COLLEGE ,.
The American jun\ or college, instituted at the turn of the century-grew u

.. l .

1.

rather slowly until,,*orld War If. These institutions, which stressed the
primary function of the first 2yxars of a baCcalaureate program, were.
often single-focus institutionraviding preparation for one specialty.

Significant charige_ occurred after World War H. A grateful nation
wanted to provider something .oi' real value to the eturning'Gr3, and ac-
cess to higher education was made available.. The a inment of a college
degree was a great dream for millions of American families. GI's returning
from the, war flocked to colleges and, in many instances, became the first
in their families to seek hi her education. The decision to exi5and access
to higher education had an ideal match, The substantial Wartime
technological developments were beineapplied to peacetime indusIlties,
and the expansive eoonomy welcomed the kalents of this new college
gen?ration. Jobs were provided inavolume 4)r teshnioally_tand profession
alt trained personnel. In short, collife education was seen as. the -road to
success. - t.

: Enrollments in higher education more than quadrupled in a 20-year
span. The community college was ideally suited eor such rapid expan-
Sion, providing, opportunities for technical as well as professional
education. Thus, the expansion-of community colleges through the 1950's-1
and 1960's otitpaced the dramatic growth in other sectors of higher
education. ,:: , . \ -:, .

The concefas, of the open-door policy and the cofnrirehensive commu-
nity college were crystallized during the 1960's.2 The institutions visual -
iced themselves as having two tracksthe first two years of baCcalaureate ,
programs an9 the two-year technical prOgrams. In addition, some recogni-
tion was generally given to a community service requirement. The

. k

2 Horton 11: Clark, The Oeen littor College (New York. McGraw-Hill, 196d).
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eniphasis, as in all higher educt atton, wasion careei.preparation, in this ,

case, either professional or technical. One of the driving forces of the
access revolution had been,the insatiable need of American industry for
more compitent personnel. Community colleges wereAieived as prepar-
ing people fOr life, preparing people forcivok opportuthties.

Concern for lifelong edcation or for programs designed without -

occupational objectives was elatively limited. The mission of community
colleges was been primarily as preparing persons for direct entry into
employment, preparing persons for transfer to upper division institqons,
or, in many cases, providing a screening function. for baccalaureate
pr6grams. ' 6

Despite its successes, the open-door policy of community, colleges
created cOnsiderableCOncern. Dropout rates were high, and little research
was conducted ,to indicate why. Skepticism .olictinued concerning the
impact this policy would have pti the quality of edUcational progrrs.3,... -

Many in higher education,worried that the valuevf the credentials issued
"( by colleges would be 'diminished and that attention to Less. well- prepared

stud his would negatively affect,the "normal" college students:
1

Despite the problems of the opetisdoor, enrollment continued to grow,
and as it grew, hie student population became mote heterogeneous:Lkke
any enterprise experiencihg successand the expansion of community
college enrollment was vivid eviideiice,,ofsucasssu;bstantive changes in
practice did not take place. Community-colleges were busy just trying tot .
accommodattlhe flood of new students:

The 1950's and 1960's witnessed' substantial change in Ameritan
society, and the successful formula of comprehensive community
college became -less in keeping with the needs of society. In the late
1960's, public attitudes of disillusionment with higher education became
eVident,and. the ,cortimunityscolleges found themselves in a dramatically..
changed setting. Almost overnight, the halo had slipped, and the ihstitu-
tions that had been the beneficiaries of unprecedented grovAh it pubic
support found themselves facing antagonistic'legislatures and whdering

--7-1' %, how hey could,maintain the ground that had been gained. In the early
1. . 1970 ., the community colleges were losing financial support and, n many

casts, experiencing declining or stabilized enrollments. .

It now appears that this period of hardshlp may, in the long run, rove a

of great benefit to community copeges. With less pressure to" in ease
enrollment and considerableconcern to maintain the current enrol ment,
community colleges have been making substantive changes in the form
and scpp9 of the sery: ices'Iney provide. Tare seriously concerniz

3 Amitai Etziodi, "The Policy of Open Adinissions," Nei' TeachingAen 'Learning (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1971).
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, enrollment, aommunity colleges have been examining the needs oc their,
communities; and have been quietly redefining. the open door; Newt

th developing learning arrangements that are designed With
each individual has his own needs, his o n bate pf

d competencies, kind that learning program should *
iiit the individual. The.,persolialization 6E struttion,.has-(
portant goal. . t
he- ideaof he open-door admission policy i community .

radical acoept. Ket,4during the current. troubled period
ucation, perhaps in response to decreasing gr stabilizing

programs, ti
rapidly. Th
undetprivil
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concerned
educftion
Lifelong.I
this acme i our history,. Gleazer notes the begiriningof the trend in severa
ways. Fir t, covnunity colleges are becoming more community-based,
more orirted to performance r to credentials. .Second, community
services are expanding fro sector or departinent of. colleges to
rectesen the total stance; of the colleges.

Throb h the ,period of the access revolution,, community 'colleges 4'
continu d to open their (fool's to More and More students, and the
increas Ely diverse student bodies required more diverse,programs and
Iearnin arrangements. This experience pul copunupity colleges in an
ideal p sition to further. .diversify and tdredefint theeefien-door policy.
These phanges seem to have fully taken toot. Today? here is considerable
optinf m among community college personnel enrollment. It
may ell be that the community colleges have begun a "second access
revo1 tion."4

d directly to immediate community needs, are developing
array of new programs ranges from health clinics fT. the

ged to pre-employmentmd in-service education for firemen
for ificrceraied persons. May of the new programs are not
ith sareer preparation, but with personal development not'

or lifd but education as.an ongoing and integral part of.,life.
arning,is gaining increasing attention, and this seems right ,for

4%.4, ,. A r --.
tEA NING PROdRAIQIS AND PRACTICES

; v
The

i
survey responses to new learning programs and practices are shown

in ble I. The pr,pgrams and practices appear to form two clusters: those
that ptovlde services to individuals previously not served and those that'
rel1te to the fohn of the learning program. There"tis considerable evidence
of 'the redefined 'open door and the increasing commitment of the

4

I
de E. Blocker and others, The Tito-Year College. A Social Stizthesis (Englewood
s, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965). "+ 4

)
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TABLE I Now Leort;ing Progranut Zna Practices in Selected Community Coiagas
... , , t,

. . Humber of Colleges

Prograin or Pllactice

Reporting

Exi nce

of ogram Projected
or Practice Jncrease

.
I. Programs for the elderly
2. Special services for underprepared . 36

36
34

28' 3. Occupational nrograms.organized,on a ladder or lattice
.NA& .

35 32
4. Continuing education (lifelong learning) for personal

. enrichment (no occupational objective) 35 32

. 5. Upgrading and retraining programs for specific industries
' . or companies 1 . 35 32
§. Early-admission-of advanced high school students - 35 28
7. Individual learning 35 33
8. Programs for persons who have not graduated from high

'school , -',
9. Credit based on external examinations (e.g., College-,

. Level Examination Program cLEP) -
10. Use of Course or program objectives by facet)!
11. Audiotutorial leaniingprograms
12. Credit based orl institutional examination
13. Small-group learning .
14. Cooperative education career programs
15. Interdisciplinary courses

f 16. Pie-employment education or training for specific ',..
companies or industries (e.g., police tookie training)

17. Large-group learning
18. Multiniode learning arrangements (e.g., combinatiok

large- group /individualized study)
19. Modular courses
20. utreach center(s) in low-income area

.\,....21)Outreach counseling services or centers
22. An organized learning support program for students

experiencing difficulty .

23. Peer counseling
24. Systenis approach to learning
25. Variable time for completion of courses .
26. Special programs for.women
27. Programs fOr the incarcerated
28. Student self-directed !earning
29. Comter-assisted learningN
30. ermane credit or advanced standing (e.g., recognizing

,
work in a high school career program for credit or ad-
vanced standing)

31. Use of learning contracts i
32- Special programs for the-handicapped

'

'

'

.

34

34
34
34'
33

33

32

32

32..

31

31.

29
29
29

29

27
27

27

27

26"..,,-:

26
24

23

23

21

.....

.r

26.,

28
32

30
27
27
33

25

25

26

26

30
25

26

26
22

23

25
21

25

18

20

18

18

19

-
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TABLE 1 New Learning Programs and p7ricticain-
Siolactad Community Collages (Cont'd)

c.

Program or Practice

)
0041S

110

Number of Colleges
Reporting

s Existence
of Program', Projected
or Practice Increase

33. External credit programs % I, * 21 24

34. External credit utilizing television -.. . , 21 22

35. Cooperative program with other educational institutions

.,
(e.g., a prokram'whern laboAtory course; are in one

. institution and academic courses in another) 1 20 ' le
36. Student involvement in>zommunity service (for credit) 20 17

37. Variable credit for courses .. ,--- l9 . 16
38. "Prescription" assignment? 19 17

39. The use of learning styles in planning learning\ experiences. r 19 17

1)0. Simulations or ganiingi learning( rog 'ms . 19 15

41. clinics providing servi4s to the ini e.g.. dental
.t

clinic) f 15

S 42. C;edit for life experience b ----'1
f 43, Computer-managed learning ,,,

44. EXternal credit utilizing mail and print materials
14

13

15

16

45.-kesearch-base4 learning programs 11 10

'4 46. Peer teaching . 10 10
\ 47. PSI (personalized system of instruction, the Keller plan) 10 ' 12

48. Programs for the mentally retarded adult 8' 10

`49. External credit utilizing radio 7 12 ,

t A

institutions to provide services appropriate to any adult constituents.
Thirty -six of the 37 report programs for the elderly and special pro-

;
gramt for underprepared; eight have programs for mentally retarded
adults. More than half .of the 37 institutions reported programs that
illugrate incrwed expansion of the open door for example, special
services for the und9rRrepared, early admission of advanced high school
students, special programs for women, and special programs for the
handicapped. It is clear that the population served by the community
colleges continues to become more diverse. 4

The responses give evidence of,greater concern for,students: Programs
are organized on the basis of what is good for students rather than what is
easy for institutions. Many approaches may place constraints on institu-
tional decision-making, but have proved practical and/useful to the
,student. There -are practices designed to perSonalize the education
program or to provide effective learning for the very heterogeneous

r
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student population. Examples, of theses would be individual leaning,
interdisciplinary courses, peer counseling, computer-assisted lea-thing,
and 'external credit utilizing televisiu.

Table 1 also shows the perceptions of the.37 presidents 4th'regard to
thq increase in the hew programs and services.. Fifty percent or more of
the presidents projected thato31 of the 49 new prOgrams or practices would
&xpind; in no case did fewer than 10 presidents project expansion in a
new program or practice. Programs expanding the open door were highly
rated in terms of their p9(ential for expansion. There is a definite diverPty
among theinstitution§. Two institutions reported having 45 of the ew
programs anti practices; alt but two reported .having More than half
of them.

.

DESIRABLE SKILLS, COMPETENCIES, AND. ATTITUDES FOR
COMMUNITY COLLEGE` FACULTY . 4

'With the increasing diversity of Pr ramp and the redefining of the Open
door, faculty tasks are becoming in reasingly more complex and demand-
mg. After extensii/e interviews with community; college personnel,
Gleazer notes that "Community college faculty..are confronted with an
impressive set of demands: Learn how to teach, keep tip in your field,
study sub-cultures, and change your attitudes toward students and the
acaderriti proc6s."5

The commitment of the colleges clearly seems to be to provide services
to an increasingly disparate student population in an increasingly per -

sona,sonal'
ge facultrih a world* On instruction. They were charged with `
l) ed way. This is illustrated by a charge recently Oven to community IN

personalizing instruction

That is, de- veloping a system which organizes conditions for learning built around the
eleMents of objectives, assessments, student and faculty charactenstics, learning style and
environment, so that each student is permitted and encouraged to work at a rate, in a style,
and At a level-that is commensurate with his/her abilities, entering behavior, interests,
learning styles and needs.

It is no wonder that one faculty menter responded to our survey that a
"desirable skill is ace ability to walk on water."

Table 2 shows the reactions of 72 community college administrators ant
faculty leaders. They were asked to respond to each item but to mark
"very desirable" for not more than five of the items. Of interest are the .
many skills, competencies, and attitudes rated as more desirable than
discipline preparation. , I /
3 Gleazer, op. cit.
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TABI,E :2. Desirable *Ms, Com4rotrcias, and Attitudes for coriantinfty Collage faculty
its iciantiged by Selected Admiristrators and Teaching Faculty

- Very.

Skills, Competencies, and Attitudes Desirable
I

Marginal
Desirable Value

I- Undesirable

(I. Has a genuine interest in studious
and is committed to helping all
people learn 1 52

2. Corhmitted to the open-door phil-
osophy and to yorking,with-a
more complex student body 44

3. Good interpersonal skills the /

18

23

0

4

1

Ability to Be open, listen non-
judgmentally, give nonthreatcort
ing feedback, etc. 42 27 2 0

4. Flexible:7willing to re- evaluate
to:1gs and adjust to.chaniing
conditions - I ., - 40 30 0 \ 0

5. Strong interdisciplinary or multi-
discipliriary preparation and the
ability to apply it at the instruc- ..

.tional level '32 31 7 0

6. -Knowledgeable in area of human
,psychologyunderstanding
needs, motivations, etc. 27 43' 3 o 0

7: Proficient in defining learning ob-
'70 ; jectives for specific progranis 27 ' 39 5

8. Proficient in developing and -

o examining alternthive plans or ..!

strategies for specific prdgrams 26 38 9

9. Has a high energy level and will- I
'ing to put in the time and effort
necessaryto complete tasks 24 " 45 2 0

10. Possesses "learning design" skills
' or. the ability to understand, de--

sign, and implement a dis-
ciplined process of inquiry 21 38 13. 0

I I. Knowledgeable concerning Ameri-.
can:society, with on .

.
a

current trends and problems 19 48 7 . 0

12. Knowledgeable concerning learn-
- 'ing theories and learning le-

Search 19. 42 9 0

13. Strong preparation in a single .., es.

discipline 16 35 21 5'
14. Knowledgeable concerning tech -

"nology-in learning 13 49 8 0
15. Understands the total eduCa.

tional system,including admin-
.

istrative functions 1dt, ,"
g!..

A2 19 -1
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TAME 2 Dssirabis Skills, Competencies, and Attitudes -for Community Collage
Faculty as Identified by Selected Administrators anctTeathing Facility, (Conti)*

Skills, CoMplencies, and Attitudes
Very

" Desirable Desirable
Marginal
Value Undesirable

16. -Competentjn research. measure-
ment, and evaluation 7 49 16

17. Preparation in logicto assist ,
learning about critical thinking
ayd analysis 7 41 24 1

18. knowledgeable concerailkthe
. : history and philosophy bf edu-

cation

,
,

2

ct .

26 40

,

1

19,'Demonstrated research profi-
ciency in a discipline . 1 24 41 8

This Jig consistent with the changing nature' of the institution and the
commitment to the development of the individual and the personalization
of instruction. Wd also believe that it reflects 'a frustration on the part of
those surveyed firs,electing new faculty, there is little Emblem finding
persons who have adequate discipline preparation, but /he other com-
petencies dften have to be developed by the institution afteremployment.

With regard to discipline preparation, .32 persons considered strong
interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary preparation and the ability to apply it
at the instructional level'as "very desirable,'Y while only -half as many
considered Strong preparation in a single discipline as "%pry, desirable";
21 indicated that it of."marginai value"; and 5, "undesirable.'-'

The skills, competencies, and attitudes identified and rated highly by
those surveyed appear to cluster into several groups. One concerns the
commitment to the community college and its philosophy. Interestingly,
the two items. in thiS cluster received tht..ItikEttt rating. A second major
cluster concerns skills and coinpereScies necessary in - working with
people. This seems quip consistent with the program emphases develop-
ing in community colleges. The three items in this cluster included the
third and fourth most highly rated items. A third major cluster represented
throughout is concerned with the design and implementation of the
learning program. There are seven items that could be so classified, three
of which were among the 10 most highly rated. The eleventh most highly
rated item, "Knowledgeable concerning American society, with emphasis
on current trends'ind problems," also aPpeats in beeping with the goal of
the community colleges to serve more directly the needs of American
society. 1-4%,

The item, "Knowledgeable concerning the history and philosophy of

.4 14



. education" has the next-to-lowest rating; only two indicated this as "very.
desirable ";.40 considered it of "marginal -value." This could well be

Irelated to the to y opinion that so many assign to .prpfessional education
courses offered by universities. The item receiving the least sujport is
that of demonstrated research profiCigncy in a' discipline. Only mai person

, marked this<as "very desirable," 41, considered it of "marginal value',"
/ anti EL considereckit as "'undesirable." Significantly, development of this

competency is of prime importance ,-to many graduate schools.
I I

SUMMARY ,,
# 1-,The American community collgge has continued to diversify and to

expand the concept of the Open door to include an-ever more heterogene-
ous student body: ,they elderly, incarcerated persons, mentally retarded
adults, the handicapped, the underprepared, persons who have not yet
graduated from high school, and many others. Institutions, having in-
creased their emphasis on personal development and the individualiiation

:of the educational process, offer progr s which include use of learningAN

1 objectives, computer-managal instru ion, modular courses, time-
variable 6grams, multimode leirning, arrangements, variable credit,

er teaching', audiotutorial learning programs, and simulation:Prey town
increasingly demanding role, the faculty must be committed to work with

' all individuals and exhibit a willingness to give of one's self. As one
: pandliM noted, ",Faculty need the ability to give'nonthreatening feedback

and openness so that teacher and student reinforce each other, both
verbally and nonverhally.. Faculty need empathy for students." They
must also ,understand Jearning theory and the application ophat theory for
use in the community college educational programs, as another panelist
stated: "Educators teed design skills. They should be able to break down,
their specific teaching area or discipline and put it back together. They
should be able tolundersiand, design, and implement a disciplined process
of inquirY." Finally, the community college faculty member needs
preparation in a discipline, and, preferably, preparation that is interdisci-
plinary in nature. ,-

The data collected from .the two surveyed groups are interrelated. The
colleges report increasingly diverse programs and clientele, growing

iinterest p individualization of learning, programs, and greater concern for
the .personal develdpment of individuals. The second survey group
emphasiked three primary clusters of skills and competencies as most
desirable for community college faculty. commitment to the open-door
philosophy in the broadest sense, skills and competencies necessary to
work with people, design and implementaticAof the learning program.

.,.
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To a great extent, the, necessary skills and competencies,for community
college faculty are being developed on the job. The community colleges
need improved programsboth in-service and preseryiceto prepare
f ulty for their new roles. Thetask of designing an educational program
tha ill develop the imposing list of desirable skills and competencies is
awesome, Are American graduate universities willing to undertake the
challenge?

/
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Graduate Programs
dind Changing Community
College Studefite-

Fre . fkircleroad
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

My friend, Aunt Mary, recently celebratedler 104th birthday. If she had
retired in 1932, at the age of 62, qnd a community college had been
nearby, she would have been a student similar to many who are entering
community colleges to4y. Are the community college instructors of 1974
prepared to provide apkopriate educational experiences for a student of
this typeone who can look,forward to 42 years of enriched life, with
ample leisure time and an inquiring, concerned, and produCtive mind?
This single case is designed to illustrate the potential diversity of future
community college student bodies. To meet the needs of this increasingly
more varied group, significant readjustments are needed in graduate
programs for both preservice and in-service education of-the teaching
faculty and the adininistrative,leaders.

Proper planning of new or revised graduate preparation programs
requires some prediction of the types of future community college
students, their needs, and their numbers. In addition, the ongoing needs
of our ociety need to be, onsidered and programs adjusted or developed
to meet both the needs of each student and of the overall society.

This constantly operating process has its perils. Prediction is often
questionable and must be recognized as highly speculative, at best. Two
fairly recent instances illustrate dramatically the changes that can take
place and how badly our statistics can sometimes mislead us. For example,
in Illinois in 1968, Master Plan Number III included , a report of the
Committee on Preparation of Junior College Teachers that predicted a
need for 11,000 teachers of liberal arts and general education subjects to

17
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staff the faculties of Illinois:junior colleges f ;om 1968 to 1980.1 In addition,
the committee foresaw the need for 6,360 additional teachers of technical
subjects, plus "those who will be needed to replace those presently in
service. . . ." Simultaneously, the net number of full -time- equivalent
(FTE) students in technical programs Was predictedto grow from 12, 589

"rto 68,986. And these predictions, which grossly overestimated present
conditions, are only-6 years old. ,./,`

Consider also, Daniel Yankelovich's' findings in his recently published
study.,2 Based on pasonal interviews of both, college and noncollege
youth, ages 16-25, he found great changes from comparable studies in the
mid-1960's. Just a few examples will highlight the changes:

1960's: Violence on campus condoned and 'romanticized
1970's: Use of violence rejected'

1960's: Campus seat'ch for self-fulfillment in place of conventional
career

1970's: Campus search for self-fulfillment within a conventional
'career,

1960's: Value of educatidn severely questioned .

1970'sf: Value of education strongly endorsed

1960's: Challenge to traditional work ethic confined to campus
1970's: Work ethic strengthened on campus; growing weaker;among

noncollege youth.

The contrast in attitudes among current studehts,_potential community
college students, and those of 5 to 8 years ago is dramatic. Overall
enrollment statistics in community colleges are just as dramatic.

A study by Froehlich3 of 1973 enrollments in Illinois documents that
growth in the 4-year institutions has plateaued and that it has slowed in
communitS, colleges (for 1971 -1973) in away that no one hadpredicted 4
years earlier. The Florida division of community colleges indicated the
same pattern; although full-time enrollment dropped from -1971 to 1972,
the actual head count continued to grow with an accelerated increase of
part-time studentS. Annual head count as a percent of state population in

'William E. Simeone and others, Preparation of Junior College Teachers, Master Plan,
Phase III (Springfield: Illinois Board of Higher Education, June 1969), pp. 2, 14, 10.
2 Daniel Yankelovich, The .Vets Majority. A Profile of American Youth in the 70:s (New. York.
McGraw-Hill, 1974).

G. J. Froehlich (ed), Enrollment in Institutions of higher Learning in Illinois (Illinois.
University Bureau of Institutional Research, University of Illinois, 1973).
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Florida grew from 3.4 percent in 1968 to 6.2 percent in 1973-1974.
indicating the colleges serve an .increasingly larger, proportion of the
population. Nonetheless, full -time enrollment is not increasing at rates
projected just a few years, ago.

Despite prediction problems, some trends in community college student
characteristics appear solid enough to serve as bases for planning
adjustments in Programs for the education,of community college teachers
and administratOrs. The remainder of this paper Will deal with these two
topics.'

The most striking, change, already noted, ,is the enormous increase in
part-time attendance, coupled with the increase in older students. Garland
Parker'sannual study, "Enrollments iii American 'Two -Year Colleges,"
highlights this change.4 In one yearthere was a 0 percent rise ih the 750
2-year colleges that reported data for his study, and "in the reporting
institutions, part-time students comprised 52 percent of the total enroll-
ment," Independent 2.-year colleges experienced an overall loss of 1.4
percent that would have been even greater without a gain of 6.9 percent in
part-timp students. Church-affiliated 2-year:colleges were down by 2.7
,percent, 'but gained 18.8 percent in part-time enrollment.

Our abbreviated telephone survey of 20 personS' throughout the United
States provided preliminary informal, but infornked, ideas regarding the
changing student populatibn in the communi. colleges. Those polled

.variedTrom,a state director to deans and registrars..In New York State,
,partttime students .appear to be increasing in metropolitan community
colleges but not in rural community colleges. Graduates from 4-year
institutions are entering a few highly specialized community colleges
with special programs, such as Fashion Institute of Technology. In
Florida, senior, .citizens are reported replacing younger stddents; 'new
students, ranging:from age 30 to 80 are part-time and nondegree
oriented. In California a great increase was reported in part-time enroll-

- ments, which exhibited great diversity,in age, culture, skill, and purposes
for attendance. In Illinois and Iowa, many transfer students are entering
community colleges, and among.them are some already possessing bache-
lor's degrees from 4-year institutions. In some instances in the Midwest,
there are reports of more women, more part-time students, more older
students, and overall abinore capable group of students, many of whom are
basically interested in vocational programs. In the middle South, in
Michigan, and in Texas,, there are iii reasingnumbers of veterans in eve-
ning programs, reverse transfers from 4-year colleges to community
collego, and special programs designed for more students from correc-
tional institutions.

4 Intellect (April 1974):461-462.
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On the basis of this infOrmal evidence a nationwide surveys requested
data on these and other possible student enrollment eveiopments in
communityjunior colleges. Data were secured from 571 community
junior colleges, primarily public institutions, throughout the United
States. The responding representative institutions were distributed among
the nine"census districts, as follows: New England, 7 percent; Mid-.
Atlantic, 10 percent; Sotif Atlantic,20 percent; East NoithCentral, 17
percent; West North Central, 12 percent; East South Central, 7 percent?
West South Central, 8 percent; Mountain, 6 percent; and Pacific, 13
percent. Data were gathered regarding (1) part-time students, (2) more
mature students and their.interests, (3) women, (4) minority students, (5)
transfers from 4-year colleges, "(6) graduates of 4-year colleges, (7)
in-and-out attendance, and (8), proportion of stodents.requiring.financial
assistance..

Part-Time Students A huge majority (83 percent) of the reporting
institutions have an increasing number of part-time students. This positive
response ranged from 90 percent in the South Atlantic, 88 percent in the
East North Central, and 85 percent in the Pacific to 71 percent in the
Mountain and-74 percenein New England. Of those reporting an increase;
24 percent indicated it was small; 61 percent, that it was moderate; and 14
percent, that, it was a large increase. Distribution of these reactions is
visible in Figu,re 1. Overall, based on enrollment patterns and preliminary
registrations, 89 percent expected the increase to continue in 1974-1975.

Mature Studetill and Their Interests The responding institutions
were asked if more mature students were enrolling in two specific groups.
those age 25-55 and "senior" students over 55. In the 25-55-age group, 89
percent of the institutions indicated growth. In the over .55 area, 45.
percent reported growth. Regional differences Mr both age groups are
displayed in Figure 2.

While the regional differences are modest in the younger group, in the
over 55 group the range was quite extreme: from 26 percent in New
England to 64 percent in the Pacific. Interest patterns of mature students
are summarized by region in Figure 3 for four basic categories: liberal
arts, vocational, rIew careers, and hobby programs. Overall, institutions re-
ported ,37 percent of the increased number of mature students interested
in cultural liberal arts courses, 55 percent in vocational courses to upgrade
an existing career, 49 percent in- vocational courses, for new careers, and
40 percent in hobbies anckapecial interests.

Throughout the regions the pattern of interests is similar, with "voca-
s Conducted by the author in October 1974 while serving as_ piesidenit of the Amer; an
College Testing (Aro Program and primanly supported by Act.
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FIGURE; Whirem the curriculum interests of the mature students?

tional" and "new careers" offerings drawing the largest responses. The
Mountain region proved a single exception;.there, hobby interests drew
the greateit number of responses. A low level of interest in education for
personal enrichment that characterizes the two northeastern regions-
might be read as a statementtof conservatism or utilitarianism in their
traditional forms. Among all the regions no interest level can be dismissed

as inconsequential, even though they,do not show a majof gr oundswell of
.new interests to'be served.

,Enrollmenj of Women In the 'total response, 72 percent of the,
institutions reported-greater female enrollment. Percentages ranged from
min the Mountain states and 62 in East South Central to 81 in the Pacific,
78 in West North Central, and 76 in New England. Although the numbers
reporting increasing enrollment of women are significant, fully' one
quarter of,the institutions had not noted,any significant increase.

rollme nt of Minority Students Project Focus, a major study of,
long- ge goals of the nation's community and junior colleges published,
in 1972, igave particular attention AO the study of student characteristics,
i Judi g ethnic status. In the first project report, A Reportfrom Project
Fo : Strategfes for Change, the investigators reported major changes in
minority enrollments since 1969, when only 9 percent o the students
identified themselves a.s.minority group members. In 1971, '423 percent are
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FIGURE4* Is tiers i significant increase in minority enrollments?

black, 5 percent are of Mexican or Spanish-speaking heritage, 2 percent
are American Indian, 1-percent are Oriental Americans and the remaining
691percent identify themselves as Caucasians." Although these data are
questionable in that 15 jiercent of the student population sample did not
respond, clearly sizable enrollment changes had taken place by 1971,-
1972. The results from the current-survey shbuld be interpreted 'With this"
background in mind. In answer to the question, "Are significantly more
minority students etirolling?;" 41 percent of the institutions responded
that this was sirtrue, Three percent, however, did not respond to ti-te

question, and 56 percent ingiCIted "No." Considerable variation exist&
amoqg the institutions in the various c.ensus regions (Figure-4).

I '';
Transfers from 4-Year Institittions Obviously, "reverse transfer"

from 4-year colleges 16, 2-year institutionsis occurring, and probably
increasing, at a rapid rate. For example, in the North Carolina com-
munity college's in 1973-1974, 1,500 students went on from the commu-

itiity colleges to the 4-year institutions, while 1,300, students trans:
`ferred from 4 -year colleges and universities to the community colleges.
'The results, of the current survey indicate that this is a widespread
deVel8pmerit:, with 48 percent of the responding institutions indica-

'

6tdmunii J..Gleaier, Jr., Project Focus. A Forecast Study of Community Colleges (New
Y4irk: 1973); p. 15.
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ting it is happening in their, institutions (Figure 5). The regional re-.
spoitses range from 30 percent in the East South Central to 37 percent, i6
the Mountain states-to significantly higher responses in the East North
Central and New England areas, where it is true in 55 per-Cent of fir

1 institutions.

Four-Year College Graduates Students not only "reverse transfer"
in the miidle of a pliogrdm but also go back to 2-yepi institutions after
having received a degree.0vbrall response indicates that 44 percent of the
institptions,had an increasing number ()Owl:lents with bachelor's degrees
enrolling in the 2-year community colleges (Figure 6). A very high
percentage are,there primarily for occupti al programs. Evidently, the
changing employment patterns of today hay encouraged these students,
quite possibly those With liberal arts degrees, to obtain a vocational skill.
In New England, 100 percent of those in titutions indicating greaser
bachelor's degree students bearout this ob ervation. Most of the remain-
ing regions indicate that 70-80 percen of the students 4e seeking
occupational majors; this trend was less pro'minent in the Pacific (64
percent) and in Weit South Central (67 percent). ,

in-and-out Attendance Regular, continuous attendance gave way to
Air patterns of attendance in ihany institutions, particularly-during the
1960's. The citfrent survey requested information as to whether-j.
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FIGURE 5 Is thinker; increasing nuniber of transfers from 4 -year colleges?
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FIGURE 6 Is then an increase of students already holding baccalaureate degrees?

attendance is decreasing,the same, or, increasing. The overall response to
this question is somewhat mixed. Fifteen percent or the institutions did.
not respond to the question, by far the highest number of any of the
questions. Of those who did- respond, 5 percent indicated that in-and-out
attekdance is decreasing, 56 percent that it is the same as in the recent
past, and 24 percent that it is continuing to increase. The ranges among^
the different regions are dot extremely significant, although the East .
South Central region had 32 percent and the West North Central had 33
percent of the institutions report that it is still increaSing. Thus, in-mid-out
attendance, resultant program adjustment's, and.. preparation of faculty
members able to work with this phenoinenon remain a necessity.

Students Requiring Financial Assistance Respondents indicated
that need for financial help continues to.grow in a significant number of
community colleges (in '65 percent of the total). There is some regional
difference, but all are high. West South Central (53 percent) and East
Sduth, Central (54 percent) showed the lowest proportion of institutions
indicating increasing student requirements for financial help. In the
Pacific area the comparable fig.ure ig 72 percent; in New England it rose to
81.percent (Figure 7).

The figures reported from the national survey provide strong indica-
tions of continuing major changes in student characteristics in community
colleges. Although-there have been conflicting studies indicating both
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.' diversity and homogeneity of community college students, it appears
?lea*. thi:t diversity iS increasing, a trend- likely to continue under
increasing demands of divergent groups. For example, Non-
Traditional-Community College ,Froject survey (reported in April 1974), k
identified an ,additional 600,000- persons not currently enrolled in any
institution of higher education in St. Louis as potential students.' Some
wanted college credit (69'percent), some (31 percent) no credit, but most
students wanted practical vocational subjects. A higher percentage of the
students wanted to attend community colleges than has been trim in some

_national studies, and 8f!. percent were willing to pay some of the costs.
there were more women than men but they did not differ significantly in
the ways in which ,they wanted to learn, preferable places for learning, or
the reasons they wanted to learn. More men preferred evenings for....e
classes than did women and both were interested in counseling and
possible use of learning centers. .

are 'teachers of-Before considering changes in the programs to, prep
these divierse students, it will be helpful to review briefly the reasons
students have given for choosing community colleges. A number7f-----

,

, ',.
1 The Non-Traditional Community College Project: Survelo of Postsecondary Youth\und
Adult Learning (St. Louis, Missouri: The Junior College District of St. Louis, St. Louis
County, Missouri, and the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, April

,

1,
1974). ..'

or increseing, .
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studiesindicateihat 2-year colleges "attract" pragmatic students seeking
vocational training. They are interested in 4ecial curricula, good faculty,.
low-cost education, and locations dose to home. Studies from Michigan
to Texas' 'to Pennsylvania, using extensive dographical data from the
American College Testing Program and based on thousands of students in .

many institutions, confirm that these are, in fact, the major factors
influencing the selections of a community college." Thus, the preparation
of community college instructors and admihistrators must reflect and -

respect -these considerations. .

The community collegeneets a critical, growing need for a continuous
learning socjety and offers 'the most .flexible, varied, and potentially
productive curricular opportunities for this vast array of diverse citizens
of 'out country. ProgrAms for the preparation of community college
instructorsand administrators have increased greatly in number in the.
past decade. O'Banion9 has documented the needs for staff development
in the coMmunity% college and the efforts that have been made to develop
specific 'programs. His extensive review of current programs is aptly
summarized ,
Existing major degrees have not been appropriate for those who would teach in a
community-junior college The master's degree in a subject matter field often means too
narrow course specialization and no instruction in the community junior college and
teaching methodology. Most subject matter degrees are lockstep routes for potential
doctoral students in a discipline. On the other hand, the master'of education degree has been
criticized becausiit fails to offer sufficient preparation in the subject matter field. The Ph.D.
degree enwhaSizes specialized knowledge and research. Thus..it has been one of the least
appropriate degrees for the community-junior college instructor. The Ph.D, has been the
admission ticket into the professional ranks of the university, those whose goal is the
"community of scholars" in the university. experience "transfer shock" when they come to
the commenity-junior college. The Ed.D. degree. while appropriate for administrators and
counselors, suffers from the Same limitation as the M.Ed., it lacks suffic:ent depth in subject
matter to makeit an appropriate degree for instructors.

Mang leaders in the community college "movement" have described
the problem stated succinctly above. Martorana, for example, has written

* Robert H Penske and Craig S. Scott, The Changing Profile of College Students, ERIC/
Higher Education Research Report No. 10 (Washington, D.C.. American Association for
Higher Education, 1973), Roger it Lager and others, Meeting the Changing Needs of
Students: A Profile of Students,. Monograph No. 5 (Harrisburg, Pa.. Hamsburg Area
Community College, 1470),. Michael V. Mulligan (ed), Major Factors in College Choice,
(Northbrook. DI.: Acr Midwest Regional Office), pp. 2,4. 8; ,Michigan
Postsecondary Bound Students. Have They Changed? (Northbrook. III., Act Midwest
Regional Office); William Toombs, "Reluctant Courtship. Community College and
Graduate School," Educational Record (Summer 1974:222-226.
'Terry O'Banion, Teachers for Tomorri! (Tucson. University of Arizona Preys, 1973).
p. 88-89.
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as follows: "Faculty members often have negative attitudes toward
occupational education as higher education. . . . Community college
faculty need to understand the multiple functions of the community
colleges, the world of work and the student who .must some day move
from one to. the other."" Gleazer has repeatedly called for improved
graduate programs for community colleges by nearby universities."
Recently, faced with relatively little change in university programs, he and

,others have proposed regional, centers, where clusters of community
colleges in cooperation with a.regional institute develop fiCulty prepara-
tion programs. This is a normal response when rigid institutions lack the
fl ity to meet the changing needs of a sizable constituency. New and

iffere titutions will emerge to meet these needs if existing institu-
tions cannot adjustiin time to critical changes.

At presentz the changes in student bodies and student characteristics in
community colleges are so significant and the needs for highly competent
and well - trained instructors and administrators so critical, that graduate

- schools must change and adapt their programs." The alternative is new
"educational and certifying" agencies or institutions that might, ulti-
mately, replace them.

What 'types of changes are most needed? The Assembly of the
Amdrican Association of Community and Junior Colleges, held,in 1973,
,provides an excellent statement of guidelines. After reviewing the prob-
lem of new staff for new students," the Assembly report was adopted
with Very specific recommendations, emphasizing that: "

Our student clientele no longd fits the "collegiate stereotype, if indeed it ever has
increasingly, the new students reflect the thyme cultural, ethnic, economic and social
diversity of the total community. New staff for these students means, among other things,
special opportunities for skilled and hard-working incumbent staff to develop special
sensitivity to the changed needs of students and new skills to assist their learning. It means

1° Dorothy M. Knoell (ed), Understanding Duerse Students. Nen Directions for Coin-
inanity Colleges (San Francisco; Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1973), p. 26.
" Gleazer, op. cit.
"David S. Bushnell, Organizing fur Change. Nen Priorities for Community Colleges
(New York: McGraw-Hilt, 1973), and Ivar'Zagaris, Report front
Project Focus. Strategies for Change (Washington, 6.C.. American Association of Junior

. Colleges, 1972), Arthur M. Cohen (ed), Toward a Professional Faculty. Neil Directions
for Community Colleges (San Francisco. Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1973),
and Florence B. Brawer, Confronting Identity. The Community College Instritctor (Engle
wood Cliffs, N.J.. Pi entice-Hall. 1972)Edwin L. Klingelhofer and Lynne Hollander,
Educational Charactensncs and Needs of Nen Students. A Retien of the Literature
(Berkeley. Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, University of
California, Berkeley. 1973).
13 Roger Yamngton led), Nell Staff for Ncsc Stodent.s.,Edimational Opportunity'for All
(Washington, D.C.: AACJC, 1974), p. 141.
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recruitment of rieW stair for all levels in the college from those segments of the population
increasingly represented in our student groups, Blacks, Native Americans. Chicanos,
women and those who in one fashion or anothet have been historically disad,vantaged in our
culture. Such new.staff is especially needed, in leadership positions.

The AsseMbly designated as particularly impbrtant the need 'for those
who' teach in community college programs in senior institutions to have
had extensive, recent experience in community colleges. Preservice
education should be "based on and evaluated by competency standards,"4
with community colleges delineating these competency standards. Intern-
ships, practicums, and other comparable opportunities should be .pro-
videdvided by *community colleges for students from graduate institutions.

, Paraprofessional staff programs provided'in community colleges should
be followed by "ladder"-type capstoned programs at colleges and univer-
sities for students wishing to transfer from them to earn professional
teaching degrees."

In developing new graduate programs for community college faculty, it
will he important to construct flexible programs with more degree
options. Possibly doctor of arts programs in content fields, with prOfes-
sional preParation comparable to that developed at CarnegieMellon,
may be of considerable value. Graduates from the small number of
institutions offering this degree appear tojlave no trouble regarding
appointment to positions. Current degrees may still be offered but with a
variety of options available within particular degree programs. For
example, Eastern Washington State College has developed and offers a
special program designed to train faculty members that includes special
attention to student counseling, as well as mastery of an ot.,upational
specialty.

In the end, "attitude" is most critical. Institutions offering graduate
degree programs designed for community college faculty must have an
institutional commitment to the community college idea and recognize,the
validity of broad community college curricula as an essential part of
higher education. This attitude must also extend to the wide diversity of
stu'dentS who will attend these institutions in the future. Hopefully, we
can produce more community college instructors similar to the one who
wrote, "we have the feeling that they [our students1 have been housed
with cl..-sedshutters until we and a few others have somehow.managed to
pry open a shutter or two and let light in. The result is sometimes akin to a.
miracle. Miracles are wonderful to observe, to participate in them is the
almost unimaginable reward we reap."15

"
"Thomas E. O'Connell, "1VThe New Student for the New College," Journal of the
National Association of College Admissioa Counselors, 15(3).11-13, November 1970.
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Clearly, the continuing hanges in community college student bodies
revealed in this survey mat, and will, be reflected in community college
programs. Similarly, the functions of community college faculty and
administratori will continue ,to be unique. The graduate. programs
designed to educate such teachers and administrators 'must also be
adapted and changed in order that their graduates be optimally prepared
for these challenging times Hopefully, university graduate programs will
adjust and some graduate professors also reap a comparable miracle for
themselves by educating more community college instructors and ad-
ministrators who will "pry open the shutters."
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Two-Year College
Faaulty and
EnrollMent Projections

Allan M. Cartter and Maurice M. Salter
_ UNIVERSITY OF CALIPOINIA, LOS ANGELES

To determine trends in the deMand for teachers in 2-year colleges, it is
useful to review enrollment data for the past,10years and to project 2-year
College enrollments to 1990. The,National Center for Educational Statis-
tics (NOES} provides historicalenroliment statistics for both degree- and

. nondegree-credit enrollments. Projections are available both front ICES
(to 1982) and a forthcoming study by Allan M. Cartter (to 1990).

LACES data on the composition of faculties in 2-year colleges for the'past
decade are unreliable. The fast factilty survey published by NCRS was for
fall 1968, but the historical data For 1960-1968 have been revised twice
since that title. Two American Council on Education (ACE) faculty
surveys report data for .1969 and 1973, and the American Association of
Community, and Junior Colleges (AACtc) reports total faculty for indi-
vidual institutions in its annual directories. These data sources provide a
somewhat sketchy ,picture of faculty resources in the _2-year college
sector, but the approximate magnitude of faculty employment and trends
in hiring can be discerned.

`TWO YEAR COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS

Tat* 1,shows the .reported full-time-equivalent (FrE) enrollment in the
2-year college sector for both degree- and nondegree-credit enrollments,
froml962 through 1973. (FTE enrollment is calculated by adding full-time
plus one7ddrd the part-time enrollment for degree-credit students and;
full -time -plus one-fourth the part-time enrollment for nondegree-credit
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TABLE 1 FTE Enrolment in 2-Yeer Calicos' (in Thousind$

Fit Degree Credit FTE Nondegree Credit,

NCE1
Year .Projection Actual

Crter NCES Canter
Projection Projection Actual Projecti n

1960 315
1961 368
1962 408
1963 426

1964 501

1965 614

1966 690
1967 771

1968 922

1969 1.076
1970 1,127
1971 1,195
1972 1.200
1973 1,241

1974 1,287 1,269

1975 1,340 1'316
1976 Is,392 1.361 t
1977 1,436 1,411

1978 1.472 1,454
1979 1,493 1,505

1980 -1,503 1,548

1981 1,513 L564
1982 1.501' 157,3 -

1983 1,557

1984 ) 529
1985 / 1,494-
1986 / 1,459

1987
/

1,

1988 1,459

1989 1.476

1990 1,460.

581.

62
5

697

731

759
780
806
820

93,

84

127

160

193

226
26

68

366
/ 461

507

544
581

627
665

697

73

759
780
806
820,
812
797

779
761

755

761,

T69

761

Alb

SOURCE, National Center for Educational Statistics, Projections of Educational Statistics (Washing -,
ton, D.C.: U.S. GPO, 6074), Allan M. Caller, Ph.D's and the Academic Labor Market (New York.
MOGraW-Hill, 1975).

Actual, 1960=1973; NCES projections, 1974-1982; Canter projections, 1974-1990.

students.) Over the last decade, 2-year collegewnrollments almost exactly
tripled. Beginning with 1974, two enrollment projections are illustrated.
One is from the NCES 1973 Projection of Education Statistics and
represents its latest enrollment forecasts to 1982. The other is a medium
projection by Cartter, developed for a forthcoming Carnegie Commission
on Higher Education study on Ph.D.'s and the acadeinic labor market,
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The canter projections are carried to 1'990, providing a somewhat longer
time perspective. 6.

The two enrollment projections are reasonably close for 1974-1982;
however, Significant differences lie behind these' two projections. Al-.
though NCES today taket a much more pessimistic view of the future
growth of undergraduate enrollments than does Cartter, it assumes a
contimiingiinerease in the share of lower division enrollments accounted
for by the 2-year college sector. tartter's projections for total under-

/graduate enrollments are nearly 12 percent higher for 1982, but Cartter
assumes that the 2-year college share will finally stabilize about 1980 at
approximately 40 percent of entering college enrollments. Underlying the
NCES projection is the assumption that first-time entrants in 2-year
colleges will incase by 19 percent between 1972 and, 1982, while
first-time entrants in the 4-year college sector will decline by 18 percent.
By contrast, Cartter assume, ,sa 12 percent increase in first-time students
in the 2-yoar colleges. Cartfer argues that when the rate of growth in
undergraduate enrollments drops sharply (or actually turns negative), the
4-year colleges are likely to adjust their entrance standards at least to
maintain their share of'the market. He believes it unlikely that the 2-year
colleges, can continue to- expand at a steady rate while the senior
institutions are contracting at approximately the same rate. In the case of
nondegree-credit students, Cartter has adopted the NCES projection, thus,
these two series are identical.

Table 1 presents likely annual enrollment increments in the 2-year
college sector from 1960 to 1973; forecasts to 1990 were made using the
Cartter projections. Note that the peak.period of growth was between
1964 and 1971, when enrollment increments Averagqd about 130,000 per
year. Beginning in 1972 and continuing until the early 1980's, the
projected annual increments in enrollment average about 75,000. After
1981, demographic factOrs contribute to a projected modest decline in
enrollments in the Z.:year-college sector.

The largest area of uncertainty in projecting enrollments over the next .
10-20 years lies in the nondegree sector. Over the past decade FTE
enrollInent in nondegree studies has risen from 105,000 to nearly 550,000.
NCES'projects that by 1982, FTE enrollments in this sector will be 820;000.
Many observers believe that nondegree-credit enrollmenti will grow
much more rapidly than projected here, as the-community colleges turn
more to the service of adult audiences. However, the rapid growth in the
last several years may have been due largely to the return of Vietnam
veterans, in which-case the rate of growth in the future may be more
moderate. Some NCES staff members also believe that recent enrollment
figures for nondegree students have been somewhat inflated by standards
of reporting that differ from those used in earlier years. In any event,
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TABLE 2 Bliutumtff-scuBrBaliOiht Colcgos,t1969-1969 ind 1972-1973

1968-1969s . - 1972-1973

at
Students ...

Full -time 1,013,565 1,376,089
Part -time 885 ;521 1,467,686

- Full-tithe equivalent 1,308,739 1;09,318
'Faculty

Full-time 60,798 80,173
Pa/14411e 36,421 ,. 62,145

*Full -time equivalent .72,938 100,80
,Studentifaeulty ratio 17.94 18.43

S_ tudent/faculty increments, 1968 -197
550;579127,952 = 19.7.

tigURCE: Data computed from information -in Community and Junior College Directory, 1970 and
1974 editions (Wilshington, D.C.: AACJC).

.

nondegree enrollment projections are the most questionable. For (he
purposes of this volume, however, this may not be a critical issue,
because the largest proportion of doetokate teachers in the 2-year college
sector is engaged in degree-rcredit instruction.

TEACHING FACULTY IN 2-YEM COLLEGE_S

NCES1 reported 53,194 full-time and 23,792 part-time teachers in 2-year
colleges for an FIE total of 61,125 in fall '1968. For the same year, the'
AACJC, in its annual Community and Junior College Directory, reported a
total of 60,798 full-ti and 36,421 part-time faculty for an FIE total of
72,938. In addition a) reporting about 16 percent more college teachers in
the 2-year sector, AACJC cited an FIE enrollment abOut 6.5 percent greater
than did NCES. Because AACJC is the only agency that has reported num-
bers of faculty consistently for a period of years, itsdata were used to cal-
culate student/faculty ratios. Table 2 summarizes this material for 1968
1969 and 1972-1973. The average student/faculty ratio is 17.94 for the
earlier year and 18.43 for the later year. A comparison of the ratios for the
2 years shows an, incremental student/faculty ratio of 19.7 from 1968 to
1972.

For the year 1968-1969, for which NCES data are available, the reported
average student/staff ratio was 20:1. Thus, it seems appropriate to take

National Center for Educational Statistics, Teaching and Research Staff by Academic
Field: Institutions of Higher Education, Fag 1968 (Washington,,D.C.. U.S. GPO, 1971).
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20:1 for the approximate average incremental student/staff ratio for the
2-year college sector when estimating faculty needs for the coming
decade.

Table 3 estimates the employment of new junior faculty in the 2-year
college sector for the past dozen years. Enrollment increments are in
column 1 and faculty ihcrements (equal to 9ne-twentieth the enrollment
increments) in column 2. Column 3 estimates the number of faculty
needed to replace those who have died or retired during the year,

TABLE 3 New Faculty Needed in 2-Year Colleges, 1960-1990 (in Thousands)

Year

Total
Enrollment
Increments
(I)

New Faculty N esded
Total New
Faculty
Needed
(4)

New Faculty for
Degree-Credit
Instruction
(5)

Enrollments
Growth
(2)

Death and'.
Retirement
(3)

1960 ) 3'4 1.7 0.5 2.2 L7
1961 44, 2.2 0.5 2.7 3.3

A962 61 ' 3.1 0.6 3.7 2.4

1963 1 40 2.0 0.6 2:6 L2
1964 108 5.4 0.7 4.2

1965 143 7.2 0.9 8.1 6.2

1966 112 5.6 1.1 6.6 4.7
1967 116 5.8 I.5 7.3 - 5.1

1968 194 9.7 1.4 11.1 ( ' 8.6
1969' 118 5.9 1.5 7.4 .9.7
1970 - 148 7.4 1.7 9.1 . . 3.1
1971 164 8.2 1.8 10.0 , . 4.2
1972 55 . ' 2.8 1.9 4.7 0.4

1973 76 3.8 2.0 5.8 3.2

1974 65 3.3 2.0 5.3 33
1975 92 4.6 2.1 6.7 4.6
1976 84 4.2 2.2 6.4 4.3

1977 81 4.1 2.3 6.4 4.3
1978 4. 78 3.9 2.3 6.2 4.2

1979 79 4.0 2.4 6.4 4.3
1980 64 4.1 2.5 6.6. 4.4

1981 41 2.1 -2.6 4.7 3d
1982 23 1.2 , 2.6 3.8 2.5

1983 ' -24 -1.2 2.6 1.4 0.9

1984 -43 -2.2 . 2.6 0.4 0.3

1985 -53 -2.7 2.5 -0.2 -0..1

1986 -53 '-2.7 2.5 -0.24 -0.1
1987 -16 -0.8 2,4 1.6 1.1

1988 '16 0.8. 2.5 3.3 2.2

1989 * 25 L3 2.5 3.8 2.5

1990 -24 -1.2 2. 1.3 0.9
1
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estimated at 2 percent per year. Collin-in 4 indicate the total number of
new junior-fa iQtyLrequired each year to meet the enrollment needs.

Column 4 refers only to new junior faculty.recruited. Two other 'types
,of faculty mobility are omitted. One is the number of teachers who
changed educational institutions but remained within the 2-year college
sector. This number, an estimated.2-3 percent per year, cancels out when
the total demand for new faculty is considered. An additional number of
senior personnel leave or enter higher education each year. There are no
accurate figures to estimate this number, but the several studies for higher
education in the 1960's indicated that the net flaw was about zero in most
years. That is to say, several thousand new senior teachers are recruited
etch year from outside the 2-year college sector (e.g., from business and
industry and public schools) and an equivalent number,is presumed each
year to leave the .2-year college sector for employment elsewhere.
Probably the large4-4novement of senior teaching personnel into and out
of the 2-year college sector is.in the part-time teaching ranks.

While column 4 estimates- the total number sof new junior faculty
needed each year, varying proportions of this number are required for
degree- and nondegree-credit instruction. Column 5 estimates the ndmber
of new faculty required each year strictly for degree-credit instruction. Inc
every year but one, when nondegree enrollments deOned, the number
needed for degree-credit instruction was somewhat smaller than the total
number of faculty required. During the period of rapid enrollment growth,
about 7,500 new teachers were required each year for degree-credit
instruction. From 1970 to 1980 it appears that the .4.1v,erage number
required annually will be only about 3,000. Beginningrik 100, the number f
falls to zero and remains negative for some years in the 1980's. (In years in
which no hew faculty is required, some nontenured faculty would be
discontinued, and the total size of teaching faculty would shrink.).

at,

,TWO -YEAR COLLEGE FACULTY WITH THE DOCTORATE

It may be useful to estimate the proportion of 2-year'.faculty holding
doctorate degrees and to determine any appreciable changes in this
proportion since the late 1950'. In VIE terms, 2-year college enrollments
have grown from less than 300..000 in 1957 to almost 1,750,000 in 1974. In
short, this review corers the period when approximately 80 percent of the
growth in community colleges occurred.

The Chief information source was the AACJC quadrennial handbooks,
'1960, 1963, 1967, and 1971 editions. For each stz.:e at least 45 percent of
the 2-year colleges were included in an institu4ional sample, providing that
the institutions had reported faculty, data in cqmparable form in each of
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TABLE+ Periiraago of 2-Yeer College Facultraitii the Doctorate

r yCJC ACE- .

1195 1960

1962- 3
.194-1967
'1968-1969
1969-1970
1972-1973

ACV

8.37
k.32
7,12

.11 6.9 6.7
, 6.30

,8.7 7.2

SOURCE: Computed from 1968 and 1972 ACE faculty surveys.
Data weighted for full-time and patt,-time status.
Data also weighted for institutional representation in sample.

I the 4 years. If a
41.

minimum of three institutions could not be maintained
within a state, that state was dropped from the survey. Final sample data
came from 23 states (155 2-year colleges); these states accounted for 82

percent ,of 2-year college enrollment. Each state's faculty count was
weighted by That state's share of enrollment in the 23 state universe.
While this procedure did not furnish a strict scientific sample, it provided
a reasonable representation of the.2-year college sector.

Table 4 Ishows the percentage of 2=year college faculty with the
doctorate between 1959 and 1973. Note that the fraction of total faculty
with thi doctorate computed from AACJC, directories declined steadily
throughout thisiperiod.,The ACE percentages are based on the 19,68-1969
and 1972-1973 faculty surveys by Alan Bayer.2'dolumn 2 shows the
perceAtages with the sample weighted only for full-time and part -time
faculty status. Column ishows the percentages weighted additionally for

t the institutional characteristics as they appear in the ACE national norms
reports.

Table 4 suggeits that the proportion of 2-year college faculty with the
doctorate declined significantly after 1961-1963, but increased again after
about 1970. this pattern supports the observation that in the middle and.

7 late 1960's doctorates were relatively scarce and the largest proportion
was bid away t:,,y senior colleges and universities. Beginning about 1970
the Ph.D. shortage disappeared in most fields, and an increasing propor-
tion of new Ph.D.'s are now taking initial teaching positions.in the 2-year
cptlege sector.

This latter observation is also supported by a Cartter study using data in
the Doctorate Record File on first job placement of new Ph.D.'s. Table 5

" 2 Alan E Bayer, College and University Faculty. A Statistical Description (Washington,
D.C.: American Council on Education, 1970); , Teaching Faculty
in Academe: 19724(Washington,D.C.: American Council on Education, 1973).
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TABLE t Now Doctorate Toddlers Employ sd\ ihf,2-Yar Colleges, 19i7i973
j.

. Total
\
New Doc- Percent New s

New Doctorate 'torate Teachers DoctOrate Teachers

t : Teachers iri (All knoW in 2-Year
...

. Year i-Year Colleges* institutionk Colleges
,-,

19671 63 3/436 1.0 4.
1968 114 7597 1.50

1971 . 188 5516 3.41

1972 393 9128 4.31

1973 558 9232 6.04

SOURCE: Canter,Ph.D.'s and, the Academic Labor Market (New York: McGraw -Hill, 1975). Data
from Doctorate Record File of National Research Council.

Includes both new 2-,year college faculty with recent doctorates and faculty\previously employer--
in 2-year colleges who completed their doctorate during the given year.

summarizes this information for years between 1967 and 3. New
doctorates, fir;cling fewer jpb opportunities in the more ,eli e 4;year
collegeg or universities, are. more frequently taking first teachin jobs. in
2-year colleges. Cartter's study indicates that the fraction of newt octor-ateshired by the high-prestige colleges and universities has dr pped
significantly since 1967, While the proportion'going to the lower prestige
universities, the less selective 4-year colleges, the 2-year colleges, and the
public schools has increased substantially.in the last several years.,

1

PROJECTED. DEMAND FOR DOCTORATE FACULTY

Among the full-time faculty respondents in the 190-1969 and)972-1973
ACE surveys, the percentage holding the doctorate rose from 6.0 to 9.9
percent. If the samples were comparable in the two survey years, ove,r the
4-year period when apprOxim,ately 20,000 new full-time teachers were
hired, about 4,000 additional doct?rates wereadded.3 Thus, the incremen:

3 Some of the 4,000 additional doctorates may have been older t clips continuing in service
but completing the doectoratp within the period. The implied 20- percent incremental
doctorate/faculty share is not inconsistent with a finding that only about 10 percent of newly
hired teachers possess the doctorate at first employment. The National Education' Associa-
tion faculty supply and demand studies in the early 1960's made the mistake of overlookin
the degree-completion rate of teachers already hired. Huther's survey of new hires in the
community colleges in 1972 found that,only 8.7 percent possessed the doctorate when hired
but this probably would have been consistent with a ratio of new doctorates in teaching to
new teachers of about twice that level. See John W. Hu ther, "Small Market for Ph.D.'s. The
Public Two-Year .College," AAUP Bulletin, 58(1) :17 -20, March 1972.

so
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tal ratio bf new doctorates in 2-year scolleges to new teachers hired
approached 1:5.

In projecting doctorate faculty demand for the 2-ypar colleges, Table 6
presents a high and a low estimate., The high estimate assumes that the
incremental ratio of.new doctorates to new teachers is 1:5 (20 percent) for
the next, several years, rises to 1:4 (25 percent)%by 1980; and increases to

...
,1:3 (33 percent) by. 19854hen academic openings in 4-year institutions are
likely to be very scarce. The low estimate assumes that the incremental'
doctorate share rises from 12 percent in 1974 to 20 percent in 1982 and
thereafter. It is quite probable, _that the actual experience will fall
som9where betweeti these extremes.

It appears that thnumber of doctorates hired by the 2-year college
sector for traditiotil teaching positions wall avers e between 600 per year
(low estimate) and 1,000 per year (high estimate) r the remainder of this
decade. Beyond 1980 the picture looks increasin y bleak, for an assumed
higher poportion of a declining number of new hires results in a predicted
shrixrifig market. Even, if half of all newly employed teachers had the
doctorate in the 1980's, a relatively small number could expect full-time
appointments in the 2-year colleges.

TABLE 6 Demand for New Doctorate Teachers in the 2-Yeer College Sector,
(in Thousands)

Year

Total New
Faculty for
DegreeCredit
instruction -

New Faculty with Doctorate

High
Estimate

Low
Estimate

1974 3.T 0.75 0.44'

1975

1976

4.6
4.3

0.92

0.90

0.60
0.60

1977 4.3 0.95, 0.65

1978 4.2 0.97 0.67

1979 4.3 1.03 0.73

1980 4.4 1.10 0.79

1981 3.1 0,84 0.59

1982 2.5 0:70 0.50

1983 0.92 0.28 0.18

1984 0.30 0.10 0.10

1985 -0.13 411.04 -0.03
1986 -0.13' -0.04 -0.03
1987 1.1 0.36 0.22

1988 2.2 0.73 0.44

1989 2.5 0.83 0.50

1990 0.90 0.30 0.18
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The above comments concern personnel for traditional instructional
duties: There may be developing needs for trained counselors, instruc-
tional re$Durce specialists, or other nonteaching staff with special skills.
Whether such persons would require doctorate in education or special
in-service training is unclear and we have no asis for estimating the
possible magnitude of the,derrland for such supp rt personnel.

This brief sketch of enrollment and employment projections suggests
that the 2-year college sector is not likely to represent a vast new
untapped market for doctorates being trained by the nation's graduate
schools. In the 1960's about 60,000 new junior faculty members were
employed in 2-year colleges for degree-credit instruction, for the 1980's
the projections suggest the figure will be closer to 20,000. Even if half of
these new hires had the doctorate (a most unlikely occurrence given, the
views of 2 -year college employers), this would probably represent a
detimnd for only 5,percent of the expected doctoral output.'

The training of 2-year college teachers is an important task for the
graduate schools, but it is likely to represent only a small fraction of the
demand for doctorates. This perspectiNe may be useful in assessing the
priorities for graduate education.

4'
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The yniversity of Michigan:
- A New Degree Itogram

to Prepare
Teachers of English

Daniel Fader
a ^

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

C.,

. .

Dissatisfaciion was the base upon which we built our doctor of arts
program for the teaching of English. We were the Teacher Preparation
Committee-of the Department of English at the University of Michigan,
the time was 1968, and we were dissatisfied with our profession's failure,
in whichwe had fully participated, to prepare teachers for nontraditional
students who were then entering '2- and 4-year schools in the United
States. Also, we had long been convinced that conventionally educated
Ph.D. students would face constricted job opportunities in ihe'uniyersities
of the 1970's and that the great need for new teaching skills was to be
found in the first 2 years of college whether in ,the communityjunior
college, the 4-year school, or the university. Acting upon that dissatisfac-
tion and thoie convictions, we began to consider the possibility of a new
degree to describe a new kind,of preparation.

We were aware that opposition in our department to a new degree might
be minimized if we were to propose another track to the Ph.D.. rather than
an entirely new docioral degree. Though anticipated opposition con-
cerned us deeply, we rejected an alternate Ph.D. as inappropriate both to
our intentions and to the needs of our potential students. Since all of us
held Ph.D. degrees in ,gnglisil, we, knew that such degrees might be
preparation for a life of scholarship and graduate teaching based upbn that
scholarship, but they are not preparation for teaching composition and
literature in the first 2 years of college. bather than mount an internal
chldlenge.to the immense inertia of the Ph.D., we determined to define a
new degree.

Desiring the emphasis of contrast, we adopted the title doctor of arts
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(D.A.) rather than doctor of philosophy for our
to declare our intention to concentrate upon t
active art, a creative i tion of k
student-as-person, the di
that order), which w
kind from the disci
Though we were
programtfo
t to that benefits to expeFienced teachers of a year's nbnteaching

sidency could lie as much in what contemplation might allow them to
sco about themselves and their students as in what our faculty might

he the 'to learn about language and literature.
To pro ote personal discovery and disciplined inquiry, we designed a

prig based upon the double foundation of idiosyncratic electives
(together with a required, year-long seminar taught by a tealn of
specialists in linguistics, rhetoric, and literature) and a semester's re-
quired course in pop-culture (officially, a seminar "exploring innovative
and nontraditional .approaches to literature"). The foregoing quote, as
well as, the following description of our year-long seminar, is taken from
the aA. brochure:

Our purpose was
teaching English as an

wledge of self-as-teacher,
ipline of n: s __, and methods for teaching (in

make the new degree substantially different in
me-defined Ph.D. and the methods-oriented Ed.D.

ways aware that we Were English teachers building a
nglish teachers, we were committed from the beginning to

. Cs

English 517-518. (8 hours) A two-term course given to the examination and discovery of
innova,i.e approaches to teaching composition and to the ",evelopment of other skills of
literacy. Candidates will be asked to define realistic and defensible goals for teaching literacy
to students not likely to enter professional or academic life, and to examine and criticize
traditional approaches to wntitu, in the light of those goals. They will look into problems of
motivating nonreaders and reluctant readers, and learn enough about diagnostic and
standardized tests to be able to work effectively with teachers of remedial and developmen
tal reading. The course will incorporatg linguistic findings which bear directly on the
teaching of language use. Practices in cnticizing wnttng will be examined in the light of .
assumptions like these. that standard English is one of several forms of English and not
necessarily the most important medium for all occasions, that language deficiencies must be
distinguished from dialect differences in the teat.hing of reading and writing, that the writing
teachet must be especially sensitive to the social and personal implications of dialect
difference. The course, which aims toward refonning,wmculum and practice in introduc
tory English classes, is based upon two premises. that conventional freshman English

courses have been partii.ularly unsui.4essful with ill-piepared students, and that the college
(4 yr) parallel course is not the only model to follow in designing' E5glish courses.for
two-year schools.

If this description appears prescriptive, thbn appearance reflects reali-
ty. Now, early in the fourth year of our program, 7 years after we began to
conceive and shape the core courses, we have the satisfaction of knowing
that our arguments for a prescriptive, required, year-long seminar in the
"teaching of literacy" were correct.

Experienced secondary and collegiate teachers, we said, often suffer
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from three closely interrelated, disabilities. One, they are personally
isolated from useful professional criticism by the perverse and pervasive,.
notion of the inviolate classroom, where tenure defends against accounta-
bility. Two, they are little exposed and less susceptible to new theories
t6at may form the basis for new practice, at least in part because of the
immediate and continuous pressures that John Holt summarized in his
recent book title, What Do I Do on Monday? Three, they have so many
students producing so many papers in so many classes that they have time
to read only those papers and texts they ,use for teaching.

The most frequently heard response totthe,general topic of the seminar
is usually coupled with a reflection uk,,,n the most absolute and invariable
requirement of enrollment in the program: "This is the first time since
I've been a teacher that I've really talked about teaching' and learning,
especially when I didn't have to worry about what I was going to teach
tomorrow." The-force of the latter part of this statement comes from the
requirement that no teacher may teach while enrolled in the doctor of arts
program. Our experience has been that teachers who must soh e im-
mediate problems are thoroughly reluctant to consider long-range solu-
tions. The psychology of imminence is destructive to careful enquiry, the
art of teaching requires contemplation, as well as time for application.
Too many teachers are familiar only with the latter requirement.

For each victory, a defeat. Right as we may have been about the topics
and residency requirement for the seminar, we were wrong about its
human composition. We agreed early on the breadth of experience, we
wanted in the program. To a majority of 16 experienced teachers with a
master's degree (or its equivalent) in English, we added one student with
no gradAtNvork in English and four with no teaching experience. Of the
five, fo,q:,lift or were dropped from the program, while the fifth was
delayed'tb obtain significant experience, by contrast, all 16 experienced
teachers completed their residency requirement in the first year.

We discovered that information about teaching and learning had radi-
c illy different meanings for experienced and inexperienced teachers.
While one sifted new knowledge through the reality of old classrooms,
using memories of previous students to measure probable success' and
failure, the other tended to measure all things by th.. standard of itself.
Instead of cross-fertilization we had only cross-purpose. After the lessons
fa/tight us by the first class, experience in teaching and graduate work in
English have been neatly invariable criteria for admission to our program.

The philosophical bases for that program can be summarized in a
beliefthat opening collegiate doors to nontraditional students implies
the obligation to train teachers capable of meeting their needsand in a
word"pragmatism." In-other words, we are entirely- interested -in what
works and have only an experimental rather than a moral interest in what
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should work. Our Value judgments are based invariably on what is learned
rather than what is,taught. Where -the two cOindide one kind of success
has been attained. Where they diverge; failure is initially attributed to
teachers -- material's- methods rather than to students:. t-.

EXAMPLE I Does the-first year, required Course in English composition
seem to have sinall success in teaching conventionally unprepared
Students to employ the conventions of communication in English?
Perhaps the time has come to question accepted methods for conveying
conventional knowledge. For instance, paragraphing: How do writers
learn to paragraph? The best evidence seems to indicate that a well-Matie
paragraph is the writer's reSponSe to the shape of a:paragraph passively
derived from the reading-of many thousandi of paragraphs and not the
writer's coordinated, internalized response to an 'analytic model.- For-
virtually all writers who. paragraph adequately in the first 2 yearCof
college, the paragraph does not appear to be a considered response. Fur
virtually all writers at the same level who paragraph inadequately,
analytic models of the paragraph appear io.be of little use. ,,How, then, should'we meet /his need? Ideally, in a world that never,

" was and` may never be, we would send such students to read the
thousands of paragraphs likely to give their] conventional knowledge.
MorallY, in The world that should be, we would expose them once again to
analytic models of the paragraph designed to build. toward a whole'
through inductive, incremental meats. Pragmatically, in the world that is,
we would know that the ideal, alternative is improbable and. the moral
imperative unrealized. We would, therefore, reject them both and depend
instead upon this simple, mechanistic alternative that is a model for
rhetoricai,pragmatism in Our D.A. program:

What we ask, our experienced teacher-students, do your unprepared
students want and what do Oil want-to give them? Do you want to give
them knoWledge of the rhetoricalstructure ora paragraph, while they
want merely to know how to r Resolve the dilemma in their
favor. Assume that ideal practices and. rhetorical models have failed to
prepare these students and are likely toifail again. Give t,hematiodels and
practices that fit their needs instead of your desires. Tell them that the
nearest whole number obtained by dividing the sum of all pages in 10
nonscientific books in English into the sum of all paragraphs in those same
books is most likely to be THREE. Tell them that this observation supplies
them with a normative rather thart a prescriptive number against which to
measure their own practice. Neither one paragraph on two pages nor 10
paragraphs on a single page is necessarily bad practice. But an average
number of paragraphs that significantly exceeds or falls short of three,
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derived from any considerable number of pages, may point to aberrant .

pricticethat interferes between the reader and the writer's intended'
meaning.

Couple this observation with. one other and yOu are likely to have a
teaching model' that passes the pragmatic test. Tell* them that the
semicolon (;) is composed of a period (.) and a comma (,), because its
power of interference lies midway between the Pause of a comma and the,
full stop of a period. Tell them that the only important use of the
semicolon in English is to connect two sentences more closely relatediin
meaning -than a period would indiCate. Tell them, finally, never to begin a
,Paragraph by aking a break between two sentences that Can sensibly
be connectedwith a semicolon, and you will have told.3hem all they
may ever be able to make use of or need to know about paragraphing in
English.

.4

EXAMPLE!! Does a second Year, elective survey of the drama in English
fail to draw a community college clientele sufficient to justify. its exis-
tence? Instead of bemoaning the barbarity of the students, examine the
materials and methods used to teach the,. Is Hamlet's kingdom of
Denfnark remote frqm,the apparent, interests and concerns, of American
community college students in the 1970's? Perhapsnot when approached
through the play's powerful sexuality. and paired with The Zoo Story,
Edward Albee's contemporary drama of sexual communication. Is, the
antisemitism Hof The Merchant of Venice ludicrous because Shylock is a
medieval monster wholias little contemporary effect as a human being?
Perhaps, no whenapprOacheg through the modern antisemitism of Rolf
Hochhuth's lay, The =Deputy. Isn't it easier to perceive the renaissance
Hell of `Mac th thrOugh the modern Hell. of Sartre'S No Exit? And
modern viewers or readers may be able to judge better,how much racism
has to do with Othello's fate after they've seen its murderous effects in
Leroi Jones'S play DutIhman.'

What are your objectives in teaching the drama to community college
students? What kind of behavior do you want 'to elicit from them? What
ultimate actions on their part will you accept as judgments ofyour
effectiveness as a teacher? Put in that way, the question of successful -

teaching becomes pragmatic in the extreme and does not allow for
'answer's constructed primarily from the-predilections of the teacher and
thenintegrity of-the materials. Put in that, way, the question of successful
teaching of dramatic literature may in part be answered by the response of
independent pur'uit: "M9 first objective is that my students should want
to read and to eeplay''s when they are nodonge4 my students. When one
articulated, uNerstood end of teaching' becomes the pleasure and inde-
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pendent stimulation a student obtains through the means of a teacher's
intervention, then we believe that we may have constructed and vivified a
truly pragmatic model. S

I have tried to present the philosophy behind our program in detail, to
discuss the difficulties experienced in developing the program is a request
more easily satisfied because -I believs our most significant difficulties fell
into a single group characterized b' a single problem: How to refrain
from imposing Ph.D. requireMents on D.A. candidates. I have also
been asked for an evaluation of other doctor of arts programs and a
prognosis for the future of such programs. Difficulties, evaluation,
prognosisthe three seem to me to be connected in a very near
relationship. Our greatest difficulty in creating a useful program for
training and retraining experienced teachers to serve the needs of
community college students was with ourselves. We had thought our
worst problems would lie with a few of our departmental colleagues who
believed and said that the D.A. wouldbe a second-class degree offered to
second-class students, neither having a proper place in the English
department at the university. Fools are neither easy to suffer nor easy to
vanquish, but we managed in good time to ignore or to overwhelm them. I/
It was our own training that stood most persistently in our way. 1.

Part of our initial, preparation for the D.A. had been enquiry into every
similar program, producing or proposed, that we could discover in thi
country. Our reaction to the results of this enquiry had been shock,9
dismay. Clearly, any graduate of ,most o the programs we review d
should have been awarded, a D.A., a Ph.D., and a Purple Heart. M re
demanding than the most awesome Ph.D. programs in this cbuntr or
abroad, most of these D.A: programs appe ed intent upon establis ing
the instant academic respectability, of prografh, culty, and,studen s by
the, rhetorical process known as diminisOd co arison. "Mea ured
against us," the(y seemed to say, "the demands of ev n the most rosis
Ph.D. program diminish by comparison." We thoug 6 ig.we
think -now, that those are ill-founded programs carp

,lurnber by unqualified tradesmen_vvho.should be in some
Too -much like thOse tradesmen to see the like we pro-

,

ceeded.againcand again to attempt to recioate our bwn 1 C.tions.upon
e unsuspecting bodies of our students. Refraining from that reffexivg

(-attempt was by far our greatest difficulty in developing the program.
Despite our recognition of the flaw in many other ptograms, we have
found ourselves repeatedly guilty of the same offense: dressing Ph.D.
preparation-in.D:A. clothes. Perhaps all that has-saved jis-from ourselves
has been the teachinrexpejjence of our students. Some of the bodies
were mg so unsuspecting after all, and it is they who have been able and
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willing to point Out the error of our ways. As we begin our fourth year, our
department this autumn having admitted 18 Ph.D. candidates (a third of
whom may have any 'hope of finding an appropriate academic position 3
years hence) and 18 D.A. candidates (all of whom we have good reason to
expect to place or replace in :desirable positions 1 or 2 years hence), our
prognosis for the D.A. is hopeful:

One reason for hope is past experience. Dr. Timothy G. Davies, then
director of humanities at Miatni Dade Corrimunity College, now director
of the doctor of, arts in English program at ,the University of Michigan,
writes in the following passage of benefits.accruing to the host institution
fiom the work of a D.A. bandidate during his two semesters as a visiting
teacher (in fulfillment of a requirement of thg. program). This example
closes this paper not because it is typical but because it is so expansively
hopeful in this era of academic contraction and decline:

An example of [maximum) impact occurred in 1971 when 1 was Director of Humanities at
Miami-Dade Community College. Fiv A. visiting teachers spent two semesters in our
English Department experimenting wi h their idea* While each _visiting teacher helped
explore one or another of the new dircc ions being followed by others at Dade, one project,
aimed at an area that was underdeveloped, changed that community college district
significantly The project dealt with prison libraries, trying to couple their development to
long-range curricular plans based on the educational needs of inmates. One major drawback
the project encountered Was lack of a tuition waiver for inmates. Seeing the success
generated by this project, Dr. Peter Masiko, President of Miami-Dade Community College
District, asked the board of trustees to waive tuition for any inmate in a state or county penal
institution. Within one semester after the visiting teacher returned to the University of
Michigan, Miami-Dade College, with several faculty assuming responsibility, increased its
prisdn PrOgram from 40 studenis to 254. Now, three years later, the program4has continued
to flourish and has become a major thrust in Miami-Dade's outreach endeavor.
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,Alterhate Forms of
araduateEducati9n for
Community College_Staff:
A Descriptive Review

Terry O'Banion
UNIVERSITY-OF ILLINOIS, CHAMPAIGN-URBANA

Prior to 1960V graduate education designed specifically for community
college teaching staff wIjs almost nonexistent. As late as 1970 Kelly, and
Connolly' reported that graduate programs for community college staff
could place no more than 150 faculty eqch year. Except for those who
came froin business and industry, colldge teaching faculty came with.
secondary education degrees or With master's -plus degrees from disci-
pline programs designed for research-oriented Ph.D.ri.

Community college educators have been, highly_critipl ape programs
that prepare, or more correctly ail tcL prepare;_ instructors ,for-the
community college:

There are practically no strong preservice collegiate programs for community college staff
members, and those that are in operation provide only a small fraction of the qualified
personnel needed. Increasing numbers of so-called preservice programs have been ;stab-
lishoil but they are too often only "blisters" on school of education programs and are
generally-inadequate or worse than nothing.

Joseph Cosand, formet041.57 Deputy Commissioner of Education, 1971'

In direct answer to the question ilQW adequate are university preparation programs, I
,would reply that with few exceptioM they missed the mark.

Clyde Blocker, president, Harrisburg Area Community College,
Pennsylvania, /971 3.

' M. Frances Kelly and John J. Connolly, Orientation for Faculty_ in Junior Colleges, _

'Monograph Na. fa(Washington, D.C.. American Association of Junior Colleges, 1970).
2 Letterlo the author, 1971.
3 Letter to the author, 1971.
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Community junior colleges have been required to a very large extent to r Told and
remake university graduates in order that they could perform adequately as teat rs at the

. cominunityjuniOr college level. The emphasis, upon research and other ri teaching
functions and the insistence upon an ever increasing degree of specialization in te graduate
'schools of .our nation has largely had a neutral if not actual negative influence upon the
preparation of graduate students for the function of teaching and counseling in America's
community,colleges. , .

Joseph Fordyce, former president, American Association of Junior and
Community Colleges, 1970'

These criticisms continue unabated and, if anything, have become more
caustic. At the 1973 Second National AsSembly of the American Associa-
tion of Community and Junior Colleges (AA0C) the preparation of staff
for the community college was the central issue. One hundred and fifty
national leaders representing business, government, universities, and
community colleges debated for 3 days'e national agenda for action on
staff development. At one point in the conference a serious proposal was
made to eliminate any discussion regarding the role of the university in the
preparatiOn,of staff for the community college because of the university 's
poor track record.

The most recent and perhaps deafest example of critical relations
between the universities and community colleges is a proposal by AACJC
for the creation of regional centers for community college staff training
independent of the graduate schools.5 Community colleges appear to be
committed to going it alone if they cannot obtain the support they feel
they need fromIthe universities.

It seems unlikely, however, that community colleges will ha,rxe to
develop programs independent of thegraduate kchools; In the 19607, and
even .more so in the 19701s, graduate programs for community college
staff have been emerging that hold considerable promise for the-future.
Some of these programs are modifications or new developments within
traditional graduate programs. Some programs have developed outside
the traditional frameworkof graduate education that have implications for
the preppration of community college staff. In the following section a
number of programs are briefly described that specifically prepare corn
munity _college staff or have implications for suich preparation. This
selected review is descriptive and only for the purpose of drawing
implications that may have relevance for developments within traditional
graduate programs.

Joseph Fordyce. The Role of the Junior College in Teacher Etha.dtion," mimeographed
(1970).

Edmapd J. Gleazer. Jr.. "Beyond the Open Door, . . . The Open College.** Community and
Junior College Journal, August/September 1974.
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OPENING UNIVERSITY DOORS TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE STAFF

In spite of the criticism ofNgraduate education by community college
educators, a few universities have made some significant responses to the
needs of community colleges. Most notable is the Junior College Leader-
ship Program (JCLP) funded by the W. K. Kellogg Foundation. Since 1959
11 major universities have offered outstanding-programs for community
colleges. Limited to the preparation of administrators, these programs,
nevertheless, provided major leadership for the national development of
community colleges in the growth period of the 1960's. With dwindling
support from Kellogg the JCLP has less and less impact, but the univer-
sities in which they were originally funded still stand as the major centers
of community college graduate education.

Other universities have also committed major resources for the de-
velopment of .ommunity college staff. The California State universities
have well-organized programs for instructors and counselors. According
to Phair6 these universities produced 49 new community college candi-
dates in 1969.

The Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University ORO is a recent
example of a university that has responded enthusiastically to community
colleges. A new college of education established in 1971 recruited half a
dozen professors with specialization and experience in the community
college to launch the new program. An advisory council of community
college educators was established, and arrangements were made with
New River Community College (NRCC) as a cooperative institution in the
prograni.

VPI offers courses to NRCC faculty on the community college campus,
three fourths of the NRCC faculty are enrolled in university course work.

-University faculty 'also offer workshops on the community college cam-
pus, having assisted in the preparation of tie master plan for NRCC. Them
community college offers its facilities as a laboratory and demonstration
center for the university, providing teaching internships f9r university
students. Staff at the community college often appear as guest lecturers
NI university courses. In addition, the two faculties have cooperated in
the development of self-instructional programs for current and new
faculty at NRCC. In a joint article' by the president of the community
college and a professor at the university it is reported that "All faculty [at
NRCCI have been involved in a planned faculty development program that

Tom S hair. A Profile of Nett Faculty in California Community Colleges (Berkeley.
Univeisity-of-Califomia,-Field-Service-Center, 1968).
Charles Atwell and Robert Stan. "Cooperative Faulk) Dt,elopment," Community and

Junior College Journal, 44 (3):32-33, 1973.
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has been much more comprehensive and enrichedithan would have been
possible,if,dependent upon the ? esources of NRCC alone."

vii has extended selected resources to NRCC and to other community
colleges considerably beyond the confines of its own campus. Other
universities are experimenting with *offering an entire degree "off-
campui." Spurred by Great Britain's Open University, created in 1969,
the external degree is offered at_present-priniarily at the undergraduate
level. EmpireState College in. New York and Minnesota Metropolitan
State College, which offers a master's degree, are the best examples of the
open university 'concept. The New York Regnts external degree is
another variation of the open university concept and "refers to a degree
awarded by A nonteaching university for knowledge gained elsewhere."

If the open university/external degree concept continues to develop in
American higher education and if it develops.at the graduate level as it has
in several instances, it could become most attractive to community
college staff. The Extended University of the University of California
could serve as a prototype.

The Extended University is in an experimental phase during the 3
academic years 1972-1975 to allow for the necessary chmiges that will
make for a permanent place in the University of California. Seven pilot
programs enrolling 400 students at the upper-division level for the
bachelor's degree and at the graduate level for the master's degree were
initiated in 1972. Off-campus learning centers are planned as nconven-
tional learning environments." Community college campuse may be
used to house these centeit.

New curricula are expected to be developed, and advanced placement,
credit by examination, ,and certification of life experience will be
explored. The Extended University in its experimental phase,. therefore,
wilt explore a number of options for offering, external degrees. At present
it is not considering limiting the program toany one model.

The Extended University includes an office of research and evaluation
that will monitor the development of all programs. One of the first
activities of this office was to determine the needs and interests of those
who would be served by the Extended University. During the spring term
1972, 1,767 undergraduates, enrolled in eight of the nine campuses of the
University of California, were surveyed regarding their interest in and
desire for alternative degree programs. Researchers' were able to identify
two main reasons for student attraction to alternative programs. a desire
for flexible timespace structures that would facilitate access to higher
educationand an attraction to alternatives per se, principally out of

.

Donald Nolan. "The New York Regents External Degr....,College Board Resins, No.
85, Fall 1972.
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disatisfaction with existing curricutr structures and modes of instruc-
tion; in short, there\ was a desire fdr significant reforms of higher
education itself.!

Of special importance to the topic of this pair is the discovery that
more of these students prefer these alternatives at the graduate level than
at the undergraduate level. Only 13 percent of the respondents state a
definite interest in such programs at the undergraduate level, whereas 30
percent express definite interest in master's or professional level alterna-
tive progranis. '1a

The traditional university has also opened doors community colleges
by exploring new degrees. Interest has developed in an advanced teaching
degree that extends beyond the 1-year master's and requires an orienta-
tion different from the research-based Ph.D. It is possible' to redesign 'the
Ph.D. as a teaching degree, but most effort has been in the direction of
new degrees. Some colleges and aniversitiesthave developed the 2-year
master of arts in college teaching. Others have experimented with the
doctorate of arts in teaching (D.A.). The Carnegie Corporation has
provided considerable support for the development of D.A. programs in
a number of universities. A program similar to the D.A. has beep
recommended by the National Faculty Association of Community and
Junior Colleges as a degree.appropriate for those who would teach in a
community college.

The President's National Advisory Council on Education Professions
Ibevelopment also favors a proposal similar to the D.A. for community

college instructors. In a national study of the needs for further education
df community college staff the Council recommended that "The advanced
teaching degree should become the, model degree for community junior
college instructors. Progranis similar in goals to those of the D.A.
should be developed in major universities and especially in the new upper
division universities."10

The new D.A. program, however, does not seem to be spreading.
The Panel on Alternate Approaches to Graduate Education, created by
the Council of Graduate Schools and the Graduate. Record Examination
Board, surveyed the 304-member institutions of the Council of Graduate
Schools regarding innovations in graduate programs. Of the 144 institu-
tions responding, only six reported new degree programs, such as the
doctor of arts or doctor of psychology, in operation. Seven' other

David Gardner and Joseph Zelan. "A Strategy for Chabge m Higher Education. The
Extended - University of the University' of -Califorriu," Prepared-for the Conferene-on
Ftiture Structures of Post-Secondary Education, OECD (Pans, June, 26-29, 1973).
".Terry ()Taman. Teachers for Tontorrolc*. Staff Detelopment at the Committal) -Amur
College (Tucson: University of Arizona Press. 1912).
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Institutions were either dev, eloping or disctissing such new degree pro.-
grams." J

,These few examples serve to illustrate that the traditional university has
not ignored community colleges. Some universities have made consider-
able commitment to community colleges, especially these sponsoring the
Kellogg JCLP programs. Other universities are experimenting with new
degrees, partly in recognition of the special needs of those who-teach in
community colleges. Still others are experimenting withith"ways to make
their degrees more accessible to community, college staff. A few univer-
sities, as noted below, are_ cooperating extensively with community
colleges tn ,provide for the continuing educational needs of community
college staff.

.CENTERS OF UNIVERSITY/COMMUNITY COLLEGE COOPERATION
S

The Junior College Leadership Programs funded by Kellogg were always
centers ofoniv ersity and community college cooperation. Cooperative
activities between these major universities and the comnrtunity colleges in
their area or state provided major leadership for community college
development throughout the_ 1960's. These programs, however, focused
almost exclusively on administrators in community colleges.

In recent years several centers have emerged that serve instructors and
counselors, more than administrators. Examples include the TWo-Year,
College Student Development Center in New York, the Graduate Career
Development Center for Community College Personnel, Inc., in Texas,
and a new program in Oregon still in the planning stage.

The Student Development Center in New York, organized in 1968, is
based at the State University of New York at Albanc_. Designed primarily
for in-service staff development, the center serves 45 21 ear colleges and
the 10 educational opportunity centers in the state. An:advisory 'Council
representing the university, the community colleges, and leading national
educators provides direction for the program.

Programs, consisting primarily of workshops, seininais,,and confer-
ences, follow from assessed needs of the community colleges and are
financed through special grants from the State Departnient of Education.
Programs are held in conference centers convenient to cornmunity
colleges throughout the state. In the 1973-1974 academic year workshops
were offered on cognitive style mapping, developmental studies, expand
ing role of women, linkages between the .college and the community,

." Panel on Alternate Approaches to Graduate Education. "Innovations in Graduatel
Programs. A Preliminary Report (Princeton. Educational Testing Service, 1972). (Typei
Written)
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occupational counseling,- and other topics. University and community,
college staff act as consultants,and resource personnellor the workshops
that carry no graduate credit.

The Greduate Career Development Center in Teias differs from the
New York Center in that most of the programs offered are 'university
courses rather than workshops and confe.rentes, although the latter are
availgble. A nonprofit corporation ftinded by Tarrant County Junior
College District and the Dallas_County _Community_College District, the
Center, organized in 1972, was initiated by community college personnel
who sought the help of area universities in the continuing development of
community college staff. The Center is organized under the direction
of a 13- member governing board composed of leaders Gum the six par-
ticipating community colleges.

Needs of the community colleges determine the program offerings.
Each community college appoints a member of the Advisory Committee
on Staff Development whose purpose is to assess needs and to work with
participating universities in meeting those needs. Universities cooperating
with the Center in 1974 included East Texas State University, North
Texas State University, Texas Womens' Univeisity, Texas Tech Univer-
sitx, and the University of Texas system..

Courses with graduate residence credit are offerethby the universities
on community college campuses. Registration can be accomplished on the
campus of the university offering the course or of off-campus registration
centers. The courses are taught by university professors and by commu-
nity college personnel. Admission to a graduate program is a matter
between the student and the participating university. An individual may
carry up to 50 percent of his resident graduate Ovork by completing
courses offered by the universities through the Center.

Cours s offered in the fall of 1974 included Fundamental Theories in
Commtini odege Instructional Leadership, The American
Community3un or College, The Community Junior College Curriculum,
Special Problems in the Community' College, and Seminar in the College
Teaching of Literature Courses for Community college Teachers.
Courses in statistics and research methods and in the disy.iplinds are also
offered. Tiventy one graduate courses wereroffered through the Center in
the fall of 1974, eight additional courses of interest to community college
persointel and offered at other sites or by other universities were also
listed." In the 2 years of operation the center has served approximately
900 students through approximately 60 graduate courses.

A proposal to develop a cooperative program between universities and

12 The Center Line (7cr1ington, Texas. Th-Gmduate Career Development Centel_ for
Community College Personnel. Augusel. 1972. August 18. 1974).
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community colleges in the Portland, Oregon, metropolitan area is emerg-
ing after 2 years of consideration. The. fourth working draft of Proposal
for a DOcturul Degree To Serve Portland Metropolitan Area Community
College Steff (communityrepresents "grassroots thinking (comm college offi-
cials, partifularl), in cooperation with various 4-year institution people,
Northwest.Aegional Educational Laboratofy and state agency staff).""
The proposal tins pot been adopted by any official bo in the state but is
currently under consideration by the Joint BoardJ of Education and
Higher Education. ,

.
At present the proposal outlines the need for staff arid' only in a very

general way suggests parameters for the program. Accessibility is a major
concern, and the task force has suggested the following guidelines
regarding residency. No participant should have to leave the Portland
area for an extended time to fulfill residency requirements, residency
should be flexible, residency does not have to be taken in consecutive.
terms:participants may enroll in the program on a part -time basis.

The task force/ecommends that an approach.be deviled to grant pours
of graduate credit for certain ty pes of academic, jobs and related expert-
encel. Internships, field experiences, individual study, And projects that
relate tot person's background and work are encouraged beyond a basic
core off' courses (unspecified in the proposal). The task force further
believes that the participant will benefit' to the greatest extent possible,
Ty. relating their learning experiences to their on work environments,
using their on community olleges, and adjacent communities as learning
laboratories."' 1 These experiences are to be organized pn ,a
competency -based approach to iirclude specified outcomes in the cur
riculum, internship exp.eliences, field studies, and the final degree pro-
duct. ,.

..

These three centers are.good exatnples of cooperative relationships
betmen universities and community col es. In each case community
college leaders assumed the initl-ative f r developing the programs.

,
Universities appear quite willing to respond Athen community colleges
define what they want and persist in working with universities (0 achieve
their goals.

*.

NONTRADITIONAL UNIVERSITIES

In the last.5 years a number of new universities have emerged to offer
alternative forms of graduate programs. One has been designed specifi-

c' William Lomius. Letter to the authorsSeptemtier 10. 1974.
"Proposal for a Doctoral Deent To Sent Portland Sle(opoleton Artu Coatinuart
College; Stoff. fourth working draft. mimeographed August
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cally for community "college personnel. .,:hers include community college
petsonnel; and all have implications for traditional graduate programs t Gtt

wish to 'serve community college personnel. Examples include the, ni-
versity, of Northern Colorado, Walden University Laurence UR' ersity,,
The.University Without Walls, Nov.a University, Union Graduate School,
and the Humanistic Psychology Institute. The last three will serve as
exainples of this new thrust in graduate education.

Nova University in Ft. Lauderdale., Florida, may enroll more students
working on a doctorate in community college education than all the
traditional graduate schools in the ttnited States combined. In, the
1974-1975 schedule of classes, 33 clusters of approximately 25 students
each were in operation for a total enrollment of 825 doctoral students."

Nova University was chartered as a private graduate university in 1964
and later affiliated with the New York Institute of Technology. Accred-
ited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. Not offers
thiee off-campus programs through its Center for Professional Develop-
ment. The program TDr community college staff began in 1972.

The 3-year community college program requires students to participate
in six content modules (courses) taught by national lecturers and to
complete six practicums. In addition. students attend two summer
institutes and in the third year pr'epare a major research project (disserta-
tion).,(Details of the program are described in the chapter by Tillery, this
volume.)

Nova is basically a traditional graduate program with a modern delivery
system. The change-oriented practicums, the passi'no pass grading sys-
tem, the emphasis on.co_mmunity colleges, and the delivery system are
innovations that so far have proved to be attractive to community college
staff'in 15 states and Puerto Rico.

The Union Graduate School, founded in 1969 .by the Union for
Experimenting Colleges and Universities'. is one of the most nontradi-
tional forms Of graduate education available in America today. Its
founders are quite clear about its purpose as an alternative form to the
traditional: "The Union.Graduute School has developed In response to
the fact that for many competent students existing graduate programs are
too limited, too pres&ibed and inflexible, and poorly adapted to the
urgent needs of a society in crisis.""

There is a great deal of emphasis in the program on self-direction and
self-development. Colloquia are designed to stimulate introspection and
creativ ity-and are described as intense learning, unlearning eiperient,es.-

'5 National Ed.D. Program for Community College fax.ulty. 1974-75 St hedule, Vrevision
(FL Lauderdale. Fla.: Nova University. August 16, 1974
' The Union Graduate Shool (Yellow Springs. Ohio. Lnion,for Lxpenmenting Colleges
and Umversities. May 1973)
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Personal communication among peers, adjuncts, and core faculty, is
encouraged. One student writes of his regard for A'association with
persons, through UGS, who practice the art of being human. Here is a
quality of human contactthe tuition I pay notwithstandingthat money
cannot buy."'7

Students, selected for their intellectual abilities, creativity, and dem-
onstrated capacity for independent study, attend an initial 4-week
colloquium. During this colloquium students formulate their indi-
vidualized programs (independent readings and study, courses at univer-
sities, fieldwork, apprentice.,hips, and so on) and select a core faculty
member from IGS. Two student peers and two adjunct faculty complete
the committee. A certification session is held with the committee to
approve the student's program and the proposal for the Project Dem-
orstrating Exellence (dissertation). The "tetminar" is the final commit-
tee seksion to approve the candidate's work, successful candidates for a
Ph.D. are recommended to the Union for Experimenting Colleges and
Universities, which is incorporated under the State of Ohio and au-
thorizedby the Board of Regents to grant degrees. .

The Project Demonstrating Excellence (PDE) may resemble a disserta-
tion acceptable in a traditional graduate progcaln. The PDE may also
include a publishable buok, a unified series of essay:, or articles, a project
of social change or innovation, or outstanding creations in poetry,
Ninting, or musical composition. "It must represent.a significant con-
tribution to our culture."

GS plans to limit enrollment to approkimately 300 students sere iced by
10 core faculty members w ka act as "roving facilitators.- Inquiries arrive
at the central office in Yellow Springs, Ohio, at about 400 -500 a tnunth.
By the summer of 1974 UGS had graduated 124 Ph.D.'s. a number, of
whom were community college professionals," .

The most radical alternative in graduate education, not because its
structure or procedures differ but because it gives such great emphasis to
personal development, is the Humanistic Psychology Institute (rin)
founded in 1971. HPI is not ant;;intellectual but it is clearly pro-self-.
development. In its report granting unconditional approaloto award the
'Ph.D., the Speciatommittee on Approval of Degree Programs, State of
California, noted this central commitment of the institute ":

" Richard Leuba. ",'A Ph.D. Candidate's Mind. An Independent Engineering Edtmation.'
Engineering Education, April 1973, pp. 512-515,

The Union Graduate School.op. cit.
"Rol Fairfield, "Memorandum to Adjunct erofessors of the 1.niun Graduate Syhool
(Yellow Springs. Ohio: UGS, May 30, 1974).

.
" The Humanistic Psychology Institute. 'An Offkial Desk.riptiun and Evaluation Prepared
by the State of California" (San Francisco. The Humanists. Ps} aology Institute).
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At the sery heart of the program is growth in human freedom and lesponsibility, the capacity
for self-determination. By the sery ideology - assumption of the prograM, this is taught
intellectually, but learned experientially. Almost unique as welland almost adequately
justified by its own imperative is the p.ositive assumption about human nature and potential
and human growth and learningupon which the Institute is founded. Again, this is contrary
to the traditional wbrld, academic and nim-academic. Both because society needs such
alternatives expefientially explored and tested, and beause many stOents prefer to use and
learn by this alternative, the Institute is valuable.

A student describe,, in the institute newsletter, 'what this focus on
personal development means to him: "Being in . the /11)1 ,program is
teaching me how to center myself and listen for my* 'inner voice'
Whether it be called my spirit guide, my anima, daimon or the opening of
my 'throat chakra. . . I need to purify my body/mind of the, mental/
physical, spirituallsexual blocks that prevent my energy from 'flowing

Much of the activity of students in HPI is focused on humanistic
psychology and oriental .philosophy. The faculty list as among thEir
interests biofeedback, yoga, meditation, parapsychology, psychoenerge-
tic systems,' thanatology, and psychedelic therapy.

The requirements of the institute are similar to those of the Union
Graduate School.' Applications are encouraged only by candidates .who
cannot- wobtain the advanced training they require in moi conventional
universities. Once admitted, students participate in a programs planning`
seminar and work with their committee consisting of a, home Acuity
person, two field faculty, and twd Aers. There are .0zo coursesti and.
students use resources (such as courses at other universities, internships,
and, independent 'study) appropriate to their needs.

Only those students are admitted to HPI who have a cleair and
acceptable proposal for the final project. The final project or dissertation
is "the center around which e"a'ch person's doctoral studies program is
organized1"22 The final project may be a book, a collection of essays, a
research undertaking, a project of significant social change, ai body of
poetry, paintings, musical compositions, dances, films,or other prt forms.
In any case the project must be for "definite benefit, use or en)6meitt of
humankind."

Nova, CGS, and HPI are radical departures from the traditional in
graduate education. As new universities only 3 or 4 years old they offer
a sharp contrast to the campus-based, course- and professor-dortlinated,
theoretically oriented doctoral program housed in institutions 100 or more

Robert 'Zelman. "Newsletter iSan Francisco. The Ilumanisla. P yhology Institute,
July I. 1974).

A t3 The Humanistic Psychology Institute, Ph.D. Pr. Nruqikan I The Humanistic
Psychology Institute, 1974).
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years old. At the moment, they appear to be immensely attractive to
students, They are creating problepas, however, that will need to be
studied carefullWill tte degrees from these prograinsbe as acceptably
to employers as the degrees from traditional programs? Will students lose
something in quality by not being enrolled in a 3- to 4-year, concentrated,
residential program offering the rich resources pf a major university' Will
these prOgranis attract the mere creative and independent studdifts away

'from the traditional universities? Do these universities face earl) extinc-
tion by overproducing in limited fields? What is a Ph.D.? These are only d
few of the many questions to be raised becaus f the development of
these new forms olgraduate education. Their per imentation could lead
the, way for significant o anges in traditional graduate programs.

. * '' .
k

ti ,. \(s .7

if4P111 TIONP FOR TRADITIONAL GRADUATE EDUCATION
-'7

At the Conference on Predoctoral Education lathe United States, held in
#1969, a resolution was adopted that reflected the need for alter,L*1. ive

.. .:forms of graduate ecluc,ation"t . .

) Although gr,tduate eduL.,tion in this Lountry is strung, it can be made stronger anJ more
,t)

responsive to national neeus, We believe that the demands upon graduate eduLatiun today
cannot be nietby simple extension of the trends and praLtiLes of the last deLade..e., It is ,,. / ---1increasingly clear. that sooiety also needs. and graduate students are seeking. aiterna- ..1
tie forms of grialiate eduLatiun. New graduate programs mu.s.t be.devised in response to the
chapgin body of knvIed and to our nest for pers.uns ediLated to ope with urgeOt. i
newly emerging problem

";t \ .
..

If grad tate''' ducativ in thew-United States is to change and if that t
*changeis; art, to icflet:t a response to'the parlit.ular nefds,of staff wlio- .
work or wh Would like to4*work in a community college, there are
implications for such t.hanges,inthe alternate forms of.gradyaleedut:ation

:. ,
that have e_egyged in the .43;ist 5 years. For those ,gradfSai.e. st hods .-

-,
.

_considering new- programs for communi4 college staff, the following,
implications, offered' in the fpm of 'recommendations, fioin 'this brief
selected review of alternate graduate programs seem pertinent.
e . 4 I

Graduate education should 6F ,) ffe re d at the convenience of the
student. Campus free', part-time education should tie available so that
students do not have _to 'give up jobs and family. responsibilities. The
universiq should take graduate education to the community colleges
where st,iff_work and to those interested in the Lommunitk wilege7-such

, . . . .. . ... . .

" Cited in Nattopael,Board on Graduate EduLation. Gradioat Ldlootton. hinpon'a, Prob-
'aletni.' and Potential. (Washington.cD.C.; NBGE. 19721. p. I.

I.
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.
as high school teachers, 4-year college and university staff. and those in
business and industrywhere they liye and work.

The research-based Ph.D. is inappropriate for community college
teachers, in that, as Roger Garrison says, " T h e making of a scholar is the
unmaking of a teacher."24 Univ7ersities should explore an alternative

, Ph.D. or new degrees such as the D.A. - s .

Practical applications of learning experiences should form a major
part of the program. An inter ship in the area for which the person is
preparing should be a minimum requirement. Additional opportunities to
evaluate practiceNesign and test new approaches, explore innovations in
other institutions, and participate in projects and worksliorls should be
available., Such practical applications are major components in the
Oregon and the Nova programs. . . .

OppOrtunitles should be rtt- ovided for; persovl development. Tradi-
tional graduate programs have focused too narrowly on intellectual
development. The task of teaching in the community college requires an
educator with a system of values and a teaching style that can*be

,Trconsiderably enhanced through opportunities for checking personal
philosophy against institutional philosophy, exploring teachiru,A) les with
colleagues, and improving interpersonal relationship' skills. Personal
development often becomes the primary focus of the,Ph.D. candidates in
the Unini Graduate Scho*OI andothe Humanistic Psychology Institute.

Students thould assume greater responsibility for determining their
objectives and program of study and should be involved in a continuing

, evaluation of their progress. If universities will help students assess4heir
nee as andexploie programs to meet those neeLZas.the Union Graduate
School Wes in its colloquium, students should be able to design creative
alternativcS to the trjtditidnal, prescribed, sequenced course structure of
most graduate schools. -

Graduate education should be open to professionals who have proven-
themselves,,op the job (Nova accepts anyone who ha's a niastqrs degree
and hvorks in a community college) or to students whpse interests and
abilities maly be different frum students w o chbose to matriculate on
campus in,traditional programs. It is assu c in the recommendations for
new programs and new degrees that new kin,Is of students 'would be
served. Both Union Graduate School and the Hum4iistic Psychology
Intitute make a point of not accepting students for whom traditional
graduate edaption is appropriate. , -

I -
. . - .

" Roger Garnson. The Making ofttollege Teat,hei. Prot-cans of the SeA,enth Annual
Meeting of the Couryl of Graduate Sk.hvls in the United States, Washington. D.C.,
Novembef 30-DecemSer 2. 1967- <
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Less emphasis should be placed on grades and the accumulation of.
credits as measures If program completion. Traditional graduate pro-
grams now allow a number *pass/fail options for courses. There are. no
grades or "courses" in Union or HP!. The Oregon plan calls for a model of
competency-based education that could be free of grades and the pre-
scribed course structure.

Technological innovations for delivering e4cation should be used to
supplement programs of learning. If the . pen University and Empire
State 4., an offer degrees to undergraduates rough educational technol-
ogy, then such technology would seem to b useful to more mature and
self-directing graditate students. Most com unity colleges are equipped
Ath the machinery that could accomalodate university programs. Vir-
giniaginia Polytechnic Institute and -New River Community College have ,

cooperated in designing program's using the new technology.
Any new program.of.graduate education for community college staff

Must be designed in close cooperation with community colleges. Noas-
success is related in large part to its use of community, college educators
anti practitioners .at all levels of its activity. The very successful J.CLP

programs cooperated closely with area community colleges. The centers
in New York, Texas,-and Oregon are good, examples of cooperative
arrangements between universities and community colleges. When corn-

. mynIty collegesvare not involved in initial planning and continuing
cooperation, the result can be disappointing, if not disastrous, as reported
by Arthur Eastman" in his description of Carilegie-Mellon's first attempt
to develop a D.A. program in English for community college faculty.

Community colleges have an importa;.. role to play in the graduate
education) of community college staff. Key personnel from area commu-
nity colleges should be involVed at all levels of university program
planning. An advisory committee from community colleges should meet
periodically with university staff to plan program objectives, determine
curriculum, recruit staff and students, arrange facilities, provide intern-
ships, organize research, develop in-service programs that complement
the proservice programs, and develop evaluation criteria for the pro
grams. Community college staff can supervise internships and as adjunct
professors to the university can teach courses and consult with students.
Community colleges can serve as as they cooperate
with universities,to ensure the preparatio of staff who are qualified for
and committed to the commynity college.

"Arthur Eistnian, DeNeloping Speual Teak.hing Degrees,' in Roger Yarnngton (ed).
?Nen Stafffor Nen Students (Was ington. D.C.. Amencan Asavi.latiutiouf Community and

Junior Colleges, 1974). pp. 117-12
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CONCLUSION

Thdse recommendations emerge from a selected review of alternative
forms of graduate programs. The recommendations are suggestions fOr
traditionafuniversities that wish to explore new programs for the prepara-ot

tion of community college staff. In no way should these recommendations
be construed to mean that. traditional, research-based Ph.D. programs be
reduced or eliminated. Graduate education in the United. States is
eXcellent because of and this excellence has served this
society well.

New programs, however, are necessary. There are new societal needs
and new students to be served.) Some alternate forms of graduate
education, some as extensions of the traditional and others as radical
depM-tures with little connection to the traditional, are beginning to
respond to these new needs and these new students. Because the
traditional university has established its success and because it is en-
dowed with rich a:.d creative resources, it cat piovide considerable
leadership in exploring and experimenting with alternate forms of
graduate education. A creative university can er both the traditional
And the nontraditional, can meet the needs of tra tional graduate students
and 'new" graduate studeopts. In the case of the munity college the
traditional university has responded with something less than enthusiasm.
If the university, however, responds toe the recommendation of -the
National Board on Gtaduate Education that "new graduate prQgrams
must be devised . ." and if` these programs will reflect some of the
promising.practices in the alternative programs reviewed here, the
community college, at leas' will groy; in enthusiasm and appreciation for
`the university. It 4also likely that the university will grow in enthusiasm
anti appreciation for the communhy college. Such.mutual ..imiration is
the hope of all humane reformers.

4
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On-Site, Programmatic
Approach to
Staff Development

Charles C. Collins and Chester H. Case
LOS MEDANOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

"there is a logic that argues for the
community college staff dev clopment
by reducing it to a true or false test:

on-site, pr,ogrammat:z. approach to
Perhaps this logic can be illu4rated

T Q F Millions of "new itudents" are nowen will continue flooding the nation's
community colleges.

T F Tens of thousands of community .College teachers' will be hired throughout
this decade.

TO FO It takes premium quality teachers to maximize the goteatial of these culturally
diverse, oftep highrisk students..

TO FO Senior colleges turn out subject area specialists, but this is quite different from
*Liming out premium quality teachers.

TO FO In most community college districts, present in-service training programs are a
cipher, a false promise with no fulfillment.

T F Teaching, like most skills and arts, has to be learned by doing it.

T 0 F The most promising place to transfprm subject area specialists into talented
teachers is in the community college itself. '

T F The appropriate.times to convert subject area specialists into sensitive, skilled,
dedicated instructors is during their first yearts) of teaching.

' The word "teacher** will be used as a generic tenri,to include instructors, counselors,
librarians, and other professionat 'staff members.
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DOCUMENTING THE "YES" ANSWERS

- As this decade opened, there were over .1,000 community colleges
ithroughout the 50 states, staffed by aproximately 122,400 teachers
counselors, and administrators trying to train and educate over 2 million
students. The total faculty in 1%7-1968 represented more than a 375
percent increase over 1957-1958.2 The Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education estimates that by 1980 there will be 3.6 to 4.3.million students
enrolled in these 2-year colleges,2 by which time at least 216,000 staff

O members will be required. This represents an increase of 93,700 during,
this decade or 9,370 new staff each year.'' Even more disturbing
than the question of quantity is the question of quality. _Certainly, if
reliance nlaced on present selection pools and methods of preparation,
the outlook for the decade ahead is indeed bleak.

Of the 50 states, only seven-1-6(0re any certificate or credential for
community college instructors. One of these seven is California, and its
pro forma credential is granted upon request to those with a master's
degree For equivalent), who are free of tuberculosis and Communism, and
who can pay the $20 fee.' Of course, credentials do not assure quality,

° and the above facts on credentialing are aot presented in disparagement.
The point being made is that the only minimum to quality control of
faculty in the nation's community colleges is the prima facie evidence of
subject area competencea master's degree or equivalent in a specialty

Commtnity college professionals are well aware that "command of
subject" is not the heart of th? matter. Most instructors are, if anything,
overprepared in their narrow specialty. The problem lies in transmitting
and sharing knowledge, attitudes, understanding, and wisdom between
teacher and students. It is incredible that higher education has never paid
much attention 'to the professional preparation of its practitioners. To be
sure, universities have always sought teachers with command of the
subject area, and professors have often been clever enough to become

2 Leland Medsker and Dale Tillery, Breaking the Access Barriers (New York. McGraw-
Hill, 1971).
5 Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Open-Door Colleges (NeW York.
McGraw-Hill, 1970).
4 National Advisory Council on Education Professions Development, "People for the
People's College: Community Junior College Staff Development Pnonties for the 70 s
(Washington, D.C., 1972).
5T M Stinnett, A Manual on Certification Requirements for School Personnel in the
United States, 1970 edition (Washington, D.C.. The National Commission on Teacher
Edutation and Professional Standards, NEA. 1970).
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well-organized, articulate, even witty dispensers of information. Some
.professors the self-critical, thoughtful, dedicated oneshave educated
themselves to be great teachers. The point, of course, is that the
development of a teacher should *Occur by .design, not by chance.

It is folly for community Colleges to act upon the adage that what is
good enough for the universities is good enough fot them. Hiring practices
testify to the awareness among these colleges that education is infinitely
more than a process of the well informed lecturing the poorly ipformed. In
the academic year 1969-1970,,there were 1,781 full-time faculty members
hired in the California community colleges. The richer and/or more
attractively located community colleges "stole" 39'2 faculty members
from poorer or less attractive colleges. Some 546 were recruited fro'm the
secondary schools, while 344 had won their teaching spurs in 4-year
colleges. Although 459 had newly minted 1968-1969 M.A. degrees, only
129 of the total number hired (1,781) had no prior teaching experience.
Forty of these new teachers had had community college practice-
teaching.6

College districts pay premium salaries for experienced teachers be-
cause they have little evidence or faith that the universities and senior
colleges are providing much quality presery ice professional preparation.
But, also, most community colleges are painfully aware that they them-
selves provide little, if any,,in-service professional development.

The two reasons on-campus professiohal development is not often top
"quality are.that little, if any, of the budget is allocated for it and there is no
one there to do it, responsibility for planning and Carrying out a first-rate
program 'most often falls between the administrative cracks. The college
president and the dean of instruction both mean well and often say kind
words about professional development of the staff, but they know ..that
they have neither the'time nor the preparation to carry it off.

Perhaps the authority of the National Advisory Council on Education
Professions Development will help change rhetoric into practice. The
kernel of the advice they gave the White House in 1972 was this:

imaginative and potent educational progrgms for community -junior college staff which are
supporte,d by the federal Nvernment, state and local governments, four year colleges and
universities, communityjunior colleges, private foundations, and other appropriate agen-
ues must be continued where they du exist and organized and developed where they do not,
if the community -junior Lollege concept is to syrvive at all, much less grow and mature in its
contributio,n to American society.

Tom S. Phair, New r ull-Time, Faculty Mem ers in the 91 Public Community Colleges of
California, 1969-1970 Academic Year," unp fished report of the Office of Educational
Career Services, University of California, Be eley, 1970.
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/
And, most important,-they went on to advise:

While the need for pre-service programs is important, programs for-the 70's should focus on
in-service education.?

SOME COMMONALITIES OF,ON-SITE PROGRAMS

A quick tool/ around reveali some common elements of on-site, profes-
sional development programs. First, they are do-it-yourself in the sense
that graduate programs are minimally involved. Even so, these programs
are riot vacuum -tight do-it-yourself, inasmuch as each peeks over the
others' shoulders, most flock to any conference that announces a9ession
on staff development, and all eagerly read any addition to the tiny
literature on this subject. .

The programs invariably have a managing entity Of some sort,
try-to find a center orfaculty interests, tend to be episodic with menus of
activities rather than integrated programs, usually depend upon existing,

personnel thereby heaping new responsibilities upon old one- s, most often
have _limited funds, ,and compete with. uneven- success for Campus
resources. Though piously supported In words, most, in fact, buck
prevailing headwinds in the form of negative'facbIty attitudes, overloaded
work schedules;meagre incentive and award systems,. campus politics,
and hurtful misconceptions of-purpose.

Organizational' Options"

What can be termed an "officed" program is one of several options for
the organization of on-site staff development. Here, the staff development
effort is assignedlo a regularized administrative positidnand is given a
budget and support services. At Los Medanos College,..which will be used.
as the ` prince example in this report, the professional development
facilitatdr's office is'the central point for coordinating activities, and the
professional development facilitator (Ptir) becomes the most active agent
In planning, doing, and evalusIng staff development activities.

Other colleges organize acco ding to another option, the "committeed'
format, in which functions of program management, goal definition,
allocation of resources, and priority setting, are essentially determined by
a committee constituted largely of faculty and, when lucky, served by an
executive - secretary -type functionary.

A third, the "hyphenated" option, prevails when staff development
tasks are assigned to an administrative role already in existence, or when

1 National Advisory Council on Education Professions Development, op. at.
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a new positiOn of several mixed duty areas is created, e.g., the associo.:e "
dean for personnel services becomes the associate dean for personnel
services and staff development:

The "grass roots" option depends on an unprompted surge of interest
from within the college community to give impetuk to a staff dev elopment
activity. The "command performance" option is probably the best known
and least liked. It is the type of activity that is defined from above on the
basis of inferred or suspected needs and is administratively mandated;
Those familiar with the old time'opening-of-schoolporientation programs
or the "visiting fireman" approach will recognize this option.

Of these structures, the officed. format for organization appears to hav e
the greatest promise .for maintaining u comprehensive staff development
program. This format also has the potential danger of centralizing the
developmental function to the ektent that it becomes a "one person
show.".. This could ac,t to the detriment of broad college involvement,
especially if deans and department chairmen adopt a "let the dev elopment
officer do it" viewpoint. The officed approach has the advantage of

,personalizing the developmental effort, of attaining and maintaining high
visibility, of making staff development an on-the-reco:.1 college commit-
ment, and of offering accessible, highly personal, and immediately
available services to faculty and-others. '

The committeed approach has an advanta*ge in that it will seem based
upon broad representation within the college community. It will probably
only undertake cautious activities ordained to succeed, since they have
been tested, compromised, and limited. It has the serious disadvantage of
being impersonal and hard to attain and certainly not the source a troubled
instructor in need of assistance would approach for help.

The hyphenated option has built in problems, stemming from the fact
that the role will be overloaded Iready. +And evell if the "dean of
every thing" has the energy for the.ov erlo4d, the multiple functions of the
role tend td.compromise the ability of the incumbent to relate to persons

,in a confidential, nonjudgmental fashion. Both the grass roots, and the
command.peeformance options can be effective in generating interest in
topicsconducting one-shot workshops, and prodding a reluctant faculty ,
but both, are plagued by a lack of continuity, vagaries of budgetary
struggles, lack of coherence, And footdragging by the faculty.

One On-Site Program: Los Medanos College

Los Medanos College, a new college in the Contra Costa Community
College district, received financial assista' e W. K. Kellogg
Foundation to test and further develop a model for t induction and
professional development of community college staff me bers.
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This model shifts the primary locus of profeisional training from the
University to the employing college, from preservice to in-service training.
It parlays the induction of new staff members into the continued profes-
,sional development of all staff members.8 Auspiciously, it enjoys all cir-
cumstances outlined as being the essential preConditions for successful
oft-site professional staff development.9

Since the Los Medanos College program concerns itself with all the
personnel of the college, it is properly described as a total staff develop-
ment program. The program, only now inE1974-1575 entering its second
year, is still at a very early stage in terms of experience and availability of
evaluative data.

Clienteles and Activities The Los Medanos College program addreises
itself to fiveintracollege clienteles. Those receiving the largest share of
attention are the Kellogg Fellows, the new and relatively inexperienced
faculty who are participants in the induction phase of the program. The
Kellogg rellowsNparticipate in an intensive 3- to 4-week Augu,st seminar.
prior to the opening of classes; during the induction year they attend a
thrice weekly, 2-hour seminar while teaching load reduced lby 20
percent. Througtout this first year, they are given all the individual,
personalized helOghat thePDF can offer.

Another clientele is the experiended faculty, to whom the program is
beginning to offer consultation, workshops, seminars; faculty retreats,
4nd opportunities to serve as teacher to .teachers by means of "master
classes" and as colleague-mentor to new faculty in the inductibn phase.

The classified staff is the third clientele. This-sizable group is enrolled in
a staff development seminar that meets weekly for several kburs to
receive orientation to the college, to discuss the college's phiIosopy and
mission, to understand its business functions, and to explore aspects of
communications and inter ersonal relations.

Adjunct faculty (part-time and hourly instructors) is a fourth clientele.
Orientation sessions, workshops, seminars, and consultation with ad-
ministrators and regular faculty are all part of the planned activities for
this-group. This is, admittedly, The clientele now getting the least help,
though probably needing it the most.

A fifth clientele is the administrative group, which is enrolled in a stuff
development seminar meeting weekly for 2 hours to discuss college
operation, share information and experiences, explore solutions to prob-
lems, and discuss issues arising out of assigned reading.

Charles C. Collins. "The induction of Community College Instructors. An Internship
Model " Available from ERIC Clearinghouse for Community Colleges, uct.,A, Los Angeles,
California. 1971.

Roger Yanington (ed). Nen Staff for Neu Students (Washington, D.C.. Antic, 1974).
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Structural Aspects The structure of the staff development Program is an
integral part of the overall structure of the college. The program has
introduced.sev eral new roles, such as the PDF. This is an administrative
role, although of a special variety. The PDF holds a staff, not a line,
position and reports directly to the president, while serving strictly in a
resource relationship to the entire staff of.the college.'

Another role is that of Kellogg Fellow, already mentioned. The Fellow
is a full-time, fully reseonsible, and fully participating faculty member
during the induction ?tar. Ithas been fbund important to assiduously
avoid defining this role as "intern," or any other terms that could denote
a kind of "rookie" status, or a less than first-class citizenship. Salary,
rights, and privilees are those of any first-year faculty person.

A Clo4t.r Focus on the PDF Role To erase any imprdsion that the
w

PDF, is

a kind of teacher educator in exile, a proprietor of a series of seminars", e
have indicated the kind of work the PDF might erfcounter. Emphasis here
will be on the one-to-one personal services the PDF has the opportunity to
offer.)

This is not to demean the seminars, however, for they form the basis of
FellowPDF relationships that bridge more personal contacts. Some
examples of seminar topics and activities will help illustrate the point.
Since the first day of class is a topic of prime concern, both practically and
symbolically,, the preparation of handouts, determining course policy,
grading systems, the organizakion of 'materfak _the setting of class norms,
and the inevitable butterflies. 4e.early topics for consideration. They are
dealt with at both Ole information and affective levels. The follow-up on
these topics comes in individual Lonferences, where the PDF can provide
critical feedback on materials prepared by the Fellows, focusing on the
immediate and particular circumstances of each Fellow. Also held are
exercises in asking (and answering) questions and in giving understand
able directions. Fellows teach one another by video recording and Lri
tique. Options for the preparation of quizzes and exams are amity zed and
evaluated. Instructional strategies, such as simulations, group learning,
andel, en the lecture, are demonstrated and critkized. These arid munerbus
other teacher concerns crowd into the seminar time along with diScus
sions on student characteristics, debate on approaches to learning,
ben sit izing disLussions to intergroup and interLularral relations, personal,.
perceptions and feelings, and exploring the role of the instructor.

The role is privileged. The PDF can work with a. person in a non-
judgmental, nonpunitive fashion to facilitate simultaneous growth in
several directions. For example, a Kellogg Fellow with little actual
teaching experience sought suggestions, on the development of Louise
content. During several lengthy Lonferences, the dialogue widened to
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include goals, objectives, activities,.and evaluation procedures. ut more
than an interesting unit was built. An augmented self-confidence, an
expanded self-concept, and lessened anxieties followed. The Fellow,

.needful at that point of anorassist in settling into an instructor's role,
experienced success in the classroom to the applause of a concerned
administrator.

.A day in the life the PDF will see an almost dizzying sequence of
events from formal, routine functions to leading 6eminars, planning
activities, and, very importantly,, the one-to-one conversations and con-
ferences. By being visible; available, an Integral element in the organiza-
tion of the college, and nonjudgmental, the PDF avIalis the needful faculty
memIsper, no matter how evanescent the need, of college "community"
the land of intimate services that go unfulfilled on, most
campuses. I

Resources The Staff Development Program at Los Medanos College
enjoys access to essential resources, not the least of which is the generobs
funding of the W. K. KellogeFoundation. For 3 yeah these anonies will
defray the expense of the Fellow's released time, salaries for the PDF and
secretary, and,certaip other program,costs. District money is a consider-
able contribution as well, defraying.as iqoes operating expenses, over-
head, and additional salary costs. More -hnportantly , the district has
committed, itself.lo underwrite all costs of this program at the end of the
3 year Kellogg grant. The district has been willing to make th:s commit-
ment since logic and first-year experience argue that in the cost-benefit
analysis, benefits will outweigh costs.

Another major resource resides withinethe personnel of the college._The
director of the Learning Resource Center is a key resource in those
aspects dealing with curriculum development, instructional strategies,
media, and evaluation. The president, deans, and directors are called
upon for their expertise. in such areas as student characteristics,
philoophy and history of community colleges, preparation of instruc- ,

tional objectives, community involvement, and evaluation. The president
is readily available as a participant, resource person, and clarifier of
policy.and procedure.

Goals of the Program The goals of the program are broad, encompass-
ing, and congruent with institutional goals. The program is intended to
establish and pe; pauate an environment conducive to 16arning, to de-
velop an understAding of and a loyalty to the goals and philosophy of the
college by all members of the staff, to encourage the use by instructors of
a wide range of instructional strategies consistent with college commit
ments to self directed learning and use of media, to plomote effectiv eness
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in interpersonal relations and communications and sensitivity to the nee Is
of "new students," and to function effectively in a multicultural setting.

. .

IMPLICATIONS FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION

Assume for the Antoment that the on-site mpei for staff development,
proves successful. Assume that the Kell9gg- unded test at LOs Medanos
Colleq demonstrates that apprentice teachers .quickly become jour-
neyman teachers and that journeyman teachers often develop into master
teachers. Furthe;, accept for the moment the argument that the cost of
this on-site program is, over the years, ..no more expensive than the
present practice of trying to buy quality, by hiring experienced but
expensive teachers;, If all of these assumptions proved to be well founded,
what then would be the implications for graduate schools `vis-à-vis
community colleges?

Would on-site staff development result in closing down university
operated internship programs for community college teachers? Yes, it
might. But how many of these programs'for teachers (not counselors...or.
librarians) are viable operations in 1974? At most, it would be an
underwhelming loss to the community, college movement.

Would on-site staff developMent obviate any need for undergraduate or
graduate courses in psycholgy or sociology or personality theory or
learning theory or history of education or philosophy of education or
curriculum or educational technologies or other courses to be found in the
catalogs of graduate schools of education? No! Widespread adoption of
the on site induction model might indeed increase enrollment in such
graduate courses for they increase the, readiness of young teachers to
profit from in-service training.

Would on-site staff development run Counter to the movement toward
rloctor of arts programs? Not likely; for. graduates of such education-
oriented doctoral programs would simply - become better candidates in ttir.
hiring ProKss at community colleges. However, the preparation for the
doctbr of ar ts--;,s-not specific enough, nor local, enough, nor sufficiently
community college °dented to seri, e in lieu of the induction year thatis an
integral part of the Los Medanos College model. It is /lso true .that
excessive units and degrees nwke tyro teachers expensive, hence some ,
community colleges might be skepfica) about getting their money's worth.,

Would on-site staff deyeloptnent 14 an alternative option to field-based
graduate 'programs, to approaches that pu: graduate university-based
programs on community college campuses? Again, the answer. is no.
Field based graduate programs are graduate programs that have been
moved to lorationstconvenient to. students and are mostly addressed to
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eduLational praLtitiorers'w ho'seek adv anLed degre'es in administration or
in specialty area of education. They are not moment-to-moment and
day-to-day in-seryice training. Certainly, they do not begin to extend the
individually tail6red kind of help tun the PDF provides.

There are .areas in which the graduate school programs with their
payoffs in certification, focused, expertise, and engendering a "cos-
mopolitan outlook., an complement pn:site efforts and in some cases fill
the voids uhkrvable by on-site programs. From these generalizations
some final implications for graduate education can be drawn.

Just as the on-site programs need to define their clienteles, so also the
grattate sLhools aspiring to offel programs for community college
personnel need to define, or redefine, the most aftropriate clients. A
large and diverse, but needful, clientele is to be found:in the experienced
faculty members. In this huge Lontingpt are numbers of successful'
instructors, masters of pedagogy ; and experts at curriculum w ho are
nonetheless ,restless and need personally fulfilling activities. Another,

. perhaps overlapping, clientele is the faculty mobiles who have definable
career objectives and need focused. training in theory and practice of
management skills, research skills, or advanced work in learning and

. curriculum.
tiministrators constitute another clientele, but one that has traditio

al been served by numerous programs in graduate educatiorl. A redefini-
do of this clientele might identify the "middle managemeant personnel
(tie4n,, div ision chairmen, departvaent heads) and lead to prugrams'suited
t4 their needs, though not as extensively as degree programs,.
:Finally, there is an urgent implkation. graduate schools must develop

pre:Owns that prepare persons as facilitators of staff development on the
college campuses. Every t. allege weld Lorkeivably fintruseful employ-
ment of a staff der elopment offker. This person needs to be more than a,
master teacher and more-than a teacher educator in exile. It is a nev) field.
Graduate programs mould serve it well by working in close cooperation
with the community Lolleges to design a curriculum rich in both practice
and theory.
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University Field Paged Model
For Graduate Professional'
Development

Dale Tillery
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

I

Professional staff development for community colleges is everybody 's
business! In face, the developmental needs of both teaching faculty and
administratois in the coming decade will be only partially met even with
maximum efforts from traditional university programs, local and
consort)um-based ourself' programs, such agency -sponsored of
forts as the proposed AAC,IC regional development centers, and new
university field-based programs. This becomes apparent when we think
about the numbers to be serveil, the dimensions and quality of develop-
mental activities required, and the continuing or renewal aspects of
professional development.

Recently, I had the opportunity to check some of the community
college staff projections I had made for the Carnegie Commission on
Higher EduCation and found them to be reasonably sound. In brief, by 1980
we will have applUximately 103,000 full-time equivalent (I LW teachers
and 5,000 administrators at the dean level or above.' From 1975 to 1980
there will be an estimated 30,000 new teachers and 500 new adminis-

' The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Open Door Colleges. Pohcie.s fur
Community Colleges (New York. McGraw Hill. 19711, Leland L Medsker and Dale Tillery,
Breaking the Access Burners (San Francisco. McGraw-Hill, 1971), R. E. Schultze, Admin-
istrators for America's Junior Colleges, Predictions of Need 1965-1980 (Washington.
D.C.: American Association of Junior Colleges, 1955).
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trators 2 These projections are based on institutional growth, as well as on
estimates of-staff replacement. In relationship to numbelI only, then, the-
challenge to-all of us is staggering, particularlyif yOulassume, as.1 Jo,
that existingieachers and adMinistrators need (and will seek) professional
,development ai least as much as new staff member$.

Definition of the scope and quality.of developmental programs-is rder
to come by. Mit r take the position, its do'most wrifers in this field, ,that
the community colleges are not fully prepared to fulfill their commitments
tO the .students and the communities they serve.' New programs, new
teaching methods, new people, and 6, en new organizational arrange;
ments are/called for if promises are to'becoThe realities. Such efforts
reqtiire extensive research and theoretical foundations, disciplined plan-
ning, implementation, and evaluation, adequate financial support, and far
better articulation among those involved in professional development
efforts than now exists. These issues take on special dimensions when
viewed fibrin the perspective of continued individual renewal over the full
span of professional life: They are identified here because of my opening
assertion that many groups will and should have a "piece of the action.'
Competition within this emerging complex of' community college profes-
sional development activities and political efforts to shfle innovations
would not be constructive.. A new order of cooperation and coordination
is needed.

,This paper will describe and generally assess.one major approach to
community college staff development that is both fresh and innovative,
but one that grows, from a long and well-tested tradition in professional
graduate education. I have chosen to refer to this approach as the uni-
versity field-based model. Variations on the theme are unlimited, and
a 'number of them are now in operation. Rather than present a survey
of these prograins, I should like to sketch the general principles or
elements of the model, suggest some dimensions for evaluation, and
describe a specific program (namely, Nova University's national Ed.D.
program for. community college administrators and teachers).

2 The estimates 6f new faculty are based on the following facts and assumptions. There were
approximately 40.000 HE, faculty in American 2-year public colleges in 1966. a ratio of 1.25
rn faculty to r-TE, students leads to a projection of 103.000 HE faculty when based on
projection C of the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education of 2.569.000 HE students in
1980: using-Carnegie Commission's projection of an increase of 433.500 HE students from
1975 to 1980.,it is estimated that 17,340 additional HE faculty will be needed plus 12.660
repla.i.eme'nt FIE faculty (from Medsker and Tillery. op. eh,. pp. 31. 102).
3 K. Patricia Cross. Beyond the Open Door Not Students to Higher Edus.otion (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, (971), John E. Roueche, ''Salvage, Redirection. at Custody
ERIC Clearinghouse for Jurtioi Colleges Information monograph senes (Washington. D.C..
American Association of Junior Colleges. 1968). Edmund J. Gleam. Jr.. Tins Is the Com-
munity College (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968).
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DIMENSIONS OF THE FIELD-BASED MODEL

, Like ritany "nontraditional forms of contemporary higher education,
field-based programs for professional development of community college
persohnel are designed around concepts and practices that have been
tested oyer time. That these practices seem innovd ive and nontraditional
today tesults from the excessive cicademi orien ion of much recent
gradual,: education. What then are the essential c ements of field-based
education? In %Opt .ways are they grounded in sound educational
philosophy and practice?

Integratioh of Theory and Practice

Both the medical professions and the ,hard soem.es, for example, ,have
demanded time, resources, and laboratory or clinical settings in which to
test concepts against real life. This, marriage of theory andprzctice goes a
long way to explain the phenomenal development .of many scientific' and
technological fields anal the relative lag in certain social and humanistic
fields of education. The praL.tiourn, the internshipind the clinical seminar
predate much academic work in the medical and empirical sciences.
Interestingly, such practices have been enhanced rather than abandoned
as these fields less than a century ago were incorporated into American
universities. This is because of the leverage that theory and scholarship
give to the understanding of experience. Why in light of this tradition has
field experience been so suspect in other disciplines and in the preparation
of professional educators? I would like to suggest that there has not been
an adequate body of theory to sanctify the marriage of clAssroom and
fieldwork. Much fieldwork in education and the social sciences has been
tacked on to academic, activities. It has little relationship to what is
learned in 'the classroom.""ihe fieldworker often has no lens to interpret
what goes on in the work situation, andlrequently,, he has little concep-
tual basis for explainin&why he does this or that. If these charges are, true,

is little wonder that practical experience is not legal tender in some
university circles. The field-based model, as re shall see, gives special

y attention to the integration of theory and practice. -

Involvement of Practitioners in Setting and Achieving jObjectives

, There appears to be nu dirrution;in the charges that many university
graduates are ill prepared to function as they%A.re supposed), prepared,
This conviction is so widespread 4:n the community college that much
preservke education is L.ofisideretf kbeirrelev ant if not dysfunctional. It
has been fascinating recently to talk with university professors of English
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and mathematics, among others, who are discos ering that the L?mmunity
colleges are now the only places where their graduates might be
employed. Although some of the faculty members seek to learn some-.
thing about thostbewildering institutions out there, few of them seriously
consider the possibility of working with community Lollege leaders in
determining programmatic objectives. This is a far cry from the contem
porary architect, for example, who spends great amounts of time with his
clients, in defining design objectives and in determining architectural
specifications. Similarly, the field based model. requires a high degree or
participation from teachers and administrators in the field, not only in
program design but in conductitig the program and-its evaluation.

Education: Where the Action Is

As in the clinic, the courts, and the laboratory the arena for much
Kofessional learning is in the daily life of real institutions. Why demand
that the student lease these natural:laboratories for the lecture, hall or
seminar room? It makes more sense .to import the theoretical and
scholarly components to this real world than to deport the student from
the very settings in which he needs to gain and refine new insights,
sensitivities, and skills. This recognition °Vile great learning possibilities
in professional settings need not result in provincialism nor in self-
confirmation. The field-based model envisions cross institutional stimula
tion and comparison and extensive iptelleLtual interaction With peers,
institutional leaders, and university faculty. . .

Regretfully, I find that in many universities field experience and
responsibility is viewed as interference with the aLademit. i.umponents of
graduate study something to be tolerated and maybe to be int.luded as a
degree requitement. In the latter situation, some splendid internships
have been developed. In many programs, however, the internship is
merely window dressing, carries no credit, and is inadequately super
vised, if at all.

In the field-based model, many seminar projects, practicums, and
research are eni.ouraged or required to be grounded in the field setting.
The linkages between ai.tual issues in the student's employing institution
and conceptual knowledge from seminars and readings arc called for,
evaluated, and utilized in teaching.

Service to Field Institutions

Traditional doctoral studies, like seminar papers and projei.ts, are viewed
as of questionable value by prai.titioners in Lommunity colleges. The
belief that these products are usually tiled in Lni'versity libraries, never to
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be read again, rings a bit too true. I can recall not too long ago a comment
by a national leader in community college education that dissertation
abstracts he had reviewed from a number of. university , centers rep-
resented a, waste of time, resources, and potential for serv;ce. Although I
do not share this assessment, it does seem clear to me that many
universities continue to encourage students to produce dissertations that

'are dull, trivial, and of little conceptual importance. True, i; is nyt easy to
strike a balance so that scholarly 'Work brings appropriate theory and
methods to bear on important questions in edUcational practice. But that
is what the professional degree is all ab9ut! Projects of this nature are
eagerly sought after by colleagues in the community colleges and become
leverage for educational change.

The field-based model' makes a virtue of direct service to the commu-
nity colleges. In addition to encouraging major research projects useful to
the field, students conduct practicums as essential extensions of seminar
work, are expected toincorporate kriowledge from professional experi-
ence into their papers and seminar activities, and are encouraged to apply
new ideas to their professional 'work as teachers and administrators.
Ideally, individual students join both ,peers in the graduate program and
associates in the field to tackle complex problems in their colleges.

Part-Time Student,Full-Time Learner

It is my impression that most universities have lost the battle of trying to
compel professional students to leave their jubs in order to study full-time
for graduate degrees. Nevertheless, they still try and have difficulty
accommodating and, respecting the working student., Classes are fre-
quently offered /at inconvenient times and too infrecluently for the
part-time Student. Furthermore, since the working student must stretch
his program-over longer periods of time, hells often penalized financially.
and In regard to residency requirements. Perhaps most serious is the
difficulty he sometimes has when he wants to ground hill new learningirt
the'realities of his professional life. When he does this, he runs the risk of
being viewed as proVincial and lob pragmatic. -

The field-,based model is designed for the working professional. In all
aspects it seeks to honor and use experience, but _with new powers of
conceptualization and methodological discipline. Above all, the student
doesn't feel like a st. Jnd-class citizen, and arrangements are centered
around his availability and professional Le.sponsibility. Such arrangements
have been made not jigs/ for the,,convenience of the student, rather, they
happen because the field-based program is founded on the belief that
professional work and study reinforce one another. The whole is greater
than the sum of the parts!
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There are other aspects of the field-based model ofgraduate education
that might be added to our discussion, many of which would be principles
cf good educational prattice generally and not unique to this model. In
discussing criteria for program assessment and the Nova University
program, specific examples of these concepts will be visible.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING PROFESSIONAL DEGREE PROGRAMS

It would be useful to have comparative studies of field-based and
campus-based graduate programs for community college personnel. To
my knowledge, none exist, although individual prograins of bOth types
have been evaluated. To stimulate such comparative studies I have
prepared a set of criteria for consideration. Although I believe the
essential elements for evaluation.and comparison are presented in Table
1, it is likely that we could think of additional ones.

I have taken the liberty of making tentative comparisons of the two
types of graduate programs. These, assessments are not grounded in
empirical studies but on my knowledge of, and Personal experience with,
field-based and campus ;based education. In suggesting such 'ccimpari
sons, I have in mind the several university, community college leadership
programs originally funded by,the W. K. Kellogg Foundation andthe new
field-based Ed.D. program developed by Nova University.' However,
awareness of other programs that ha"ve emerged in reccot y ears has also
influenced my value judgments.

It seems dear that both types of programs have advantages and
disadvantage's and, as assessed by the proposed criteria, vary markedly
within each type. Of course, in designing comparative studies it would be
impoitant to add such factors as financial resources, institutional com
mitment, and program productivity as defined by graduate employment,
advancement,.and leadersliip, Interestingly, there are few, if any, "puje"
campus-based programs, although se' eral of the field-based programs are
untainted by what some advocates consider to be the constraints of
campus'operation. Certainly, too, it should not be forgotten that most, if
not all, of the elements of the field-based approach were developed and
tested on university campuses. Each,of the original community college
leadership centers, for example, stressed the importance of codheration
with the 2-yeas colleges in its serve area, the need for internships and

Natiunal AdAsury Count-11, on Education Professions Development, 'People for the
People's College. Community College Staff Development Priorities for the '7,0's
(Washington, D.C., 1972), Amencan Association of Junior Colleges, Eleven Uniiersity
Programs for Community College Leadership (Washington, D.C., AAac, 1970).
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,TABLE 1 Criteria for Assessing Profession.' Degree Programs*

Criteria
Field Campus
Based Based

Communitcollege involveMent in
program design, implementation

General qualification of students
Faculty qualifications

Scope and diversity
Community college competency

Integration of field experiences
Designed for working professionals
Availability of learning materials

University libraries
d Access to media

Local grodp libraries,
Intellectual stimulation

.1 Freedom for study,and,research
Interdisciplinary study
Cross-institutional input
association with national leaders
'Regional and national meetings

Leadership development
* Evaluation and self-correction of program

Professional recognition of degree
Nature of program
' Scope `

Intellectual content
Professional content
Integration

+ to. +
/ to ++ I to ++

++ - to +
++ to ++
"++ - to ++
++ - to /

-to + to ++
++ / to +

+ to ++ - to ++

to ++
to ++

++ - td +
++ - to ++
++ ,/ to +

I to + + - to ++.
++ - to +
? / to ++

++ / to ++
to ++

++ ,/ to ++
I to +

The assessments below are purel; subicar,e and are,based solely on, the author s expeneme with
both types of programs.

A 6 The evaluatibn symbols in order fronlleaststo most favorable are. , V, +, f +.

other field experiences, and the value of utilitarian projects and disserta-
tions. It is from this tradition that exclusively field-based programs have
emerged. Sb it is not surprising that much of ihe leadership for this new
emphasis com froth university professors and commtinity college
personnel who h e worked together at the several leadership centers.

The real issues in understanding the uniqueness of mid\ a program as
that conducted by Nova University, for example; are those of scope, the
primacy of professional experience, and a philosophy thaLmakes,part.
time study a virtue rather than an embarrassment. I hatre heard spokes.
men for traditional campus basestprograms'argue against letting external
degree field-based programs operate-in their regions by claiming that they
too can offer field-based education. Quite apart from asking why they
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have not done so, I would want to have answers, to such questions as
follow. What kinds of resources do they have available to engage in such
high cost education? What kinds of commitments do they have from
university leaders and faculty colleagues %lib frequently distrust and
discredit "nonacademic"' learning? How would they manipulate graduate
school regulations related to residency and full -time study ? What success
will they have in getting.university committees to encourage and approve
dissertation topics and designs thlt promise some usefulness to edUca-
tional practices? All of these objectives might be, achievable in some
graduate school settings, but they cannot be achieved by a naive "me
too" 'claim. Again, it is important to stress the relatively high cost of
developing and -c.onducting field based education, partkularly for those
universities that have little tradition of working cooperatively with
community colleges.

Even university centers with the longest tradition of service to the
-focummunity colleges and linkages with these colleges through their

graduates and through the history of jointly planned activities are facing
mounting criticism from leaders of the community college movement. The
,scope and relevance of some programs fall short of what community
colleges deem essential, It is within this 9ontext of promises and produL.
tivity that university graduate programli, need to be reassessed. Field
based programs help clarify the criteria for suLh assessment and provide
promising alternatives for more traditional approaches.

NOVA UNIVERSITY'S Ed.D. PROGRAM FOR COMMUNITY
COLLEGES

I have chosen the Aava program as a prototype of field-based graduate
professional education for a number of reasons. First, I know more about
it because I have been involved for several years in its development and
implementation, second, the program exhibits great scope. Loncept
comprehensiveness, and extensive internal and external program evalua-
tion. The choice of the Nova program may suggest that I am equating
field-based education with external degree granting. That this is not the
case will be made more explicit in my closing comments. But there is A
certain logic in choosing a program that seeks to weave all the essential
elements of field-based education into a comprehensive package. Not
certainly does this. In implementing certain of the elements, however, it
may be more traditional than some advocates of reform in professional
education think appropriate. It has been said that the Nova program is
traditional in content but new in its delivery system.

V-



An Overview

Nova University, chartered as a graduate university in 1964, was affiliated
with the New Yorkinstitute of Technology in 1970 and was accredited as

`a graduate institution by the Southern Association of Colleges, and
Schools in 1971. Since the community college program is national in
scope. Nova officials work with state educational bodies in gaining ap-
proval for operation in the several states, such approval is based in part on
the regional reciprocity. resulting from accreditation by the Southern
Association. The program was announced in 1972 at which time a number
of professors from other universities with community college graduate
programs joined several leaders from community colleges to help design,
and conduct the new programs. In November 1972 seven clusters were in
operation; by January .1975 that number will increase to 30.

Nova University is offering an off - campus doctoral program designed
specifically for qualified community college teachers, counselors, student
personnel service staff, and administrators. Candidates who have mas-
ter's degrees may. specialize in adrpinistration, the behavioral sciences,
and curriculum and instruction. Statements of several major objectives,
are best adapted from the most recent announcement of the programs:

No longer must universities be walled sitpations to which students must systematically
present themselves.

The ngorous program, exported to the students' home environment. calls upon the
dedication and tolerance for ambiguity that defines the exceptional student.

The praoisums and the major applied research project provide opportunities to grapple
with real problems in education.

Since the program is geared to the uniqut vtuation of community colleges. participants
should be more responsive to the ndeds of their institutions thruugh institutional research
projects and the curriculum.

The prevailing pi ovinsialism in some educational institutions is mitig ated by providing A

national perspective to thb program. The scarce national talents of Zommuriltr college
leaders throughout the country are coordinated wherever clusters are located.

An informed set of leaders who are involved in the community college .mosement will be
produced on a national scale.

Institutional. improvements are t# be fostered through prat.tii.ums and knsiataional
research projects conducted by.participants.

Well, that's a tall order for any program or group of programs. Later, 1

will try to bkett..h the strengths and the weaknesses I have experienced.in
the program to date. However, I should say now that remarkable progress
has been made, and a number of university and community college

5 Nova University, LLD. Program for Communal College Faculr (Fort Lauderdale.
Nova -University. 1974).
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leaders who were holding back until evidence of quality was apparent
have now joined in the effort to 'make the Nova innovation work. The
leadership of Nova University knows that this commitment on the part of
national leaders is less to the university than it is to creating an alternative
fora) agraduate professional education.

The Clusters .

Each cluster is composed of from 25 to 30 members who generally hold

1
teaching, counseling, or administrative positions in community colleges

-elfrstered within commuting distance of one another. The number of
As colleges, varying from cluster to cluster, generally include about six

colleges. Prior arrangements ,,are negotiated with the colleges so that
participants are_granted recognition for work completed in the program,
facilities are made available when appropriate, and cooperation will be
available when students undertake practieums and other projects. Typi-
cally, the cluster coordinator is chosen from one of these colleges. This
person must have an earned doctorate and skill in facilitating the learning
process. The coordinator is paid by Nova University and ,has cluster
funds for library materials, guest lecturers, and other professional ac-
tivities of the cluster. The national lecturers and the Nova staff rely
heavily on the coordinator for flow of materials and communication.
Increashigly,sthe coordinators are playing a useful role in the approval
process for the major applied research project (MRP) proposals and the
final projects.

Within a short time a high esprit develops among4the cluster members,
and this sense of identity is stimulated and utilized by the lecturers and
staff. The students soon learn that they have much to learn from one
another, that their several colleges offer alternative ways of doing things,
and that Doctoral study ig not the lonely business it is reported to be.
Working and living together during the ,summer institutes enhances
morale and mutual service among cluster members. .

It is typical for cluster members to join together in certain practicum
a tivities and in preparing presentations for seminars. They have also
sp nsored professional activities for their own group, as well as college
colleagues. ...c.

Modules .of Study

In addition to the following six core modules, each participant must
complete a major applied research project in the third year. (This third
year will be described in a separate section.) Each of the six modules is
designed to help the community college leader reach a high level of
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proficiency in structuring the learning environment and Program so thItt
students may learn more efficiently and effectively. Each module has
been developed by teams from universities and community college, and
specific learning objectives have been established, forming the bpis for
teaching and student evaluation. Furthermo{e, bibliographies are de-,
N eloped and form the basis of cluster libtary materials purchasing. The
modules are:

I. Curriculum development in higher education;
2. Applied educational research and evaluation;
3. College governance; .

4. Learning theory and applications;
5. Ed rational policy systems in higher education;
6. Soc etal factors.

These mordulebecome the core of the first 2 years of study...Each module.
lasts 3 months 'and is taught and evaluated by a nationally, distinguished
lecturer who has an earned doctorate. In addition to the module proper
(lectutio, reading, group work, writing of papers, and co on) each student
must design a practicum related to that module and, upon its approval l2y
the Nova staff, complete the practicum for credit. The practicums are
made available to the students' ownnstitution'sz to other colleges in the
program. ateby selective publication to the profession.'Efforts are made
to see that the several modules reinfor_e one another -and that unneces-
sary overlap is avoided.

Because the subject matter of the several modules, suggest varying
teaching strategies, ad single description of what tapes place !luring the 3,
months of learning is complete. Variability'.is also introduced by the
individual styles of the national )ecturers. Nevertheless, some idea of
module activ ities can be gained by a brief description of rnt, own approach
to teaching the governance module. 9,

Orientation During the summer institute I Meet with members of the'
three clusters with whom I will work during the coming year. At this time
I share with them my objectives for the sessions andmy ttyle, challenge
them to begin reading from the bibliography, -andget to know them as
individuals,and they me.

,
t # -

.Preattiii In addition to bibliographies, special °Jule materialt.are sent
to the cluster prior to my first visit. These include pro\ ocative ,p tpers,
unpublished data or reports, and case materials. The_first seminarp?an
assumes that .the students are prepared to move with me at a rather
sophisticated levet.
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Th First Visit Since the cluster seminars usually meet on Saturdays, I,
often arrive on.Friday in order to meet that evening with the cluster
coordinator and, frequently, with the students. We formally meet at 9
a.m. the next morning for an opening seminar on college gouernunce with
particular emphasis on decision-making structures, useful theories, and

ld ithe complex go ernance hierarchies within which ndirOual colleges are
imbedded. Because I require group work across institutions during the
month before my visit, I spend some time during the morning in haring .
each student identify, his or her role in college gold ernance.and beliefs
about the major issues invoked. This usually results in new awareness
about how colleagues can be of help in the module, and information
elicited becomp an agenda for the module. During the afternoon the
institutional cases and methods for their use at the next session are
introduced and (1.-xisions reached about the `composition and work of
teams in studying the case and making presentations during the second
session. We also discuss gre topics and style of the two position papers I
require for evaluation. One of these papers is to be mailed to me a
weeI before my next visit and the second a week before the third ri.it.
My ommitment is to read, comment on, and grade the papers so that I
can distribute them during the second and third sessions. The first session
ends around 4 p.m:With an agreement on the modules content, participant
responsibilities, and products for evaluation. /

./
The Second Visit The second visit is very intense be,ttuse,,the case ork
stimulates understanding of similar issues in real institutional life an the
usefulness of concepts in standing back from immediate experte
Invariably the case presentalionstpe been dune with style, reflecting
effective tearnm ork during my absence., Readings and experiences are
fied'into case analysis. Sometime during this day a panel of students who
have written particularly stimulating. bet Lonceptually different, papers
works with me in discussing the issues invuled. , arrangeMents
aretreviewed foLthe second paper and the munth of individual and team'
work required faithe third visit. Vshrenerer appropriate, the Friday
ning preceding this sessiup is spent in anjnfornial dinn& meeting with the
students and. on Gccusion, with the presidents and other leaders of the
colleges making up the cluster.

-

The Third Visit USually, the en rl topic of this last session is fiscal
management and deision,rnaking. ins have work-al on such mrpies
program budgeting. state.phins. fo college finance. and the algeting
process in staff de,,elopn-lent. Often this intersession work inrolVes locd)
and state ofMials who sometimes join us fur the Saturday .zeminar. The
day moves rapidly . More ha& been learned than can be share() in so Short d
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time. I use this creality to-stimulate continued reading; experienl, and
* cluste\ work in the area of gokernance. Throughout, ,my role is "to

stimulate, interpret, ind'synthesize. Because I have read and'evaluated
the second paper, I am pripared at the close of t is 3 -month period to
submit the'final grade for. ekh student. I also kno From,experience that

I, - ,A
;- learning more about college govtrnanee is 4tirti9 a ed b daily lexperjegie

on.campus and rn discussions with cluster colleagues. Finally, at the next
summer institute, othei lecturers and J will be challenged, to present.
Supplementary semfliars on governance topics. ; / *

4 i
I ,. .

, Summary Teaching a Nov a cluster is exciting businesS. It requires
careful planning and supervision. It must be based yli thorough !chow!:/

, edge* of the-realities of institutional life, as well as of the theory and
research in the fieild of study. Above all, it requires the ability tO learn as

.

.well as to teach.. ; , #
, . ,

,.
.

Simmer Institutes'
tk

, .

Once a year a I-week institute irs held at /Vs a 1)niversity./v particifent is
. !

required to attend two institutes diving th$ 3 years ofithe pfogram. *

rhe- purnsc, of the Institute is to bring together the partii.ipants, practicum evaluators,
%national lei.turers, and other nationally kiown educators to cypress and share ideas
Matenal is presented that explores the deeper implications of each core area. These
symposia are intended to elaborate on apgred theoFy. and they 0...us on current issues in
higher edui.ation. The intermingling of partii.ipants from different parts of the i.ountry is

.expected toorovide an enriched enbilonmen1 ?or tfie overall Institute."

T.
4:Y

July 1974, as in 1973, the institute attempted to "knit it all together,
as well as give special attention to the design and approval of proposals
'far MRP, A new set of faculty were presentthe MRP sponsqrs. These
sponsors c.00rdinate the committees that wor'k with students in the design
and production stages of their MRP. In addition tO substantive work during
the institute, schedules were *arranged for supervision during the .third

_rear arid,sonsie proposals were approved.
It 's very difficult to describe the range and intensity of institute

activiti s. Much isiormal and disciplined,. much is social anespontane-
ous. N y impression is that the two agendas mix well, but students and
faculty alike leave in a stale Of near exhaustion. In brief, formal
evaluations of fife institute shoyv v cry high praise from, all participants

4 Ibid.
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< Major Applied Research Projett
, .s .

The third .year of the Nova Kogram is essentially devoted to the design
and preparation of a major research project. Elaborate and well-
\coordinated procedures have been worked out for faculty adv iseme.nt.and
apprOv &I for the MRP proposal and the final project- The MRP sponsors are
all fatality membersilom other Aritei-ican universities with experience in
sponsoring dissertations, and they coordinate\the three-member teams for
gUiding\ and approving student research. One'memberof each team isIa
resident snember,of Nova University, the third member may be a cluster

4,, coordinator, a national lecturer, or a local professional with an earned
doctorate. Planning fol. the third y ear and responsibility' for Mitt> quality
control are under the general supervision of the former diTector of one of
the first Kellogg leadership programs who has also served as director of
one of the major national research centers idligher ectucatio

The:statement of purpose arid a guide for designing and conducting the
major research projects was developed by a team of national leat-ersI
Nova staff members, coordinators, and students. The emphasis ,pn i

".07raeprch that promises to\ be of practical value to institutions and the . t
eduiational profession reflecti, the tihilosophy of the presidenlof Nov a
University and the director of 4he Ed' -D. program for community college
faculty. As might be anticipated a number of the first group of students
entering the third year want to do rather traditional experimental or
quasi-emerimental studies. In some\ cases, these are clearly the designs
ifidicat6d in view of what the student wants to learn. In other cases, such

4-
designs c early are hindering, and sttrdets have been encouraged tg free

ethemsel es.frontsuch constraints. :
Specifically, it is hoped Ural many Nova, students will incorporate as

integral parts of their designs the development,of program mallets, policy
. recommendations, and strategies for implementing institutional change.

When appropriate and feasible, evaluations 'of the change processes v.1 I
be Major aspects of the MRP. In other studies, policy and progra
recommendations, as well as strategies for implementation, are less
rigorously incorporated as implications of the study proper. To date, htRP
sponsors are finding students interested and i,ncrasingly effective in
dealing with the design and methodology of applied research.

In.summalS, the Nova students who come from many disciplines
be asking different research-questions-and-will be guided in-selecting the .

,
most Spp"riyriate design and methods. In any case, they cannot escape the,
responsibibty of dealing with real instilutional issues and conducting the
research and its reporting in ways that will:

Nt --
Have high potential use for the partiCipant in the professional

situation,
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Contribute to the impioyement of educationakgractice,
Be conceivetymithin a framework or rationale that recognizes the

need for change in practice, as. well as some assumptions about the
desirable direction of change,

Have hypotheses or question -that stem eiper from previous re-
search or from a th-Ebr3r that suggests possibilities to bekesteci,
, Lead, in most, instances, to some project or if put into

ti -practice, can fle,evaluatect.

. -

Recommendations for Improvement
.1 ,.

The strengths of Nova University's Ed.D. program has e been founded oh
conducting a complex, nationwide, fiend -based externahlegree program.
The potential weaknesses are correctable at this point, and the readiness
of Nova personnel to change, based on extensive internal and external
evaluation, is encouraging. Major areas of vulnerability include the
following: -

The relationship of size to quality is particularly crucial in the Nova
program because of thenwide geqgraphic distribution of tie clusters.
Continuous evaluation lof teaching, curriculum, and stlident pi9ductivIty
is essential. Key staff members "with primary responsibility Tor quality
control have now been employed.

The insiituk program needs4to be re- examined, given the special
attention needed by students beginning the third year. The idea of
bringing new. ;ntetmediate, and advanced students together has much
appeal. How .;r, some overlapping schedule would achieve the goals of.
,student cross- stimulation and at al...same time permit the institute staff T$
focus More effectively on the needs of the various groups of students.

More attention deeds,,to be given to ensure substance similarity of the
several modules wittin the range.of individual differences. Continirbys
curriculum revision among the national faculty members would eliminate
inequities among clusters.

New criteria shou41 be used in selecting cluster coordinators so that
thewnay contribute substantially to the work of the third ,ear.

The decision to terminate,staff members who consistently receive Jo%
,student evaltfations should be faithfully carried out.

More attention should be given to developing cluster libraries and
facilitating stuilent use of materials from major university libtariesin'their\
regions. ,

The research module should be re-examined to ensure consistency of
the methodology taught. to that permissible for the major applied research
project. . .
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CONCLUSION

4 'Perhaps too much attentio,n, has been given to a program that incorporates
most, if not all, components of the field-bdsed model and on such a large
scale. The model, in fact, can be utilized effectively in less dramatic ways.

ti Some ,university programs make use of several model components in
conjunction with more traditional ones. For example, many of our
university campus -based programs use research or administrati intern-
ships and extensive fieldwork and encourage field- based. research!

It should also be observed that some of the most interesting field-based
education has not 'been associated with advanced degrees. A number of
preservice internship programs, though of shorter duration, have objec-
tives i ilar t? those describer this paper. Needlessgto say , ome 9f the
great xperimentses-Cdoperativ e education and workstudy programs at
the un ergraduate level are in this tradition. Their success provides a
body of experience and belief that undergirds the field-based model for

.professional development.
1'
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flesponie_pf University
Graduate Rrogr ms to
Community College
Sere-lice Staff 'Needs

zr

I

Melba Phillips
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT STONY BROOK'

t . t

Whatever the staffing needs of the community colleges, let me admit at
the outset that the graduate science departments in the universities are
unlikely to do much of anything about.therh, at let not explicitly. One
fundamental reason is that the candidates ate not identified, even to
themselves. Who sets out to become a community college science
teacher? The possibility is hardly known to exist. Even if it were
recognized, what steps could be taken to prepare explicitly for it? The
'situation is quite different for high schbol teachers, and a good many
universities are seriously concerntd with,progfams designed to prepare
science and mathematics teachers fdr the secondary) schools. In fact,
some univ ersity scientists will argue tbata special program for community
college science teachers is a contradiction in terms and that the emphasis .

should be on good teaching, not junior Or ,senitr college teaching.
. Demands for community college teachers are s;aall, (perhaps 5 percent of

that forhigh school teachers), and, as I shall try to show, the requirements
cannot be welt defined. The one program in physics with which I am ,
famjliar has never been implemented. ,

I must make one further.caveat. My response will be parochial in terms
of specifics. Because I am really well acquainted only with education in
physics and closely related- areas, .I would -not attempt-lo speak for the
other sciences with the same confidence. Moreov,er, I have twt.or some*;
yArs attempted to maintain familiarity with the nationwide picture of thea
community Colleges, and my outlook will be colored by my rather narrow,
experience.

The universities .do recognize sera) kinds of responsibility to the

a c ,89
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Z -year colleges. To understand why they do not address the problem of4
staff training as such, at least in the sciences, let us briefly review some
aspects of-the problems involved. ..,

The numbers are very small. Corner and others have made it,aliuri-
dantly.clear that we must expect dleveling off during the next decade, and
10 years from now the community colleges will no .doubt experience a
short periOd of zero or negative grOwth, There is no prosperrorseeing
again the burgeoning enrollments experienced'between 1964 and 1971.
The community college explosion is at an end for two reasons: The
college age population itself has leveled off, stabilization of college

attendance to about 70 percent of the higtt school graduating class seems a
rapidly apkroaching goal. Only for the immediate future, perhaps 6 years,
does the projected need for new faculty run to something like 6,000
annually. The fraction of these in the sciences is 'likely to be less than a
third, possibly 1,500, anj not all of these would come straight from-the
universities. This need is not, of Course, negligible, but what can the

. universities do to help meet it?
Community. college courses in science fall into four broad categorieS.

(11 University parallel courses, sonietimes calletrViansfer ,courses,",
such as those designed for science majors, premed and pre engineering'
programs; (2) general physical or biological science course's taken by,
many students in social sciences anqumanities to fulfill "core" require-
ments in the sciences, (3) technical courses for students in semiprofes-

. sional or career-oriented curricula, sometimes called "terminal" pro-
. grams, (4) general educational "cufturaF courses designed primarily for

part-time or nondegree students.
The university parallel' courses of category 1 are jery likely to be

patterned, almosr4avisl)ly, , o'n those at a neighboring university. Because
tlft program is old and almost sure to be rather convational, little
attention is paid this category But the needs are serious and rnustbe kept
in mind. Many students who aim toward baccalaureale or more advanced
degreeg still begin in the community college. The universities must be
concerned with the quality of staff for the courses4othey"takeegpecially
because most graduates of a 2 -year colJgge are guaranteed admission to

/ the 4-year state college in their sedtion of the state. The "transfer of
students involves problems for both the community, college and. the
university. Since many,of their students arrive from high, school st ith a
lower academic record than those admitted as first-year students at the
universities, community college teachers often prefer to...design courses,.
with correspondingly less stringent formal demands than those ma at
enior, institutions. The universities on their side must articulate:their.
°grams with those of the junior colleges sb that the transfer students

4--".
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will be able to adjuM to upper-division work with a minimum loss of time
and a minimum of anguish. This is not easy. Ls

The traditional staff requirement for teaching category, 1 courses is the
sams at the college or university, usually a regular research degree,the
Ph.D. The Ph.D. canditiate is hardly trained to teach. Graduate prepara-
tion kir leaching has 4en called "the missing component" and the
Commission on College Physics held a series of conferences in 19b9 with
just that title.' Very fine recommendations resulting from these confer-
ences have rare4, b5en pneinto practice. Often, the only preparatitin for
teaching that a,graduate science student receives is his.stint,,as a te'aching-
assistant, although some universities take seriously student participatio
in seminars. Nevertheless, there would be little agreement on the part,
either faculty or students with the statement that "the Making of a scholar
is the unmaking of a teacher." It is true that a-ph.D. degfee does not irke
a good teacher. It does, however, signify a commitrnefipo the subject,'
one that usually Includes a desire to shale it with others and a willingness,
to Make considerable effort to share it effectively and' with enthusism.

i'he second cateidy, , comprising general "cop" requirement aurses,
calls for staff,with a broader background than the first, and multi-discipline
courses are certainly difficult for those trained too narrowly in a single
discipline. But the enormous problem of science credit courses for
nonsciencvrajors is. not specific to community colleges,

The science component of technical career education is another matter.
These courses are' raiber special to the community colleges, where

programs are. handled Tore broadly than at purely
technical scho Is. ,Both principles and applic-alions must be treated
seriously, and the science must be basic without being abstract. In The
future very few people will be able to spend,an entire,workingsareer with
a single set of skills. Education must be appropriate for both longer range
goals and more immediate applications. Among the most popular career
courses are those related to the health professions and electrieal or
mechanical engineering technology . It cannot be claimed that science
courses for these programs have always been welrhandleds In some
schools there has been so much dissatisfaction with them that the science
component 14s been taken away from the science departmenis, such-that
science as most,of us know it has been eliminated from many programs.

The requisite sernipiofessional courses have no close counterpart in the
universities, and university scientists have little experience with the
problems involved. It is not that the university-trained scientists lack

' "Graduate Preparation for TeachingThe Missing Componeht (Stony Brook, N.Y..
American Institute of\Physics Information Pool, 1972).
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talent or knowledge in technical matters. The experimental sciences
usually demand high technical facility for research, while advanced
laboratories more generally acquaint science students with sophisticated
apparatus. But this is not at.the level required in the community colleges,
where the scientist May find himself at a loss. One of the most grievous
lacks for teachers of.such courses has been the insufficient availability of

5
appropriate curricular materials. This is especially true of nontexfbook

'instructionalonateriak. : .

thes'physics community h.as attempted to meet this.'need in its own
. field. To ipcjude both text and apparatus, 'a modular format was Chosen,

and workl'is in progf-esk at foul- centers, with partial funding by the'
National Science Foundation. The contributors ipClude nonacademic
scientists, as well as university andt2*jear college people. In the words of
the project director, Professor Philip\ DiLav ore of Indiana State Univer-.
sity, "Each module is designed to lake advantage of a device or' system
which is commonly foUnd in our technological society d with which

. students are often already familiar."' A complete I,-y ar introductory
physics course may be assembled by the teacher by using a dozen or so of
the modules in a combination most suitable for his group of students. The
intent of such a course is not to teach technology or-engineering but,
rather, to teach bask physics, using the technOlogical'device,or s'Istem a4
a focus for the fundamental concepts and as a motivatiOgat factor. Each
device forms the basis fOr a module that requires about 3 weeks of class
work. As most of the modules are independent of the other modules, they
may be used in any order? The modular courses are not a final answer,_
but it looks as if genuine progress has Ipen made for category 3 courses in
physics.

Category 4, courses for the nondegree student, appears to fit more
closely into the pattern set for this volume than any other. Unfortunately,
I hate, een little evide ce of participation of community college sgience

,-/ faculties in this kitul f activitymuch less, in fa t, than in university
science departments, where famous professors lec re to general a di"-
ences with mixed success. The community colleges are iri proximit to

t(

more people, but the selent-e faLulties have apparently not discerned any
great demand for noncredit courses in their subjects, There are rarely
departments of ecology or environmental studies in the 2-year colleges, at

2 P. DiLavore, -.Physics of Technology,- 'rear P/osics Project, Vol.?, No. 8 (192.,.), see
.... also B. G. Aldridge,. 'PhysiLs in TwoYear 1 et.hni.....1 Camellia,- Tech Plipas Prujeet Vol.

8, No. 6 (1970).
' McGrawc,1-1111 will publish Tet.h Physis Projs:..i texts, Thornton Assouates h to produt.e
the apparatus. Final versions of about chaff the 37 projeted modules were st.belluled for
publiLation by January 1975 and jhe utile( half d year liter. Prcliminlry versions have been
field-tested, Ad the acceptance is sartf to he good.

. 4
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.. least not that I have been able to find. But let .-ne return' to science

edq.cation for the publisafter making some points about "newopractices.".
McCabe and Smith (this volume) have emphasized praclices and prop-

erly so. Methods are important, as, are all kincli of teaching, aids. New'
practices, and modifications of old one7;hav e beeh advocated enthusiast

vo tically and implemented unsvenly at all levets, including the universities.
In physics, special conferences have been conducted to,distuss computer-
assisted learning, personalized-system of instructlori, behavioral objec-
tives, mini-courses, peer counseling, stiideni self-directed learning, films,

,television, "multimedia." Many of this gamut have §t..en treated in news-
letters of the Committee on Physics in` he TWo Year Colleges of the

. American Association of physics leachers, distributed to community
's college,teachers who request them..'"- i' a 2

...

.All these techniques ate useful, bin no one, nor a combination thereof,
is any panacea for the problems we face in'telching science. It takes more
staff time to run a noncom. entional course than a routine one, and the
materials become dated more quickly than cotelv entional textbooks and
standard laboratory equipment. New methods should be encouraged, but
realistically, overenthusiasm.can lead to painful! disillusionment of both;
students and faclilty,,Some devices can even become counterpr.odUctive. .

Le me not be misunderstotid. New techniques are required to reach new
' kinds of itudents,'-and al diversity of methods must be employed in

teaching the great div ersit , of students found in the 2eYear colleges...But.
no single new (tar old) meth d will work with all students, as evritry -teacher
who has tried self -p"aced learning knows:" Novelty is often attractive to
both teacher and students, but by its very nai\lre.noY-dty iS'eansient. the
almost mythical "Hawthorne effec-,t is achieved only by constant effort

1: and tngenuity,,,and old ways are sometimes best.. ' /
Ask,yourself the characteristics of the teachers who_have most Wu-

enced you., The spectrum characterVing quality9is btoad, there are almost

involved in Academic Year Institutes fbr hig school science and math
as many kinds of.good teachers as there ar good students. When I was

teachers I used to say that only three things were required for the making
of a good teacher. Enough subject matter competence to 1,9ow when to
4
.

.1y I don't know," which takes both intellectual and personal maturity, ..
a great desire to teach, to share with other people of varipusbackgrounds
the material you know and love, willingness and capability to work very
hard to accomplish the objectives of teaching. This oversimplistic, in
brief, however, the attitude of a teacher is sometimes more 4110M-tin-ft than
his.method' although he must, of course, pat e, some effective methods:)

. '4.
I.

ough Amenuan Insiatuie of Physic.s Inform.ffion Pool.TP.O. Box 617. Stony
ork 1111* . e .

. .

'
Brook. New,

3
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This, prescription certainly includes the necessity to It receptive to- .
students, sensitivity to.viewpoiiits of those we try to reach, while atz,the
same time retaining responsibility for the enkleavor and the outcome.,

These considerations are especially .ijnportant for the courses, in cate-
gory 4, those foithe adult or nontlegree tOdent.. are.often reminded

9

at

_10

how important adult eclucatibn is. e 1970 Advisory Committee for
Science E. ucation recomi$ended to t p National Science,Foundation that
emphasis b1 Shiftpd4 toward scientific education of the public. The
Bromley committee report Plklfsics Ira Perspectite includes the statement,
"We find no educationalpeedihat,compares,in ultimate significance with
iht improvement of the general publie:s understanding ()NI :acme:" Thus
far neither_the universities por the 2year colleAcs have done very..much to
meet this need. It is O'roblem that could be worked un coiippratively.

While,I have found no programs designed exclusiyek, for the education
2-ye afcollege staff, it -does appear that departmentscifengineering an

corpputer science have initiated programs ilFapplied science that Aut
community college teachers. fin example, the Department of Electrical
Sciences,'College of Engineering at SUNY Stony Brook is in the first year
of a mater's degree program designed \for chose interested in the
appli:ation of systems concepts to educational problems and develop-,
merit of interdisciplinarl currkult: Thirty students of whom five are
community' college staff were.,,,adrilift0 from twice that number of
applicant. One popular course heft put on videotape fdr wider distribu-
tion is on computer literacythe impact of tomputers on society. and
educational-uses-of the coMputer.,

Centers for training or retraining vocational stiff have also come to my
attention, but no one of tlia,m is part Of a graduate school program in the
sciences as such My atquatntance with the biological set;noes is not wide
enough for me to speak wItth authority:but the university departments
with which I have made contact have ledlne to think the situation is not
very different from that in the physical sciences.

It is clear that ,community _college staff needs are to soqie extent
regional% to match thdir somothat. ch'aracteristitally rsgionil student
populatiOn. For example. the increasing proportion, of` Mature stu-
dents especially in Florida and California. has resulted in the develop-
ment of numerous c6mmunit} college courses in the social sciences and
hobby areas, ript..so far,as I have been able to find. in the sciences. To
date there has probably been very little Jenad from nondegree-studergs
for science courses And thus little,..,demand for stair to teach them.
Consequently, the role of the university "scientist in this area has been to
develop university extension or continuing education LOUIVS. bypassing

1 National Academy of Sciences. U'ashington. D C

I
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'the community colleges entirely. Even so, the adult population sought and
reached "by these courses has consisted largely of teachers at the
precoAge level, it has included very few of the nonacademic public.

After much discus..ionvith university scientists, I can report somewhat
confidently an inarmalconsensiis of opinion. Special. programs for
"preservice" education in the sciences for community college teachers
are not generally favored, either in principle or for practical reasons. A

.sound but not excessively narrow graduate education in science is
recommended, but community college teachers given the di'erse de-
Mands on them must be selected (or ;elect themselves) to be more flexible
than May be required of university staff. On the other hand, appropriate

/ fin-service, programs meet full approval. In general, university scientists
greatly sympathize nth the Oroblems of their community college col-
leagues and profess willingness to cooperate either informally or formally
in efforts toward their. solution.

The necessary skills and,competencies for every kind of teaching, not
just community college fAculty,, are to a great extent developed unl) op
the job. In the sciences, subject matter 'ompetencies of community
college Acuity rhein6ers are being improved by in-service university
programs, graduate %-7131-k, Anti in some instances internships. But it seems
unrealistic to expect flourishibg preservice university programs designed
explicitly for the preparation of 2 y.ar college teachers. There is a clear
and grbwing need for much closer cooperation between the science
faculties of the junior and senior institutions, for many reasons. To
achieve this cooperation both universities and community colleges must
show initiative, and the endeavor will often prove diseraging to both.
Su.li discouragement,. how ev er, is no reason, not to undertake it. I am
zonfident universities will do their part in trying to solve what are actually

Anutwil problems. .
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10 Gradiate Preparation
in the Humanities
for Community
College Teachers

Richard H. Green and Ward Hellstronz
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, GAINESVILLE

t-

Many of the problems addressed in this .volume result from too little
dialogue between the graduate schools' and the community coil &es and
too little awareness of .our common concerns. We ought to ast of
ourselves and others who influence DclidIv in our institutions, what we ask
of the teachers who are the objdcfs- of our present concern: openness,
honesty, willingness to ,accommod to change, and more concern 'for
those we serve than for institue nal self-interest. The rich variety of
educational services rendered y community colleges both in higher
education and in community ,service, as well as the profotind social
changes that challenge the skills and flexibility of administration and
faculty in all institutions of higher learning, make our task as difficult as it
isimportant.

The first task for each of us, whether representatives of the community
colleges or of the graduate dist.hilines, is to rid oursehles of stereotypes
and misinformation that stand in the way of rational discourse and
effective cooperation. Such virtuous common sense is not easily
achieved, partly because our relationships have for so long been marred
J:iy competition, condescension, suspicion, and general lack of communi
cation and partly. becauge of the very real complexities of the issues that
make *communication difficult. Some of the issues we propose for
discussion are the following. What degree of professional competence in
the subject matter of the humanities is needed by the community college
teacher? What kinds of graduate programs can pros ide this competence"
How imkortant arc researct skills to tlie teacher who wis*s to grow in
the scholarship of his discipline? Whb is best Rualifittl tdoffer harp in
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t r acquiring the teaching skills needed, by teachers of humanities at the
various levels of higherilducation? FiA can humanities teachers Meet the
needs of,thewide Variety of student whom they eneousster in conimunik!
collegeprogiims? «e 7 r

,. .

4 ') .5 ...
r ± . r I .0.

ta , 5 ' . ...,
-%i4r.'1 . ... ; 7----- \

"H,UMANITIES",1N TH,E.IMMUNITYC0),LEGE AN6 GRADUATE
SCHOOL rBefore We take up the .piciilms

,

that arise from differences, in our
innttutiOnal practices andgoalswe mightipi`Witably review the`formrla-

f

ble variety of fields orknowledg and ,kinds of skills that comprise the
"humanities." What kinds o preparationcoboth preservice and in-service,
are needed for expert tea ing in these areas? What kinds oPinstitutions
and programs are best ited to provide that preparation? Neither gout
answers nor ours will s tte on the university graduate, depart ents and

., programs, especially as no constituted, as t only agency. ror. every
important aspect of teacherpreparation*. But nsider th4 &sources of the

, gra' duate schools in egperiefice, person , laborator4ds, li es, ex-
tracurricular cultural opportunities, etc., where they are,(and.ho they
could be mobilized to meet the needs of community college !acuities as

'expressed by community college teachers thernselies.
The humanities, administered in the-cqmmunnyacolleges by divistons

and departments with many administrative titl , can be delineated into
even broad areas: 0- 4,

1. Written communication. skills in expositor v, t finical, and:creative
:writing, ,

; k
....-

2. Reading competence at both thp rem. dial and developmental levels
(related to both writing and reading. resear h in rhetonc and cornmuni"
cations theory, psycholintuistics, speech attiology on audiology).

3. Language study: especially Engli syntax, social dialects, and
English as a second language. i

4. Foreign languagtstudy, with special attention to the importance of
Spanish in contemporary 'American educ ion at every tvel.

5. Literature, with emphasis on Ame can literature and world litera-
ture that gives an important place to, icing from the Third World.

'ffl 6. Philosophy and religion.

4

7. Critical and apineciative study of art, music, and theater, special
attention to the movies as the ddminant twentieth ,century art form.

includeThese areas of stud) n the substance of humanities learning,not only
in the degree-credi programs of community colleges but of the first 2

. o
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-...,...years in all institutions. of- higher education. What kinds and what

conditions of instruction are characteristic of most community colleges-..,

, and are limkersity gkaduate programs able and willing to preparp teachers
to meet those spe al needs? Can advanced training of college teachers it3

the subjects they teach and in the most effective,ways of teaching thesc
subjects be entrusted to any agency other tJIan the university gtnduate'
faculty? .. ,.

,

3,

SOME PROBLEMS-OF DIVERSITY AND CHANGE

It is difficult to make useful generalizations about instructional needs
since community colleges, their students, and faculties are as different As
the geographical, cultural, economic, and ethnic communities they serve
From state to, state (each with its own idiosyncracies about the mission,,
funding, location, and governance of its educational institutions); from
region to region with their different cultural traditions reflected in their
attitudes toward higher education of any kind), from rural to urban, and
even within the major' city systems such as New York, we find an
astonishing diversity of students and therefore of programs, purposes,
and practice. To be unaware of this diversity--to speak of 2-year colleges
as if they were more or less the same, with faculties requiring more or less
the same kind of preparation and skillsiswe suspect, a 'common failing
in the graduate schools,and a reason why graduate prtvrams have by and
Mize been slow to respond to comnunity college needs. To generalize
about these students and the training of their teacherg is inevitably to risk
oversimplification, but a risk we shall have to take.

That the student populations of community colleges differ widely from
those of the traditional 4-year colleges, that they require special attitudes
and pedagogical skills,of the faculty and special emphases within the 'Mae
spectrum of the is ho longer news to many of us in the
graduate.schools.ln-Eqglish studies we have listened carefully to Gregory
Cowan and his Conference on College Composition and Communication
(cut) committee - members, whose Guidelines for English Teacher
Training Programs were wide)), 'discussed in ,1970-1971 and have since
been an essential guide in the development of graduate programs.' We are
also aware of the trend in open-door admissions and the response to the
challenges of community service. In short, most of us do not underesti-
mate the challenges offered by richly diverse, student bodies and changing
strategies for teaching nontraditional students. But neither do we think r
that the present and future needs of the community colleges for expert

' College Composition and Communication (Urbana, III.. NCTE. 1971 }, pp. 303-313
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teachers in the humanities suggest that those. disciplines should abdicate
their responsibilities as the primary agency for training teachers for this
protean sector 4-higher, continuing, and extended education. We
acknowledge, rather, that our programs and attitudes must continue to
change and that the-directions for change will Lome from out colleagues in

4. the 2-year colleges. ,

We submit that we have changed because e have ligtened and that we
will continue to listen and tcLchange and to b kg our massive resources to
bear in the needs.of the community colleges. with the exception that we
;think we have already done better than he suggestsand partly as a result
of his tireless encouraging and prqddingwe agree with a recent state-
ment by Cowan2:

4
What we licommunity oIlege people; want, on tile one hand, is reasonable rei.ognition as the
avant-garde of open door edui.ators. At the s4Me time t J dear that if graduate schools got
seriously interested in our turf seriously interested, nut-merely bei.ause they badly need to
recruit students to keep their programs going, and badly need to place M.A. s and Ph.D.'s
who arrt Find work at universitiesthen their serious interest wouit.i serve our interest by
giving us 'a source pf teachers who are properly anti professional', trained in skills land
attitudes to do the jbbs we ask them to do. '1

Adjustment of attitude& is more difficult for us than continuing develop-
ment of skills, .a Fader (this volume) eloquently demonstrates. But it is
happening and will continue. We will, however, resist the tendency,
found in much current professional literature, to .focus; on teacher
attitudes almost to the.exdusion of concern for genuine competence in.the
disciplines. 0.

The need for the kind of training in the humanities we can offer
pieservice and in-service teachers is massive and will not diminish
significantly, if at all, for the foreseeable future. Allan Cutter's enroll-
ment data and projections indicate that degree-credit FTE enrollments of
1,269,000 constitute about 69 percent of this year's total FTE. enrollment of
1,850,000 in 2-year colleges. I-jis projections for 1984 indicate a total FTE
enrollment of 2,326,000 with degree-credit FTE enrollments num6`ering
1,529,000 or 66 percent of the total. Cartter and Salter (this volume)shave
observed that the 2-y ear colleges already have a slibstantial share of all ,
lower division enrollments, a share expected to grow. Further, it is signifi;
cant to note that in the state university system of Florida approximately 45
Percent of all students entering the. ,upper division of the nine state
universities transfer in from communii), colleges, and this percentage, too,
is expected to grow. If we can argue that faculty skills are directly related

`Scholarship for Society and the Community College. A Case of Deja Vu," Bulletin of the I
Association of Depattments of English, Vol. 41 (May 1974).
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to student programs and needs and that the bast majority of degree credit
enrollments are in programs either designed for, or at least offering the
possibility of, transfer to upper-division and preprofessional study in
4-year colleges and universitiesi,then the interest and responsibility of
the graduate schools in cooperating with the comniunity, colleges in the
training of their faculty members is clear. In Florida we are keenly aware''
that the 2-year colleges are already preparing nearly half of our upper
division students. Not to regard their teachers as our colleagues in a
common enterprise and not to want a significant share in their training

e

VvOulcine foolish and irresponsible. , I

Bu our interest is not confined to the liumanitits in Aree programs;
Ihstruction in writing and reading is often a part of ondegree-oriented
certificate programs. Moreover, humanities department faculty members
are already 'contributing to burgeoning community service and continuing
education programs. Their specialized knowledge, when joined to'sym-
pathetic.ittitudes and appropriate teachiniskills,/will be of great valtte in
efforts to enrich the cultural experience_ of members of the community

p , who have been denied access to traditional I?
4

igher education. s .
Another area of tiversity and coniblexityt is fond in the gradyate

schools themsetves, which have traditionally trained the teachers for
2-year colleges either directlyin an ofjg.n thoughtless fashionor indi-
rectly, in cooperation with colleges of education and in certification
programs for secondary school teachers. Graduate departments vary
'widely in their programs an attitudes, their sense of.missit. on,

c
their

willingness and ability to acco modate thi needs of all sectors of higher
education. It is our impression that if graduate school faculties and
policymakers are often unaware of the realities of institutional life in

/ community colleges; commurifty college people are often guilty of as-sum-
mg that graduate school programs and attitudes are pretty much alike and
h-aven't changed much since the community college spoke man was in
graduate school 5 or SO or more years ago. Again, we uggest that
continuing dialogue, regular campus visits, and a growl g sense of
collegiality among professionals committed to essentially t e same goals
is the remedy. This remedy, too, is both urgently needed and perfectl'

41
feasible.

Sotne hopeful signs in the humanities are found in the Increased
participation, often in important policy roles, by community college
people in the national and regional professional "English" associations.
Examples witfirwhich we are most familiar are the national Conference on
College Composition and Communication, t ational Association of
Departments of English (an arm of the Mo .rn L. guage Association),
whose coordinator, ,Elizabeth Wooten, is a forme community college
department head, and,the Florida Association of Departments of English.
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This last is a model of the benefits5,.collegiality a mong the various
sectots of higher education. Its membership is composed,of English
department cha'ir'persons from all of the state's 2- and 4-year colleges and
universities, both public and private,p meets twice a yearrmore often.
than not with a community college as host and with community college

xe`Ople among its officersto discuss common problems. We know each
other, like each ether, and learn from each other. Articulation in public
education, enforced by law; is complemented by cooperative action and
mutual respect.

WHAT GRADUATE SCHOOLS, ARE DOING AND PAN DO .
3,,

,Specialized training for community college teachers in the various'NY

academic areas has a relatively:short history. It begins with the passage of
the Education Professions ,Development Act (EPDA) in 1968 and, for
En li h and English-related studies, with the formulation and publication
o GuideNes by a CCCC committee between 1969 and 1971. ThiS
committee Was composed,of exkrienced community, college teachers
representing a wide spectitm of 2-year institutions. Although its report
was critical of the cony entional graduate preparation pf English teachers
who found employment in community colleghe spirit orNi4lines
soughl.cooperative change. Members of the committee and others have
tirelessly and gOod-huthoredly carried the message t9 conferences and
conventions of graduate English faculty members ever since.
. .While the response of the graduate-schools has not been as rapid or as
widespread as the situation demands, neither has it been as slow or as
limited as much offhand and uninformed criticism suggests. The following
brief descriptions of five current programs designed ,speclifically for -

prospective and in-service community college teachers can serve as
models for what we are doing.f

The University of Massacksetts at Amherst offers, within its Ph.D.
program in English, a special pedagogical option' designed to train
graduate students for positions in/community collegfs. The option in-
cludes advanced work in the thbiyry and practice cif teaching, especially
writing skills, and provides access to interdisciplinary minor programs
that permit candidates to combine literary studies with another subject
such as history or psychology.

The City College of the City Unive;sity of New York offers an M.A.
degtee in the teaching of college English designed with the help of several
English department heads from community colleges in New Y City. In
addition to two courses in linguisticsincluding social dialect course in
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group dynamics given by the psychology department, and a three-course
sequence in pedagogy taught by teachers with broad experience in

.community college classroomsthe program includes an internship and
Work in the college Writing center.
; The University of Iowa offers a 2-year, 60-hour /pLogram Fading to a
combined M.A. and Ed.S. degree. The pfogrSm provides courses in
linguistics, literature, advanced W.iting, and professional courses taught
by specialists in English and education. The program includes a one-
semester internship and was designed in consulMion with community
college faculty and administrators.

The University of Texas at Austinhas recently designed an M.A. plus
30 hours program based on consultation with over 50 of the 60 2.,yeSi
college faculties in Texas!As was the case for alt :he models cited here,
Cccc Guidelines formed the basis for program design.

In the winter of 1970 the Junior College Committee of the English
Department at the University of Florida, Gainesville, began if series of
visits to nearly every one of the more than 30 community colleges in the
state. Committee_ members v isited classes and talked to chairmen and
other faculty members in English,. the humanitiets, guided studies, and
reading about the preparation of community college teachers. From this
griiundworiv cache a series of graduate courses designed for community
college teaching but available' to all graaduate students preparing (or
careers in any institution of higher education.

Graduate courses ,are offered in Teaching Composition (taught by a
visiting professor from a community college), Linguistics in the Commu
nity College, The.Language of Film, Communication and., opular culture,
,Teaching Business and Technical Writing, Principles o -C4irnmunify
College and.Adult Reading Instruction, Laboratory in Commulfty Col-
lege and Mutt Reading Instruction, Internship in Community lege
Teaching. Each y ear the department employs a visiting community,col
professor, who offers graduate courses in his area of specialization. A
courses are Open to all graduate students. Theses and dissertations may be
other than literary. An M.A. degree with emphasis on community college
teaching is not a terminal degree.

If we add to these the doctor of arts programs described earlier by
Fader (this volume), we would have a fair idea of the range and quality
of the 'graduate schools' response to an urgent national problem. IC
these programs can be taken as typical, or at least symptomatic, of what
is happening, and of a trend that will continue to develop alt change as
the needs of the community. colleges change, then I think we have the
base for more, and niore effective, cooperation among professional

J
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colleagues and mutually depeAdent..jnstitutions in the improvement
of postsecondary education in the h6manities.

These programs, in theory and practice, combine a commitment to the
integrity of thebumanistic disciplines at a high level of study and research
with awareness of the special skills needed by thosew.ho teach the, richly,
diverse students in community college. They recognize tha there is no
substitute for direct experience in a 2-year college under the guidance of
experienced teachers. Hence, all prbgrams cited regard an internship as

asential for presery ice students. We do not claim that we can provide the
equivalent of full on- the -job training while the presery ice student is with
us, any snore than is possible for other professional graduate proglims in
the university. We can, however, provide knowledge and skills that relate
directly to the student's future career. Our hardest task has been, and tor
awhile will continue td be, ib persuade more Of our colleagues on the
graduate faculty that community college teaching is both different and at
least as demandirp and important as the teaching and research they have
traditionally fostered: .

The mist important common feature of the programs described above,
is that they developed from!direct extensive/and intensive consultation
with community college teachers and chairpersons in the humanities. For.
these progrAms and others, complying with this recommendation in-the
CCcC Guideline:1s has been essential both for the integrity of the programs
themsel(e nd for acceptance by the community colleges of candidates
trained in them. ,

A striking feature of the five cited rograms is the variety of degrees to
which they lead. In addition to the del provided by the University of
Michigan's successful doctor of arts program, the University of Mas-
sachusetts offers a Ph.D. with pedagogical optio'n, City College of New
York offers an M.A. in the teaching of college English. the University of
Iowa offers a combined M.A. and specialist in 'education degree, the
University of Texas offers an M.A. plus 30 graduate hburs program, and
the University 'of Florida simply offers a wide variety of graduate.,courses
designed especially to dev elop,the knowledge and skills of presery ice and

.°4
in service community college teachers_As long as the community col-
leges "thernsell;es differ widely in their Attitudes toward appropriate
degrees tor their_ faculty, membei s, the variety of serious graduate school'
programs is surely a healthy response to a variety of needs.

Estimates of new faculty needed in 2-year colleges until 1990 provided
by the Cartter-Salter paper (this volume) suggest to us that while M.A.
programs are needed for preset% ice training, the greatest need will be for
courses and programs for in sery icateachers who usually already have an
M.A. These teacher-graduate students bring to our courses and their
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instructors and fellow students the experience and realistic expectations
that enrich the subject matter and monitor its relevance.

In addition, the programs presented above as, models sh-ow a genuine
concern for the importance of having experienied community college
teachprs on the graduate faculties of the univ efsities. We'lvould profit
greatly by regular faculty exchange .programs, in r.ddition to the close
consultation that characterizes the most successful of our current pro-

/gra
T ere are, of course, areas in which we have made too little progress. It

is our impjessionand no more than thatthat the graduate school
programs have not yet fully met the need for ,formal interdisciplinary
courses and for the formal development of interpersonal skills. We clearly
need much more work in the study, and teaching of writing and language
skills. We-are encouraged, however, by the progress made in the last 5
years and the evidence of serious commitment that will improve ouP
performance. Inqed, we believe that undue haste has already proved',
detrimental to sonile,.programs. Serious consultation with community
college people, preparation of new courses by graduate faculty members,
theTormulation of clear policies and gdals at the department, college, and
university levels all take time. But much.has been accomplished.

4
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Reielonse,of a
4 Graduate Dean

I
$

David S. Sparks
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

ti

.
Before attempting io4svaluare whether graduate prpgrams as now being
developed serve the community colleges, I must react to the visions my
colleagues have presented in the first three essays of this volume.1,will

- react to the three papers as a group for they form a nicely integrated set of
data and opinions. In hi& survey of the rapid changes in th4 size and
character of the community.' college studCnt body, Harcleroad has pro-
vided a statisjcal foundation that confirms Ilk widely held view that the
body contiiities to undergo rapid and major challke He concludes that
"diversity is increasing" and, predicts that the increasing demands of
divergent groups will make the-community ,college even more diverse in
the future. He further characterizes this diverse population as consisting
of "pragmatic students se,ekirl'g vocational training," who are "interested
in special curricula, good faculty, low cost education, and locations close
to home." Thus, he contends, "the preparation of community college
instructors must reflect these considerations and respect them as well."
To which one can only say, "Amer ."
, It is when Harcleroad turns frorrkdiagnosis,to prescription that I find
grounds for diSagreement. After describing Gleaier and Martorana's
frustrating semi for programs and understanding in the graduate schools
of our universities, he endorses the action of the 1973 Assembly of the
American Association of4Community and Junior Culleges, which called
for the creation of new "educational and certifying" agencies in the form
.Of regional centers for the preparation of community college staff. He
quotes, with approval, the assembly's recommendation that preservice
education be "based op an evaluated by cpmpetency standards." In

Th,,
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conclusion he calls for increased flexibility in graduate programs, the
possible introduction of doctor of arts programs in content fields, and a
change of attitude on'the part of institutions and/faculty members offering
raduate degree programs for the preparation of community college

and adminisgators.
Although I agree with Harcleroad's emphasis on the need for changes in

attitude, I will argue that attitudinal changes are as much required among
community college faculty and administrators as among graduate faculty,
members and the graduate schools. alit more of that later. .,

i
McCabe and Smith have reviewed the efforts of community college

administrators and faculty members to respond to the rapidly changing
student body. Their surveys of new programs and practices and the

-

desirable' skills, c mpetencies, and attitudes for community college
faculties are model of clarity. They describe an institution that has suc-
tessfully met its fir t "access revolution" and appears well prepared to
meet the challenges of the second, which from the data presented by
Harcleroad is well under way. ,

A
.Personalization of learning, and concerned development of the indi-

v idual student, with renewed *emphasis on lifelong learning, are well-
established goals in our best community ,colleges and rapidly spreading to
all.

Ai a profes onal historian I am saddened by the lack of faculty interest
in the philosophy of education and demonstrated research profficiency in
a discipline, given its low ranking in the survey. These are the' profes-
sion's roots .and the bu ndary cdnditions' set by both history and our
current society tha rn the role and function of each participant in
higher education. Further, as a graduate dean I fear that the low esteem in
which the ordered search for new knowledge is held bodes ill for the
future of the community college, it is only through such "research" that
the faculty of such institutions will find assurance that skills and com-
petencies, as well as the learning programs, they seek to develop really do
contribute to the achievement of their common eals.

Turning to the student enrollment. and facult:, employ ment projections
presented by Cartter and Salter, one can only echo the plaintive plea of,
"Say it isn't so, gentlemen, say it isn't so." Unfortunately, Cartter's
demonstrated perception has been remarkably accurate in the past and his
credentials as a "prophet" are far too sound to ignore or even to be
discountethby very much. Certainly, I. have no data on which to base a
different set of projections.

When Cartter and Salter itell us that the entire community college
market for new faculty members for degree instruction fof -the remaindeir
of the decade numbers only 26,1-00 and that some number between 4,040

/ , ,,. ,
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and 5,870 of those will earn or hold the doctorate, severar conclusions
become inescapable. They become particularly so when we recall three

; other bits- of inforrriation: First, the community college facul1 .yi<972,
4 numbered :just over J17,000, second, An 1972-1973, Ameripart graduate

t schools awarded 33727 docVates, of which 5,670 ,were in edutption
.alone, third, elsewhere Cartte is projecting a drop in nett junior faculty
positions in all of higher educatton from 267,000 for the 1960's to 19,000
for the 1970's. Together these data portray a community college and uni-
`versity faCulty that is stable in size,.rapidly aging, and subject to little
infusion of new blood, energy, and ideas. The task will be to put new wine
in old bottles for we are to-have very few new bottles added to our inven-
tory. Thai4,as we all recognize, will'prov to be a very demanding task.

Howifheii, do we achieve this end? H w do we substantially alter the
) 1,

behavior of large nuilhbers oftenured faculty members in their thirties and
forties who are inexorably mov ing toward tliekrfifties and sixties? How do
we Sensitiz4them to the needs of a rapidly changing clientele? How doe
prepare them for a second "access revolution' when they have barely
come to tAns with the first one? How do we avoid hardening of the
educational arteries and ossification in our frestitutions?

In my judgment, the answer lies in a major commitment to freedom and
flexibility, for the student, for the teacher, and for the administrator. It
lies, moreover, in a willingness, shared. by all, to change deep-seated
convictions and attitudes about what constitutes higher education and
how each of us contributes.to . es "not lie, I am persuaded, in an
endless seacgh for new car' ula apd degree programs, new institutes or
centers, new administrative organizations, br new buildings.

If change, like charity, properly begins at home, let me begin by
suggesting some of the attitudinal changes I believe necessary among
members of our graduate faculties in the universities. I believe we must
substantially broaden our perception of what constitutes a proper
graduate student. We must rid ourselves of the notion that the ,mpdel
graduate student is a recent recipient of a baccalaureate degree who
promptly begins full-time study in one of the' arts and scierNes or
education and who will be partially or fully supported by the institution
during a 4- to 6-year course of study leadingito a Ph.D. or Ed.D., after
which he or she will go on to a _career of teaching and research in
academia. While fewer and fewer fit that model, particularly at the major,
public universities, it remains the basis of too many of the attitudes and
policies of ourtgraduate faculties. At my own institution, for example, the
current graduate enrollment is .7,212. Of that number, less than 2,700 are
full-time students and more than 4,000 are seeking master's degrees. The
average age ha's dropped goer the past 2 years. It now stands at 28.9 years

.
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of age! Anvd well over half of these students are in programs leading to
practitionerpractitioner degrees in the hope of entering the nonfademic market for
jobs or for improving their skills for 'jobs they now hold.

I infer two things from these data. First, graduate education, at leist in
the major public institutions, has lop, since left behind its exclusiveness
and its preoccupation with the discipline-oriented Phi). candidate. Sec-
ond, we must continue to re-examine our attitudes and pollees to make

ahem more consonant with the tasks we are performing and hat society
anavur students demand we perform. I am confident that we will, fore
task is well begdn. Over the past few years my institution, like so many
others, has added an impressive list of degree programs. agricultural
engineering, business administration, computer science, criminal justice
add criminology, family and community development, fpod science,
hearing and speech science, journalism, library and information services,
applied mathematics, meteorology , textiles and consumer economics, and
urban studies. MorelLmportantly , these, programs were added at a time
when virtually no ne7programS 4n the traditional arts and sciences were
added to our offerings. While much remains to be done, this is not the
history of a monolithic institution indiffeient lo The current needs of
society. . .. ,

In the spirit of roes culpa, however, I admit that the attitudes of many
of our4raduate faculty members have, not Matched their willingneSs to
develop new programs. Too many of our faculty are still preoccupied with
replicating themselves in the form of a, new generation of histtians,
English, physics, or sociology professors. Too many still view the
part-time or evening student as less dedicated to graduate study than the
full-time student in the on-campus program. Too many.still believe that a
year of "residence" (whatever that means) bestows a special virtue oh a
graduate student. Not enough are ready to schedule their courses anA
seminars in the late afternoon and evenings. Too many are still unwilling
to listen, attentively and sympathetically, to those whose learning comes
from professional practice in the field. Too many continue to pursue
abstract principles, leaving the solution of problems facing our cities, our
homes, our economy. offd our families to practicing professionals. Too
many attempt to tell classroom teachers how and what to teach, even
though they have not bien in alchdol room, except to visit ors&serve, in
years. r."--1

The attitudinal chaigeS that will be required of these members of our
graduate faculties are very great. Some will never change. For others the
process is well advanced. Those of,us who seek to make further changes
would be well advised to remember two things about them. First, they
have been immensely successful IP the tasks previously assigned to them:
They are a major source of the kno/dedge explosion that, more than any
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other thing, Will `chartcterize this generation in the eyes of future
9torians. They have also achieved a distinction unique in the hitory of
mankind in creating, in less than a single generatiOn, a' professoriat for
higher education large enough to accommodate the greatest expansion in
higher education ,throughout all human history. Second, they are, for the
most part, committed to rational discourse and a devotion to evidence.
One moves them by accumulating evidence and drat ing reasoned conclu-
sions from it. Rhetoric and polemics leave them unmoved or, occasion-
ally, laughing,

Wetniust provide eiidence that there are challenging intellectual and
moral problems in meting ,the needs of community college students,
faculty and administrators. We must show them that these, problems can
be nlet only by far greater involvement and knowledge of these popula-
tions in the.community colleges. We must persuade thetn that their special
skills and perspectives can make a genuine contribution to the solution of
these problems. if we can do these things, I know that graduate faculty
members will respond. They will do more than that, they will jump in with
enthusiasm and your problem will be to keep diem from getting underfoot
If, however, they arelold that the problems °fit& community colleges
can be solved by tinkering with curricula, by developing catchy degree
titles, by slick packaging, or by shoddy or pretentrobs research projects,
their indifference Will be palpable and their scorn complete.

If the way to enlist the gradhate faculty in the work oSstaffdevelopment
within tge community colleges is to challenge their natural bent for
problem solving and their professional pride, how do we engage the
enthusiasm of community college faculty and adniinistratofs'? My answer
is simple. Adopt a similar strategy. Adopt a similar strategy because we
are dealing with a similar population that has like characteristics and
goals. Aside from the disappointing lack of Niterest in the history and
philosophy. of higher education and in what they have been taught is
"research" in education, I find the community college faculty and ')

administrators portrayed by McCabe and Smith to be remarkably similar
to my ,colleagues at the university. Their resrOnses to the survey
questions display a healthy contempt for "Mickey Mouse" enterprises,
shallow manipulation of curricula, and counterfeit "research." On the
contrary, they reveal a population eager to learn more about the mysteri-
ous process we call human learning. They show a genuine interest in
knowing riibre about human needs and motivation. They desperately seek..
to acquire the skills with which to meet those needs.

The task before us, theli, is to underscore our similarities, not our
differences. To recognize that 'we are all engaged in the same
enterpriseto serve tomorrow by meeting the educational needs of
today.

ONO
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We must bring community college and university faculty together in a
common search for better understanding of teaching and, learning. We
must find ways to bring graduate faculty members into the community

as participants in the work of the colleges, not as visitors or.colleges
observers-. Exchange prOfessorships are an excellent device. Where
appropriate, research seminars, as well as conventional classes and
workshops, ought,to be conducted on community college campuses_

I beliex,e that much of what' we ail seek is already available in our
graduate schools. I believe that it wilt become more readily ay ailable with
each passing Y./ear if we become true partners in the effort.,I anticipate
that the graduate schools, will adopt more sensitive admissions policies,
more convenient scheduling, and will encourage increased movement of
both faculty and students between the two types of institutions. We may

. Ws, see the development of additional degree programs, more closely
tailored to the needs of community college faculty.

But, I see these constructive developments taking place only if both
community college And graduate school faculty and administrators' de
velop a sere of partnership in the pursuit.of common goals. And that
partnership Will develop, I am pg,suaded, if it centers about a joint attack
on niaRilintellectual and behavioral problems Lif cognitive and affer.ti.ye
learqing and if it is conducted in the spirit of inquiry that characterizes the
labor'atory and the seminar room.

If however, the mode becomes competitive, if the discourse sinks to
discussions of tinkering with curricula, fancy, degree titles, or institutionA
arrangements for "educational and Certifying" regional centers, I antici
pate continued preoccupation with gleans, rather than ends, further
division in our ranks, a perpetuation of pointless class or status disdnr.
tions, and wasteful duplications

In summary, I believe that university graduate faculty and Lommunity
college f4eulty and administrators can and will work together on common
problems of staff development. But,1 believe that the common pursuit of
gOals.we share will take place only if we foal:, on fundamental oblems
of human learning and how to facilitate it and only if we en ,ist t e talents'
of the besCpeople in both types of institutions. That, in turn, will require
continuation of the spirit that is characterized by the round table and one
that is enhanced by the recollection that as we are all teachers, so must we
all be learners.
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12 Education Professori
as Intermediaries

a

Lagience D. Haskew
University oATexas at Austin

'.1

Graduate schools of.comprehensive universities can and should_respond
to the pressing staff needs of community colleges. This,:propositionzis
accepted as a tenet in the follopg presentation, but not without sdme
qualms on the part of the author. The "can" portion is not particularly
disturbing. On the r ord are graduate school performances, past and
current, that seem o be eonstruclive. These successes` rpport an
assurnption that grad to schools in real life have some capacity to assist
community wever, 90 perce'nt of these successes seem to
stem from graduate professors specialized in departments of education or
h igher education. In other words, successes thus far seem to arise from
the graduate, school ethos of neutral pennisivertess, a tolerance for any

4-`c9Ilect df professors bent upon doing their own things.
The'should" portion of the proposition, on the other hanci;occa,Sions

considerable discomfort. In this case the referents for "graduate school"
seem to be the graduate profehors and departments of a university
combined id act as a legislature and arbiter and a fairly large number of
departments acting as independent entities. If that supposition is true, a
troubling spectre arises. It is the Jencks and Riesman theme tat all
education in America is destined to:be a fiefdom of the el:;:st graduate
school of arts and sciences. For me, this spectre has become particularly
vivid during the last 24 months. Customary lines to empIttyment oppor-
tunities for Ph.D: graduates in English, history, foreign languagesond
psychology, to pame only a few, have been drying up. One response in
those departments has been a move to open up a community college
market for graduates,Repties to a letter sent in September of this year to
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Association of Graduate Schools (AGS) universities inditated that over 50
percent of the respondents from the departments named aI$ove had

..1
, recently made, or were contemplating, formal arrangements to enter this

market. This response may be a blessing for community college pro-
tagonists. But, it could also be a bane made to order for tt)e Jencks and
Riesman revolution. To use an old metaphor, a blow between the eyes has
at last got the mule's attention. The question is, "What, will come out of
that attention?" ,r

That brings us to the subject of this paper, Drawing upon my experience
, in university administration and university watching, I propose to explore
one set of roles for education professors dedicated to servinglhe staff
development needs of community colleges. the mediating or brokerage
roles. Professors attentivei community college needs are located, in
preponderant numbers, within departments and schools that carry "edu-
cation" in their title. That fact is significant. This is a divisional title and

00 seldom denotes direct, upper-level power in gaduate school decision-. decision
making. Nascent and potential power to act on this problem does reside in
other sources, however. In my observation, one chief source lies in the
behavior and decisions of individuals, yergons in professorial or adminis-
trAtive positions. Another source of power is found in the everyday
'process of bargaining, quid pro (mu. Opport unities, for coalitioning and for
cooptation offer agother source of power, Perhaps the greatest source lies .
in extrauniversity allies. If the preceding sentences seem to portray a
transliteration of the "intermediary role" into a "political role," the
intent has been accomplished. This paper treats the intrauniv ersity
politics of protagonism. "Politics" is chosen because it is important to
establish a b)lance of power in which a lobby that holds the welfare of
community college staff development at heart counters those forces
primarily concerned with the narrow welfare of graduate departments.

When graduate professors and departments respond to community staff
developmeht needs, they usually aim toward three discrete, but not
unrelated, "products." One product type consists of degree or certificate
holders who become first-time staff members in a community college and
display in that setting performances consonant with the dedications and
ambitions of the co munity college. These products typically emerge

rectly from a of concentrated study at a university_ They are
often without experi nce in teaching, counseling, 'or managing, for they/
come as crossovers om other educational endeavors. A second product
type consists of experienced staff members in community colleges who
have obtained new or added prowess in job performance. In common 1
language, these two groups represent people who have been put through
in-service or continuing education enterprises. A third product consists of
high-level professional specialists, would-be presidents, deans, educa
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tional development offkers, and so on, who habe.engaged in university
study leading toward a doctorate. These are the three staff deb elopment
products that community colleges need, herice, the argument runs,
graduate schools should dd a better job of production, quantitatively and
qualitatively. I .

Although;politics of protagonism takes a different course with each of
these products, commonalities exist across the three. This may gibe
validity to the categories, but where are the protagonists to be found?

111

FIRST-TIME STAFF MEMBERS

The -top- ranked ingredient for effe.ctibe staff development in community
colleges is the number of "first -time staff. members made available by
graduate schools and tested by the selection process of employers. The
graduate school part of it is hard to bring off. Even semi-success stories are
rare. Within the graduate departments of those graduate schools, however,
there is less difficulty . Semi-suicessful outcomes in that setting are quite
incOuraging. .

Protagonists in pducation frequently recognize that th4t major power
over programs a9C1 over student participants resides with the individual
department, not with that confederation listedin the catalogs as "The
Graduate School." One protagonist from education got started with a
friend in the department of accounting. Between them, they aroused in
that .department an interest in serving its own welfare 0 "getting better
transfers from junior colleges." It was a first step, and this interest was
nurtured by contact with community college people--deans and presi-
dents, as well as chairme; of accounting departments. Out came an option
in the 2.-year M.B.A. degree for community college teachers. On paper,
such a natural ,growth looked good. Apparently, the option is being
executed well for it draws patrons. This success resulted partially because
the protagonist's friend is the graduate adviser in the accounting depart-
ment; partially, it came because the protagonist did not leave the
placement of gladuates to the normal channels of the placement service.
From 1960 to 1970, this particular education professor can be credited
with the creation of seven or eight departmental programs for community
college teachers ..ad one for counselors. Also, the cross-feed between
departments, Often observed from a distance, is visible in several volun-
tary startups of programs during the past 2 years. On the surface this
illustration smacks of problem solving that is nonrational, piecemeal,
opportunistic, and slow. However, those are the very adjectives that
describe aptly the real-life change processes that operate in most of those
confederacies called gthduate schools. Protagbnism may well be de-
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scribed as the practice oft seizing opportunities, however presented and .

wherever they appear. The successful lobbyist usually targets one vote at
a time,

Qne liability almost all professors in education face in negotiating for
programs of professional preparation is the automatic imputation by
others of empire-building motivations to them. Nearly equal as a liability
is the educationists' own imputation of lov. qualifications to others who
venture into the professionalized realm of education. I judge as sagacious
one college of education dean I know. rn university cabinet sessions on
the budget, he gave warm backigg to Vie dean of humanities who wanted
an extra allotment to install a center for teaching effectiv eness to serve
that school's faculty. The center was established with not a single
education-trained person'on its present staff. But, this same center is now
operating a highly acclaimed training program for community college
teachers, preservice as well as in-service. The syccess is due in part to
close advisement of, the enterprise by a professor of junior college
education whose assiAance was requested by the dean of humanities. The
politics of protagonism often involves encouraging or helping others to
attempt what one kruiWs darn well he can ,do better.

Protagonism may include strategic efforts toward university -wide policy
,for presery ice preparation of community college teachers. Two common
types of useful strategy will be'addressed here, but only as sketches, for
there are many more on record.

One strategy places The college of education in the lead role. That
college devises a professional sequence that can be placed into or added
on to existing degree programs. The college seeks and gets graduate
sch6 4j legislation, usually optional to departments, to recognize this
sequence as an acceptable "minor" of some type. From then on, a sales
campaign is mounted department by department. A sale is considered as
the entering wedge with eventual influence on the "academic" portion of
the degree as the final payoff. As it turns out, the sale itself amounts to
little, providing no one in the student-advising echelon of a department is
a protagonist ror the option. Protago'n'ist strategy, then, involves finding a
department friend .and getting him/her into the advisement hierarchy. A
useful variation on this strategy puts the college of education in the
position of assembling noneducation department representatives at the
outset to explore the community college opportunity and to work up some
universal program pattern. Typically, thiS initial effbrt emerges as a
degree program to be carried through the approval machinery of the
graduate school and the powers beyond. Even when the program is
approved, the sales task still remains. This education-led strategy, if it is
to be successful, calls for about ev ery ,ty pe of political processing known.
It has succeeded in some instances by establishing a t.atalogued, graduate
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school-endorsed arrangement for the specific preparation of community
college personnel. The likelihood of success on this scale, exploiting the
whole framework of the establishment, is not encouraging, a breakdown
seems to occur in the highly political arena of securing departmental

, dedication. But 2 years ago I could not have accorded the- education -led
strategy even honorable mention with good conscience. The year 1974,
and so far 1975, showed signs of change and graduate school.departments
now offer a different political setting; The departmental buy ers are seeing,
as never before in my memory, ,com.munity college preparation as worthy
merchandise for their educational shelves. Now, at last, the critical
breaking pointlack of departmental, dedicationmight be more easily
overcome.

The second grand 'strategy consists of igniting directly those graduate
school stalwarts with a spark of community college zeal, then. fanning,and
nurturing the flames, Here is a strategy that appeals because even two or
three professors can use it, esPeciall} if one has been elected to the
graduate assembly and has earned respect in that company. For example,
one such person secured an audience before her geadugte council for a
Net.) engaging and persuasive community college president. Afterward,
representatives from history, biological sciences, and engineering wanted
to follow through. Along with the protagonist from education, they went
to talk, witIrthe associate dean for graduate studies. The dean surpassed
pen their enthusiasm and volunteered to head a committee to exapine
ways and Means. The final product was an inventive graduate ichool
grant arrangement designed to move doctoral departments into the
preparation.of L.ominunity college teachers. Along With it went a resource
committee to advise departments and a "model" program format that
included a community college internship. I offer no judgment on this
outcome. It stands, however, as.an illustration of our' second grand
strategy and demonstrates the potential of the stalwartignitiy-tactic.

It should be obvious that this line,of strategy almost always depends
upon personal connections, astuteness, and persistence of the igniter and
nurturer. In this -case, it was not the location of the. professor of

.
community college education in the college of education that made the
difference, but rather the. presente of an associate dean of graduate
studies who was ready i3Vespond to an idea. Such circumstances are not
easily duplicated, and that is why some of us look fyrably upon a

,proposal .wherein the university's department of; higher education would
be part of the office of the graduate dean.

In this exposition of the political reinforcement needed to develop
presery ice preparation programs for cornmunity college personnel in
departments other than education, one disclaimer is necessary. The
discussion conveys, I fear, a universal posture of reluctance and disdain.
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among university graduate divisions. That does not tally with my personal
experience. What dOes permeate the.departments is a group of professors
with favorable postures who are baffled by or resigned to inertial
momentum. The politics of protagonism seeks to countervail inertia, not
iniquity. We turn now to politics and strategy aimed at in-service
practitioners who have the rudiments of prowess.

OftTHE-JOB STAFF MEMBERS

The need among community college staff members for in sere ice and
continuing education is :declared to be tremendous and critical. Actual
voiced demands for such education are\somdw hat heavy, bin not stagger-
ing. Graduate professors in education at universities are significantly
involved in responding to such demands. Occasionally, professors from
other departments respond. The total university response, howev 9r,
meets not more than 10 percent of the live demand and probably not more
than I percent of the estimated nerd at present. , 4

Obviously, the nature of. a univetsity's dedication to in-service and
continuing education and the future scope the instituti 'bn desires sct the
limits of protagonism. As things now stand, education professors hold
some initiative as to how much an what kind of university involvement
will be viewed as desirable. if they do not promote expansion or
escalation, probably no one else will. If they champion modest, or even
gargantuan expansions, then the first intermediary, or startup roles must
be theirs.

In .1974, the best opportunities for brokering, the intermediary role, ,
seemed to lie in summer, on-campus institutes or workshops. Here is an
decasion for enlisting the services of ':other department" university
professors. Soon, the departments or divisions involved can and do stand

- on their own feet. S'oon, too, participants in professoriafinstitutes furnish
references to community colleges as they search for consultants or for
local institute directors. The department or college from which the
professors were borrowed for the summeramay soon help with extension
type services during the.curreiit academic year. These exchanges can bt
accelerated by contacts between the education professors and the proper
promoter in the division of extension. -

'It is not necessary to elaborate further'on these tactical approaches,
except to note th'at they are time-consuming and energy -draining for the
protagonist, These tactics also tend to break down some monopolies that
protagonists themselves may treasure a great deal. For theses, and more
fundamental reasons, an education professor may deem it unprofitable to
Itndertake a brokerage role in the area of staff development.
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Thv foregoing paragraphs may seem to give short shrift to political
plans that seek to aggrandize the graduate school's engagement with
in-service education fOr ,community dollgge personnel. That choice is
deliberate ,It mirrors the higher priority I attach to the first and third
territory of staff development as university engagements. Perhaps I
should explain that I see the external degree as the means of sere ing the
third territory of produCts, those consisting of high-level speCialists.

la

"DOCTORAL" SPECIALISTS

Here, we deal largely with advanced graduate programs, almost exclu-
sively under education auspices, that require graduate school approval.
Nearly all require inputs from departments and professors other than he
sponsors. In these cases, the politics of protagonism has a setting nd a
purpose.conskderably different from those discussed so far. One differ-
ence lies in the fact that approval by a third, party, the graduate school, is
sought. In happy circumstanceswhen approval criteria and program
desirabilities can be made congruentthe normal amount of expeditious
persuasion is about all the protagonist requires. When incongruities arise,
brokerage'. means selling some particular ideas to a particular person or
committee. The merit of the proposal is one value that can be called up,
but arguers and the arguments they raise contribute other values.
Nevertheless, it is amazing to witness how much leeway can be found
within graduate school regulations. There are two attributes to any
proposal that seem to open leeway automatically. having a grant and
dealing with minorities or women. When rules do not flex, the option of
trying to change the rules is open, of course, but the chances of success
along this line from a college of education launching pad are not great.
Oclasionally , enough common cause Can be found among such allies as
engineering and business to deliver the necessary. votes. All in all,
program approval brokerage must rely for success on respect, previously
cultivated, from those who interpret rules.

A more important challenge to protagonists arises when program
content is the concern. A graduate school almost always has somewhere
in its magazine of courses and curricula, the exact content needed by
given programs. But for students iii community college programs it is
often hard to get at that content. The obstacles can be mechanical; course
prerequisites or scheduling, hang-ups. Obstacle& can be professorial;
unwillingness or inability to make the content come alive for Students with
community college ambitions,. while simultaneously catering to other
students. Obstacles may be curricular, the content desired does exist in a
department's offerings, but it is scattered among_a half dozen course
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offerings and the students in the program can afford only one. Such
obstacles are inevitable. Some program directors or designers justtive up
and say "get credit for 6 hours in something:* Others go after thi content
as protagonists. Mechanical difficUlties can lie overcome v ery often by
communication at the department head or dean's level. Professorial and
curriculum obstacles call for winning friends and influencing people, but
rely chiefly on one\of two assets. already established respect and interest
on the part of the professor and department concerned,.or a block of able
students who arouse "other department" interest. In my observation,
with 10 or 15 intellectually attractive students, one can negotiate success-
fully on a university campus for almost any program content desired.

It seems almost inevitable, and quite wise, that many of the programs
will involve external, degree features. tAlready we have treated the
political stratagems for getting graduate school holy water sprinkled upon
such features. Another "getting"

an
much more crucial: budgetary

support for quality performance in an external mode. Here, the deans
r must be relied upon, but their roles are difficult. The complete protagonist

confronts and persuades deans with outside testimony, prestigious advo-
cates, and sheer cajolery. Incentive grants from outside help, as do
ombinationsof other deans urging externalism, however, as I assess the

true costs of high-quality external programs,.it appears that university
coffers over the next decade can never furnish the dollars required.
Protagonists will do well to _turn to state legislatures and to the United
States Congress fortsupplements. That route leads through politics of a
classic character. I submit that without such politics, externalism will be a
greater barkthan blessing,

In closing, I point out that I 'am bullish on the brokerage role. I have
seen the approach produce some modest results. I have seen it fail more
often, but that must be expected. A brokerage role is bound to be baffling
for educativn professors who are in nongraduate school company three
fotIrths of their time. .
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a Development by
Discussion

Any substantive, meeting of academics overreaches the agenda and takes
on a character of its own as it develops direction, turns up.new ideas, sifts
out points that:deserve special emphasis, refines definitIons and concepts
and clarifies misperceptions. These summary paragraphs capture some
of the discussion that flowed from papers. They set in place more firmly
some of the foundations on which recommendations for future iction
can be constructed. Exchanges among conference participants are not
reported in sequence but are organized around several major headings
that 'encompasA many of the points developed in reaction to the papers.
Under the heading "Clearing tilt Crystal" those topics that sharpen
the grounds for agreement anti make distinct the scope of difference
are treat5d. "Range of Resources': reflects the exchanges on Otaditional
and nontraditional programs, as._well as the new ideas they generated.
"Lines. of Linkage" captures many of the observtions about cross-
over- relationships among the community colleges, graduate schools
and other education-related organizations. The final section, "Making
Room for change," reports ideas about how some of the needed develop-
ments can be supported.

CLEARING THiCRYSTAL

It was the quotation offered by Jose Perea that gave the endorsement of
wisdom to-this task:
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'Que en este mundo traidor
nada cs verdaii rii es =nth-a
todd es segtin del color
del cristal can Mx se mira.

[In this treacherous world nailing is truth not it fa-lschk.iod, c%, cry thing is as the oIor of the
crystal with which you view it.)

One "crystal" tf information that presented an enigma is found in)the
survey report de.velbped by McCabe. The low evaluations given by
respondents to competence in one's field and the value of research (items
13, 16, 19) seem to represe.nt extreme judgments. Several discussants felt
a likely inference is that these twd factors are well taken care of by
conventional forms of preparation and the responses represent an absence
of concern, recognition of a level of a equacy,, rather than a reduction in
their significaiice.

There was evidence throughout she discussion that easy acceptance of
conventional wisdom misleads those who observe the graduate school, as
well as those who look at the community college. The,persistent symbols
attributed to the graduate schoolpreoccupation with tesearclf, rigid
disciplinary views, Ph.D.'s or single .competenteare overdiawn or
outmoded. In the words of David Sparks these are "the ghosts of 20 ears
ago"; most present-day graduate departments are something ,quite differ-
ent. 13,ithardson found those outside universities often "criticizing these
institutions for failing to do some of those thingp, that community colleges
should be able to do for themselves." For the community colleges a slow
acceptance by faculty at 4-year institutions of the full meaning of an
"open door" college is now complicated by the community colleges'
undertaking an even more extensive misgion, which reaches beyond the
structure of graded, certified, and age - specific, schooling.

Between the graduate school and the community college there is
reality of two different structures. These wilt not change but must be
incorporated as a part of any plan that aims at a cooperative effort. The
graduate schools of major universities are not coherent hierarchies but
loose confederations of departments with some interspersion of schools
or colleges. The independence and initiative of faculty members or-
ganized into departments that are both disciplinary sectors of knowl-
edge and administrative units is fundamental to the university.' These
disciplinary departments are not only "bastions of the status quo" but
also "staging areas for change," as William Taylor aptly stated. The role
of the disciplines is seriously misunderstood by emphasizing only the
former aspect and overlooking the possibilities of the latter. Only when
this misunderstanding is corrected can pathways lead to new degree
programs, to more attention on the part of professional associations, and
to coordinated efforts.within the graduate school. The community college
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witli its hierarChical organization, managed operations, and concentration
of initiative at the administrative level presents an unfamiliar configura-
tion to discipline riented faculty. It is against this background that one
finds a partial ans er to what Richardson called the "unarticulated ques-
tion": "Why shOuld the graduate schoqls do anything other than what
they now do?" --.

Critics from
1

the community colleges reflect their own tradition of
responding quickly to public needs in their expectations that graduate
schools will, respond immediately to their nfeds or specially trained
faculty. For their part, graduate schools, having iband their degree
holders acceptal?le to indlistry, government, and the academic world,
hold the plausible expectation that slight adjustments via on-the job
training will yield satisfactory outcomes for the new constituency
community colleges. ILlevertheless, McCabe makes the point that the
particular staffing needs of the community colleges are very real an are
developing the persistence of a trend, a trend that must be met. Commit-
ment to the open door has brought into the community college students
more diverse than those foun'd in any other set of institutions, even
including the public school structure. Furthermore, broad commitment to
the interests of the community has generated requests for training
programs in the 2 -year colleges that answer the needs of varipps agencies
and individuals alike in that community. With the new range of students
and programs comes the inevitable need for new instructional modes and
faculty. At best,_ graduate school efforts answer only a part of these
requirements for a particular kind of faculty preparation, and it not the
part that promises greatest growth. .

The number of faculty candidates front junior and community c lieges
who will or can participate in training or study programs is a matter of
crucial importance. Projecting from assumptions that ate very close to the

_existing conditions, Cartter found the numbers of new teachers needed by
.community colleges, particularly new teachers with Ph.D.'s, to be very
modest indeed. But the numbers rise quickly if one adds a few new
assumptions, touched on in the -Papers and elaborated in the discussion.
In- service training for just about all faculty members will be required for
approximately 10 years to meet fully the needs of new clienteles.
Nonteaching professionals and specialists of all types constitute an
essential part or the community college structure and sound preparatory
work for each group is required. Within community college faculties there
is flow, in and out; quite apart from retirement, generated by people
returning to practice and pravlitioners.mov ing into teaching. TbiS' group,
too, becomes-a candidate for education. And there is an urgency to this
need for programs that will provide education on terdis useful to the'
community college. As Richardson notes, student bodies are changing
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and the faculty are tenured into their present positions. Or again,
Harcleroad observes that we have only 10 years in which to identify,
design, and execute programs that will meet these conditions. The
universities, out of-respect for tradition, may have firSt option on meeting
these problems, but without a more effective response than present
practices provide; they will not hold that option long. What the educa-
tional universe of the community colleges requires of univerOtie is a
long-term commitment to continuing education and professiondl prepara-
tion that will meet 2-year college need& wherever they may lead.

RANGE OF RESOURCES

Pqrt of the reason ho few opportunities appear in universities under the
identified heading of community college staff development options is the
lack of educational resources in an elementary ,sense. Organ;zationalonits
and programmatic concepts, not merely funding resources, are needed to
support a full commitment. The conference papers explored this issue
under the headings of "nontraditional" and "traditional" forms of re-
sponse; the ensuing discussion followed a similar pattern.,The nontradi-
tional approach has raised some skepticism. As Richardson asked, "I-tow
many are real alternatives?" The doctor of arts modifies tradition vsery
little and the arr-auniversity degree programs show strong imitative
strains. Some of what has been identified as nontraditional studc,is, in
fact, the kind of on-site contribution to-professional growth that every
community solleze should be doing. While there are good nontraditional
programs sKndly conceived and effectively -operated, ho one apprio,h
has struck the magic spark that seems to be needed in the field.

/ In the traditional getting more being done to meet the needs of the
--year college faculty member than the casual observer might expect, but

1 there is still a generous measure of skepticism. And the issue has roots in
a, basic question, as posed by Taylor: "Given the diversity in the
community colleges, should these institutions look to universities for all
of the training and retraining they require?'" While substantial contribu-
tions can be made, graduate schools cannot be expected to produce the
"whole man" as the community college defines him. Beyond conducting ,
programs of study and institutes or workshops, there are stilf other areas
in Which graduate schools can make contributions. As Haight and others
nosed, "research answers questions" and there has been too little
diiesition to address questions of learning and instruction in terms that
wrallow the graduate school to formulate research-based answers. Also,
certification, the formal power to recognize that resides in the graduate
school, is likely to remain. Kugler pointed out that some contracts and
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codes emphasize formal credit and degrees as a basis for rank and salary
scales. From the papers, and even more from the discussion, it became
clear that no single organizational structure or programmatic design has
given clear evidence of superiority. Further, it is clear that no combina-
tion of approaches, traditional or nontraditional, can yet provide the
variety of options to satisfy current and future needs of staff development

..in the community colleges.

LINES OF LINKAGE A

Just below the surface during much of the discussion lay two questions.
EN; universities know, what community colleges do? Are community
colleges aware of what graduate departments could do? As Tillery noted,
a substantial reservoir of goodwill waits behind both questions to be
tapped by new forms otassociation.

Two new avenues of exchange are required: one that will raise
awareness and understanding and, less obvious but more important, one
that moves toward joint decisions that can produce programs of action.
Both pathways of interaction between community colleges and graduate
schools are imperfectly defined and maintained with difficulty,

,because there-is no strong precedent or continuing tradition.
At first glance the idea of raising awareness may appear to be a mere

echo of the conventional plea for "more communication. In this case,
however, the plea has quite specific origins. Graduate faculties have no
easily accessible means of observing what goes on in the community
college, and they cannot trust their own personal experience which is
largely drawn from 4-year programs. Community colleges, as Richardson
and Anderson pointed out, often approach the graduate school seeking
assistance with a broad gauge problem. For example, the relationship
between learnine, theory and instructional technology includes essential
topics that are scattered across several departments and among schools in
most universities. The graduate school' qua graduate school is incapable
of a single directanswer to such questions.

It became increasingly clear in the course of the.discussion that finding
new crossovers for communication and new avenues of professional
linkage may be even more important at this stage than the ingenious
invention of new programs of study. There are some patches- of promise
on the academic scene, and Taylor observed that professional societies
are once more directingitheir attention to pedagogical issues after almost
25 years of Preoccupation with research and subspecialization within the
disciplines. The possibilities of exchange professorships were raised along
with briefer visitations among the faculty and staff of the two kinds of

fr
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institutions. The possibilities are rich if only one kczps in mind that the
purpos is to sense the fundamental goodwill, add accuracy to the
observations of both parties, and cultivate the kind of mutual respect
upon which sound academic programs must be based.

More difficult and time-consuming is the task of establishing lines oft
linkage that will produce programs of action. There was.wide agreement
among the discussants._ that administrative summit meetings between
community colleges and graduate schools would have very limited

....77\results unless a richer network of involvement in both institutions was
achieved. How fundament.. this task is was demonstrated by discussion
of the role a school of education might,play. . At first glance, education
appears to be a natural home for community staff development programs.
Haskew's paper and rejoinders to it made plain that the education school
may have a large share of the important resources and could be a home
',base for some programs. However, it would be denied the singular
leadership role by the very nature of the graduate school, which em,
phasizes the independence of colleges and their component departments.

In the present climate one of the more promising avenues to action lies
with interpersonal relationships. In some cases these contaois are highly
entrepreneurial depending on the ingenuity of a single professrlor who calls
together from various departments the resources needed to run a
program. The creation of intermediary roles by joint appointments is
another mechanism that adds power to personal,inflnence. The brokerage 4,
role on either an interdepartmental or intercollegiate bais, depends again
on the persorfal efforts of an individual who can .channel resources in new
directions.

Lines of contact that build on fields of knowledge show evidence of
,producing successful exchange between graduate departments and com-
munity colleges. Sometimes these associations begin ,vith short-term
workshops involving faculty members from similar subject areas and then
ripen into regional or statewide professional associations. Cosand,
Taylor, Green, and Haight all reported good experience with this ap-
proach. The discipline is such a fundamental link to student learning that
most efforts in this direction eventually lead to, professional societies, as
Phillips pointed out in her paper ilnd as the discussion developed more
fully. Physics, chemistry, history, and the humanities give clear signs of
interest. Even more rapid progress might be made in this urea if a group of
community college presidents were to appear on the programs of profes-
sional associations at theirannual meetings.

Although the idea of formal associations at institutional levels did not
generate high enthusiasm in the discussion, it was not discounted al
together particularly as a first step to other kinds of exchange. Cosand
cited associations of community colleges and universities in two states
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that were gradually developing effectiveness. Possibility of leaderghip
exercised by statewide coordinating or governing bodies in this area were
also noted. Finally, the possibilities of collective bargaining contracts as a
medium for installing flexible and comprehensive staff development
programs were discussed at some length.

Itisummary, while there may be no single program on the currsnt scene
that answers stiff development needs of community colleges effectively,
.a'number of parallel paths exist that lead toward sound outcomes add
mutual understanding. This is a time, too, in which a thoughtful, paper or
two from the academic fields about alternate means for preparing,
renewing, and updating teachers in the disciplines would have special
value, as Tillery pointedout.

MAKING ROOM FOR CHANGE

Patterns of professional development as new as those under discussion
require the "risg-capital" of education, new resources of professional
`time, specialized persdhnel, and support services. By increasing the
attractiveness of the institution to new students and cutting attrition of
those ahlady enrolled, this mhy even yield shortrun returns of a direct
sort. _Case and Tillery cited, evidence" of these effects in California.
Needed resources always translate conveniently into dollar terms,.but the
quality of what these funds are used for and the terms on which they are
required must be weighed. They will have to be developed, as all other
fiscal support has been, realignment or combination of what is in hand
or by inputs of -new funds. As Green notes!, personnel sets and minor
organizational changes can signal a beginning. Combining funds already
dispersed across the institutional budget into a fund identifies, tor faculty
development would,eas McCabe and Sparks observed, provide an add.
tional step. In active community colleges this might turn out to be as much
as 6 percent of the budget, according to some estimates. There was a
feeling, however, that financial support for the kind of program that has
been under discussion might run as high as 10 percent of a system budget,
which would certainly require supplementation from extrainstitutional
sources. In some cases requests for state funding could be justified by the
prospect of increased efficiency in the use of faculty. Another encour-
agement for earmarked funds devoted to faculty development has come in
recent collective, bargaining contracts. At Chicago City College and City_Jirriv'ersitScOf New York, provisions for professional updating or retrain-
ing have been included in the contract.

Nationally, federal funding may play the crucial role. During the initial
years of doctor of arts programsMichigan was the case cited in point-
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fellowships made it possible to select those students ho would benefit
most from the program. The rationale around whic commendations for
federal support might be develope has 'al importance. With ex-
perimentalism and hurIlan development programs falling to low _priority ,

the most likely, justification for federal support would have to emphasize
retraining people whose disciplines are no longer in demand, thereby
contributing to general professional effectiveness, There is precedent for
this in the Manpower D.:: elopment Training Act and ev idence of the need
in the sharp enrollment declines in fields such as social sciences and
languages. Under such an approach it would also be possible, to de-
velop, options to serve new 2-year college constituencies. TfitrThode
of approach would probably in approval beyond the educational com-
rn..nity and draw cooperation from national labor, associations and the
professional units of AM), NEA, and AFT, as well as the discipline-m\iented
associations. The logical place for such legislation is within the sectit?gs of
the Higher Education Act amendments as they develop over the , next
several years.

Occasionally , discussion of the moss fruitful directions for development,
of university communiK college relationships brought speculation on
deeper issues. These issues now lie just over the horizon of immediate
practical concern but they are to the whole profession. How do
individuals develop throughout a professional lifetime, as2.peksons,
teachers, and scholirs? HOw are coherent career lines identified and to
what degree are these aided or impeded by 6ecialization in a discipline?
On the institutional It% el there is a growing concern as to, how graduate
schools, which have achirev ed altigh state of excellence by ',heir capacity
t*spectilate with intellectual vigor aad ituestigate with precision, can
translate thege talents into an exchange that will anticipate problems as
the emerge and offer sources of guidance to practitioners. Finally, the
versatility of the disciplines to oddressl'problems of learning must be
restored to a balance that carries wider benefit for all branches of the

.academic profession.
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4 From Talk.
to Action

a

There are several indications that the conference described in this volume
served its purposes well. For the first time, a group was convened that
represented both graduate schools and community colleges. The persons
assembled engaged in full and frank discussion of a long list of critical
issues and prOv.ided a foundation on whiEh further actions by coinmunitY
colleges and graduate schools can build.

But knowledgeable persons in higher education know that conferences,
in and of themselves, do not automatically generate positive change. They
are helpful in identifying issues, illuminating the nature of these issues,
and suggesting ways to progress. Determining whether the suggestions
are sound and will effect beneficial results, however, requires action in
the fieldin this case, in the community colleges and the graduate
schools.

What understandings will strengthen community colleges and graduate
education in their drive to greater effectiveness in the educational
enterprises they represent? What actions seem to be most promising to
develop these understandings and to translate them from concepts to
practices in the community colleges and graduate schools? The confer
ence record suggests that substantive answers to both questions exist.
Improved understandings that cut in several directions are needed
understandings among the community colleges as a group, among the
graduate schools as a group, and among the community colleges and the
graduate schools. Actions following and built upon the improved under-
standings will be most helpful.
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CLARIFICATION OF COMMUMTY COLLEGE FUNCTIONS

An issue that surfaced early in the conference discussion bears heavily on
the essential purposes, that community colleges seek to seryi. Should,
these institutions concentrate their full resources on providing instruction
and related services to ptudents, or should effdrts be made simultaneously
to provide programs tto improve directly the effecti/veness of their
professional personnell (instructors, counselors, and other educational
specialists) whose duties in the community colleg9 require advanced
specialized knowledge' While awareness of this issue obviously influ-
enced the posture of blth the community college/and graduate education
representatives engag9d in the discussion, the ,wider ramifications were
not really examined carefully and fully.

Yet, if clarificatiol of institutional purpose contributes to more effec-
tive institutional actiun, a closer examination of the issue is needed. The
way that it is resoVed will have serious consequences for both community
colleges and graduate schools. Community colleges now serve as agencies
for direct del Very of postsecondary educational services of less than
professimal level. If, however, these colleges are also to serve, in whole
or in part, As professional schools (as extensive development of pro- ,
grams to ,upgrade their professional staff members would make them),
new consequences would develop. Al present, some community colleges,
evidently sense a strong pressure to establish "in-house" staffdevelop-
ment programs of extensive dimensions. This, they profess, is needed to
fill the vacuum existing in the availability of services from4thei agencies
and to avoid depending on those sources that, in the v iew of these com-,
munity colleges, are producing personnel not truly attuned to community
college professional performance requirements.

CLARIFICATION OF GRADUATE EDUCATION FUNCTIONS

Anoiherissue that came to the fore early in the conferenceindeed, even
in its planning stage, as the minutes of the advisory panel showpertains
to the mission and responsibility for service of graduate education. Just as
the function of community colleges was a subject underlying much of the
discussion, this analogous issue for graduate education influenced the
discussion consistently, but was not fully examined. Is university -based
graduate education obliged to provide programs for all personnel whose
functions call for advanced specialized knowledge (including professional
staff in community colleges), or only for those working in selected fields
(e.g., university teaching and research)? Implicit within this question are
several subquestions. Do graduate schools have an obligation to serve the
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needs of professionals who wish to study on a part-time basis? In
locations away from a main university campus? On topics of special
interest to those professionals after they have completed a terminal
academic degree? Again, a more complete clarification of these questions
will serve to sharpen the concept of graduate education and clarify the
expectations of those engaged in it as well as of those outside.

COOPERATION FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Although neither of the foregoing major issues concerning the roles of
'community colleges and graduate education was fully aired, discussion
was Sufficient to show some consensus of opinion., Considerable readi-
ness was expressed on the part-Of both groups to act jointly to improve the
current level of agreement on relative institutional roles. The community
college representatilies generally seemed to want their insights and
expectations. for staff development accepted and acted upon by the
graduate schools, they did not appear overly anxious to assume the task
of personnel development themselves. Graduate ediication representa-
tives strongly indicated a wiltivness to promote closer associations with
community collegeAleaders to institute new, and improve existing, ap-
proaches to development of professional staff for the comi...inty colleges.

The discussion showed clearly, however,That the basic premise of the
conference remains true. Insights and experiences are only minimally
shared between community college, and graduate education. All con-
cerned continue to state that closer and stronger work in their common
6ehalf is needed. In this effort, furthermore, both need to work to achieve
for each other "keys" to needed resources to support other positive
actions.

Some actions to improve mutual understanding that might be taken by
community colleges and by graduate education as separate enterprises
and by the two groups jointly are discussed below.

Actions by Community Colleges

1. The community colleges can help graduate schools by defining
problems of staff development to the graduate schools in terms that will
allow the graduate schools to approach them and that will allow answers
to be,immediately applicable to the community colleges. This is not now
happening. The community colleges contend that they have defined their
staff development problems. This is true in part, but the definition has not
specifically been directed to the graduate schools or directly cOmmuni
cated to them. More specific action should no longer be delayed.



2, Community .colleges can make stronger use of specialists in com-
munity college education on the faculty of graduate schools of education.
In this their college of education colleagues can Help to establish liaison
with graduate faculty in other departments and to serve as coordinators of
comprehensive projects, including research and development projects
that address staff development needs and can lead to broader aspects of
institutional improvement. Further, community colleges can deliberately
seek to bring these graduate school representatives frequently to their
campuses for on-site efforts to formulate new programs that will

strengthen the community" colleges.
- 3. Several factors support a proposition that the community colleges

have the greatest ability to generate funds and to provide related
resources, such as physical facilities, for continuing professional de-
velopment of their personnel. A growing number of community colleges
are providing a set percentage of operating funds for,staff development,
faculty collective bargaining contracts show increasing attention to agree-
ments that provide institutional funds for this purpose, cqmfnitment of
institutional space and, to some extent, instructional equipment and other
supporting resources is an established practice in community colleges
cooperating with various "field-based," graduate -level staff development
programs. All of these efforts can be augmented to enhance the pos-
sibilities for greater community college use of graduate programs.

4. By virtue of their relatively close ties with local communities,
community colleges have the opportunity to build on the growing trend of
making career training for all persons in the community "a counseling
operation." In so doing, they can involve Inure graduate school personnel
as resource specialists.

. ,00
Actions by Graduate Education

.

1. Although some significant Changes are evident, much indifference
remains in the general concern of graduate school faculty for commu-
nity colleges, as well as limited or wrung understanding of these collegesjton some key points: hen, for example, graduate faculty members
continue to refer to ommunity colleges as "junior colleges," 'they
reflect a professional distance from current reality both in their atti-
tude nd in the currency of their information. Consequently, it is
underslandable why many people engaged in community college educa
tion have concluded that, "the graduate schools do not understand what
we are doing and so cannot be of help to ul in strengthening capabilities of
the staff we employ."

Somewhat the same result comes when graduate school personnel
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decry or deprecate the drive among community colleges for help in
moving faculty and other professional staff to greater levels of effective-

ness. Two responses are generally expressed by graduate faculty when
community colleges state their peed for staff who can relate more sensi-
tively and effectively to students in the full range of diversity that
they bring to the- colleges,. (1) This kind of exercise is futile and any
ho,pe to achieve success in it is naive; that is, "teaching is an art," or "hu-
man relations are felt not learned." (2) Concern for effective student
instruclor understandings in the learning process are no more difficultior
desirable in the community colleges than in the, baccalaureate colleges and

the graduate,schools.
Such attitudes are wrong. Corrective action would best be initiated by

the graduate schools tpemselv es and strengthened by strong involvement
of community college personnel. The action called for is an "in-service
staff development program" for personnel in graduate educatiOn aimed at
developing better appreciation of the community colleges as institutions
and of the student faculty relationship in the learning situation typically
encountered in these institutions. Both administrative personnel (graduate
deans and deans of colleges with graduate departments) and the teaching
faculty (department heads, and faculty) should participate RI such a
program..

2. One among many possible outcomes of such an "in- service" staff
development program for interested graduate fagulty can be a focusing of
more graduate research efforts, including doctoral dissertation studies, on
the learning process of interest to the community colleges. The need for
such an, expanded knowledge base .for strengthening the instructional
program was voiced recurrently during the disctission. Some participants
from the graduate schools had excellent illustrations of the practices at
their institutions. The graduate schools, perhaps under the leadership of
the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, could stimulate
much. more action along these lines, in this effort the fullest possible
participation of community college personnel should be encouraged

3. Graduate education interests and those of the major professional
associations representing the subject matter disciplines are closely inter
related. Recognition of this fact prompted conference participants to note
the potential leadership role that the graduate schools can play in urging
the professional associations and the community colleges to become more
cloely involved in staff development programs. The even greater chal-

lenge of such action leading to a three-cornered attack on community
college staff development needs involuting the graduate faculty leaders,
the professional associations in the disciplines, and such national associa-

tions as the AAUP, NEA. and AFTwas also identified. Here again,
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however, the question of a promising initiating agent was left vague-,The.'
inference is clear that an initiative by graduate education on behalf of the
community colleges would be more productive than one either by the
community colleges or the professional 'associations, both of which would
consequently appear to be self serving. The Council of Graduate Schools
may wish to consider possible moves on this point.

4. Action is also needed to stimulate graduate education's attention to
updating professional workers who have completed advanced degrees.
The standard approach to such updating, whereby the individual is
encouraged to return to the university for "more advanced course work,"
has'not proved effective. Indeed, most graduate programs are perceived
in the community colleges as irrelevant to this, problem. To change this
negative posture, the problem must be'examined in depth, in the hope,that
major innovative ventures might evolve.

Actions by Both Parties r
1

One participant aptly concluded that "No single organizational form
exists within the universities or the junior..--Fommunity colleges to meet
the problems." When the subsequent question was posed"How. can
community colleges help graduate schools and use them in developing
such organizational forms?"a number of possibilities were noted for
joint community college graduate education action.

1. If the call for a deepened dialogue between graduate education and
the community colleges is to be heeded, graduate education and commu-
nity colleges must reserve more time and energy for this purpose. As a
follow-up 'to this national conference, we propose that a series of regional
and perhaps state-level conferences of the same type be organized.
Beyond holding such conferences and short-term institutes, however,
operational linkages must be continued.

2. A number of university graduate schools should be encouraged
to organize major staff divelopment progranis with nearby community
colleges. Perhaps as many as 12 or 15 such cons9rtia should be organized
and supported to formulate and test a variety of staff development ideps.

3. Given that fatulty.,in community colleges and colleagues in the
graduate disciplines need more professional interaction, it is natural to
expect that programs of faculty exchange should develop. To date, this
concept has been implemented only on a trial basis, but the case for it
remains compelling. If a number of graduate schotits were to formu-
late and launch a coordinated effort in such a faculty exchange pro-
gram, given substantial' financial support by a national foundation,
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success might be achieved. The Council of Graduate Schools should
consider an initiative in this directiori. .

4. Finally, the graduate schools and the community colleges must take
joint action for a new program of federal support for strengthened staff
development for community collples. The Caduncil of Graduate Schools,
in cooperation with the AACIC, might take the lead in pressing for this new
federal initiative.
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